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Supra Photosynthesis
At the first Solar Photochemistry meeting for the P.I.s in May 1977, Dr. Richard Kandel, the
Director of the Program set forth the mission of the Program with the following statement:
“The term solar photochemistry as used here is meant to include all research
carried out with the long term goal of developing methods for capturing solar
energy photochemically as a fuel (such as hydrogen from the decomposition
of water), as electricity (in a photogalvanic cell) or in chemical bonds for
subsequent release as heat. . . . I have use the term artificial photosynthesis
and defined it as the generation of fuel or electricity using model systems
which mimic natural photosynthetic systems in light gathering and charge
separation.”

Almost forty years have passed since that first meeting and we have learned much that has
advanced the goals set forth in that mission statement. At that time, the structure and
composition of the photosynthetic reactions centers and the thylakoid membrane were
only crudely known. A matter of heated discussion was the identity of the “primary
acceptor” for the electron in the excited state of the reaction center chlorophylls. It was
clear that several manganese atoms were present in the oxygen evolving complex, but how
many and in what position they were to be found was a mystery. A new tool to study this
structure, X-ray absorption and fluorescence from Synchrotron Radiation had just come on
line.

In research on emulation of photosynthesis, the hottest topic was the attempt to confirm
Marcus theory as a valid description for electron transfer. The question was posed as to
whether it were possible to separate charges through electron transfer from a donor to an
acceptor for as long as a microsecond, and the suggestion was made that ruthenium
complexes might be a good place to start. Three years after the publication by Fujishima
and Honda on photo-induced water splitting at TiO2, a furious race was being run to
discover a semiconductor electrode that would split water with visible light without itself
decomposing. Dye sensitization was an odd area of study where dyes adsorbed in a
monolayer from an aqueous electrolyte onto planar electrodes absorbed a per cent of the
incident light and produced electrons in the electrode with a yield of a few per cent.

One need only examine the contents of the 2015 book of abstracts from the Program to see
how far we have come in this field. A simple overview of the Program history will confirm
this as well. The thermal storage of solar energy in photo-isomerized compounds was taken
to the scale-up stage in industry before being determined to be unsuitable for manufacture
owing to thermal instabilities. Photoelectrochemical solar cells where Si microelectrodes in
HBr produced electricity were brought to the manufacturing stage in the late eighties, but
could not compete with cheap oil. Photogalvanic cells were shown to be inefficient, but dye
sensitization solved its problem of low yields for electron transfer and low absorption to
become the highly researched dye sensitized solar cells of today. The ability and stability of
homogeneous catalysts in water splitting have improved by many orders of magnitude; the
problem of solar fuels evolution at semiconductor electrodes was taken over into the DOE
Applied Technology Offices early in the nineties for H2 production and has recently formed
the basis of the Energy Innovation Hub, the Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis.
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With this progress in the Program mission, it is perhaps time to appreciate the research in
the Solar Photochemistry Program as Supra Photosynthesis, as above and more advanced
than the original photosynthetic model systems that motivated the Program’s creation in
1977. It is evident that the demands of the modern economy impose more demanding
figures of merit upon the human systems for chemically-based energy conversion than
Nature does upon its photosynthetic systems. The photosynthetic system shuts down
above AM 0.1, but a man-made system for energy conversion must function as if it were
light starved at AM 1.0. The need for durability is also far greater than in Nature.

The photosynthetic system evolved with organic structures, most likely because organic
media can be changed by Nature on a much quicker time frame than solid inorganic matter.
Chemists can also emulate the end result organic matter in photosynthesis, and can
synthesize new variants much faster than Nature. However, they can also readily make
structures of solid inorganic composition that Nature rarely produces – new
photoelectrodes and nanostructures of metals and semiconductors of an immense variety.

The models presently under study for light absorption, energy transfer, electron transfer
and harvesting of light energy as electricity or fuels are of a greater dimension than those
found in the photosynthetic reaction centers. It is now possible to control light absorption
through quantum effects in inorganic nanoparticles through size variation and the models
of electron transfer from these particles differ from those occurring in the components of a
photo-activated thylakoid membrane. The primary photo-induced charge separation and
dark recombination in organic molecular solar cells, where nano-crystalline domains of
organic chromophores and unique fullerene compounds exchange charge, operate with
poorly-understood and complex models for charge transfer. The oxygen evolving reaction
in photosynthesis has a designed and deterministic reaction pathway for handling electron
and proton transfer and today we probe the feasibility of less controlled pathways in a
number of systems.
If we are moving away from the photosynthetic reaction center as the guiding model for
systems research in this Program, then where are we headed? Certainly Grand Challenge
research in the area of light, energy, and matter has been and will always be of interest in
this Program, as will be fundamental studies of light absorption, energy transfer, electron
transfer and small molecule activation for fuels generation. However, as we build upon
these concepts to make sub-systems and systems for solar energy conversion, where we
are headed is a research regime where we are using and discovering a number of model
systems to emulate and explore. The photosynthetic system still serves as a good reference
point, but there are many other aspects of biological reaction pathways and structures that
could be of great use in non-biological systems. The solid state p-n junction solar cell made
of electronic grade materials for use in extra-terrestrial applications is one such model, but
it needs to be brought down to earth, to be made terrestrial. The Grätzel formulation of the
dye-sensitized solar cell is another example and differs from both of these, but Nature is
telling us that there are limits to this formulation and we seek a design for a Next
Generation Dye Sensitized Solar Cell.
For those scientists who seek to step outside Grand Challenge and fundamental research
problems and into basic research in the world of systems and sub-systems for energy
transduction, there is the new challenge of learning how to envision and design these new
systems and how to extrapolate from them to the basic research problems which will
enable their assembly and operation. The converse also holds. How can one go from
fundamentals and sub-systems in photochemistry research to design a system? How does
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one go from regimes where reactions are studied at low concentration and are linear in
behavior to systems where the reactive components are highly concentrated and have nonlinearities and feedback loops in their behavior? Systems research will never be the major
part of the research effort of this Program since few systems will be worthy of such
detailed inspection. However, the mastery of this conceptual process, of transition from
fundamental to system research, is a discipline in itself, with rules that must be learned,
being guided by the physics and chemistry of species and assemblies reactive to light.
Mark T. Spitler
May 2015
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FOREWORD
The 37th Department of Energy Solar Photochemistry P.I. Meeting, sponsored by the Chemical
Sciences, Geosciences, and Biosciences Division of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, is
being held May 31 - June 3, 2015 at the Marriott Washingtonian Center in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. These proceedings include the meeting agenda, abstracts of the formal presentations
and posters of the conference, and an address list for the participants.
This Conference is the annual meeting of the grantees who perform research in solar
photochemical energy conversion with the support of the Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and
Biosciences Division. This gathering is intended to enable the exchange of new ideas and
research concepts between attendees and to further the collaboration and cooperation required for
progress in such a difficult field.
This year, the Meeting will be attended by all of the P.I.s of the Solar Photochemistry Program,
the first complete meeting of the P.I.s in three years. It is appropriate therefore that there will be
guest lecturers to span the entire interests of the Program in our opening sessions on Monday and
Tuesday mornings, with Monday featuring a presentation by Professor Marc Baldo of M.I.T. ,
Director of the EFRC Center for Excitonics and with Tuesday one from Professor Roel van de
Krol, Head of the Institute for Solar Fuels at the Helmholtz Center, Berlin. In addition, the
meeting is also structured during its daily oral presentation sessions to feature opportunities for
discussion of the critical research problems in this topic. A dynamic and instructive exchange is
expected.
We would like to express our appreciation to Nada Dimitrijevic for her help in the assembly of
this abstract book, to Diane Marceau of the Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and
Biosciences, and to Connie Lansdon of the Oak Ridge Institute of Science and Education for
their assistance with the coordination of the logistics of this meeting. We must also thank all of
the researchers whose energy and dedication have made the advances in solar photoconversion
of this meeting possible.

Mark T. Spitler
Christopher Fecko
Chemical Sciences, Geosciences,
and Biosciences Division
Office of Basic Energy Sciences
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Revealing the Excited State Intricacies of Methyl Ammonium Lead Halide Perovskites
Jeffrey A. Christians, Joseph S. Manser, Yong-Siou Chen, Kevin Stamplecoskie, and
Prashant V. Kamat
Radiation Laboratory, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry and Department of Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Organic metal halide perovskites are attractive candidates for designing next generation solar
cells. These cells have already delivered solar cell efficiencies greater than 20%. The simple
fabrication technique and lower carbon footprint of thin film architecture are additional
advantages these materials offer for developing new
transformative solar cell technology.
CH3NH3I and PbI2 crystallize at relatively low
temperatures (70-100 °C) to form CH3NH3PbI3 which
has a tetragonal perovskite structure of the general
form ABX3, where A = CH3NH3I, B = Pb, and X = I
(Figure 1). Several techniques have been employed to
better control CH3NH3PbI3 film crystallinity and
morphology. Formation of the crystalline perovskite
phase causes a color change from the yellow of the
precursor solution to the dark black/brown of the
Figure 1. A). Scheme showing the general
CH3NH3PbI3 with its band gap of approximately 1.6 (ABX ) crystal structure of perovskite. In the
3
eV. The major research thrust to date is directed case of the hybrid perovskite CH3NH3PbI3
towards the design of solar cells with reproducible and discussed in the present manuscript, A =
stable performance. A deeper understanding of the CH3NH3I, B = Pb, and X = I. (From reference
photoinduced processes will be a valuable asset to 47)
researchers aiming to push the performance of perovskite solar cells nearer the Shockley-

Figure 2. A) Kinetic profiles of the 760 nm bleach recovery at various pump intensities. Traces are normalized
to the maximum bleach signal at each excitation energy density. B) Normalized transient absorption spectra of
the band-edge transition in CH3NH3PbI3 recorded at the maximum bleach signal (5 ps) after 387 nm pump
excitation of varying intensity. The corresponding carrier densities (n0) are indicated in the legend. C)
Modulation of the intrinsic bandgap of CH3NH3PbI3 according to the Burstein–Moss model. The vertical
dashed line marks the onset of bandgap broadening. The linear trend indicates agreement with band filling by
free charge carriers. Adapted from reference 36.

3

Quessier limit and improve the stability of these devices. Our research group is actively involved
in contributing to this growing knowledge base, probing the excited state dynamics of
CH3NH3PbI3 and elucidating the ultrafast charge separation and charge recombination processes
following short laser pulse excitation.
By using transient absorption spectroscopy we have succeeded in elucidating the excited
state behavior of CH3NH3PbI3 as well as the nature of the charge separation responsible
photocurrent generation (Figure 2). Accumulation of charges following laser pulse excitation of
the perovskite films leads to an increase in the intrinsic bandgap as expected from the Burstein–
Moss band filling model. The carrier density dependent bimolecular recombination process and
the band-edge shift provide insight into the behavior of photogenerated free charge carriers.
Spectrally distinguishable charge separated state and charge transfer complex state of
CH3NH3PbI3 have been identified.
The two transitions seen in the absorption spectra at 480 and 780 nm was attributed to the
dual valence band structure (Figure 3A). This model predicts the accumulation of charges at a
common conduction band minimum, CB1 regardless of the transition excited (viz. VB2 to CB1
or VB1 to CB1). Assuming the difference absorbance signal arises predominately due to state
filling, we would expect the charge recombination dynamics to be homogeneous at all
wavelengths, contrary to what is observed in our experiments. Taken as a whole, we have
ascribed the excited state spectral features in CH3NH3PbI3 to a charge transfer band (Reaction 1)
which is seen at wavelengths shorter than 680 nm, and a band gap transition (Reaction 2) which
is responsible for the 760 nm bleach (Figure 3B).
𝐶𝐻3 𝑁𝐻3 𝑃𝑃𝐼3 + ℎ𝜈 → (𝐶𝐻3 𝑁𝐻3 𝑃𝑃𝑃 ⋯ I2 )

𝐶𝐻3 𝑁𝐻3 𝑃𝑃𝐼3 + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐶𝐻3 𝑁𝐻3 𝑃𝑃𝐼3 (𝑒 + ℎ)

(1)
(2)

In order to utilize these cells for solar hydrogen production as well as outdoor application one
needs probe the interaction of CH3NH3PbI3 with water. While significant changes are seen in the
UV-visible absorbance with water vapor (90% humidity exposure), the presence of the hydrate in
the films has no noticeable effect on the charge carrier dynamics at short times (< 1.5 ns). It is
proposed that H2O initially reacts with the surface of the perovskite film, and only slowly
permeates through to the center of large
domains. The reaction with H2O at the
surface of the perovskite film forms
shallow traps in the band structure so
that the portion of the CH3NH3PbI3
crystal which is pristine remains largely
unaffected. Efforts are underway to
evaluate the photovoltaic performance
Figure 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the prevailing band
and
excited
state
behavior
of
structure models proposed for CH3NH3PbI3 showing A) the
dual valence bands and B) the coexistence of a charge
CH3NH3PbI3 films during the exposure
transfer band along with the semiconductor band structure.
of variable humidity environments under
These models have been invoked to explain the photoinduced
continuous illumination.
bleaches at 480 and 760 nm. (Adapted from Ref 42)
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Enhanced Molecular Photophysics and Photochemistry in Cu(I) and Ir(III)
MLCT Chromophores
Catherine E. McCusker, Michelle M. McGoorty, and Felix N. Castellano
Department of Chemistry
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695-8204
Earth-abundant copper(I) bis-phenanthroline complexes are potential alternatives to the more
familiar 2nd and 3rd row transition metal containing photosensitizers. Copper(I) diimine
complexes have metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorptive properties similar to
[Ru(bpy)3]2+, without the deactivating ligand field states found in other first row transition metal
complexes. However, upon excitation, Cu(I) diimine complexes undergo a significant structural
rearrangement, leading to excited states
which are highly susceptible to exciplex
formation and possess very short
lifetimes. These properties limit their
usefulness as photosensitizers, especially
in donor solvents. Methyl groups in the
3,8- positions of the phenanthroline
ligand, combined with bulky sec-butyl
groups in the 2,9- positions cooperatively
restrict the degree of structural distortion
in the Cu(I) MLCT excited state thereby
extending its lifetime to the microseconds
time scale, Figure 1. This long lifetime is
maintained in donor solvents such as Figure 1. Time resolved emission decay kinetics of
methanol and acetonitrile, which enabled [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6) (dsbtmp = 2,9-di(sec-butyl)-3,4,7,8-tetramethyl[Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6) to sensitize solar 1,10 phenanthroline). Solvents and lifetimes are given in the
legend. Inset shows a space filling model of [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6).
hydrogen
photocatalysis
in
a
water/acetonitrile mixture.

Figure 2. Upconverted emission from [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6) and
DMA after 488 nm excitation. Inset shows a digital photograph
of
emission
from
[Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6)
alone
and
[Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6) with DMA after 488 nm excitation.
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Upconversion photochemistry based on
sensitized
triplet-triplet
annihilation
represents a means to generate high-energy
emission from low-energy excitation, which
has potential applications in a variety of
solar energy conversion schemes including
solar fuels photochemistry. In these
applications it is desirable to replace the
traditional 2nd and 3rd row transition metal
photosensitizers with more earth-abundant
first row metal complexes. Initially,
[Cu(dpp)2](PF6) (dpp = 2,9-diphenyl-1,10phenanthroline) was shown to sensitize redto-green
and
orange-to-blue
photon

upconversion, but performance was limited by its short excited state lifetime (τ = 250 ns). Recent
work has found that the long-lived [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6) is able to efficiently sensitize visible-tonear UV upconversion with a series of anthracene derivatives, Figure 2. The upconversion
quantum yields of 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) and 9,10-dimethylanthracene (DMA)
sensitized by [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6) (17.8% and 9.2% respectively) represent marked
improvements over Ru(II) polypyridyl sensitized upconversion using the same acceptors.
The 2,9-sec-butyl groups and the 3,8-methyl groups of the dsbtmp ligand both play an important
role in restricting the excited state structural distortion in [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6), resulting in a longlived excited state. Varying the substituents
at the 4,7-positions of the phenanthroline
ring will allow for the modification of the
photophysical,
electrochemical,
and
ZnCN
solubility properties of the copper bis
phenanthroline complex, while maintaining
the long lifetime of [Cu(dsbtmp)2](PF6). The
recently developed synthon shown to the left
will allow us to create a library of long-lived
Cu(I) photosensitizers moving forward.
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The exciting photophysical properties of photoluminescent Ir(III) complexes have been exploited
for a variety of applications, including lighting technology, photocatalysis, biological labeling,
and analyte sensing. Bis-cyclometalated diimine complexes in particular boast long excited state
lifetimes, high quantum yields, and chemically tunable emission energies that have been shown
to span the visible region of the spectrum. However, the aqueous insolubility of these complexes
remains a practical challenge for integration into solar fuels photochemistry schemes. We have
designed a series of bis-cyclometalated Ir(III) photosensitizers which incorporate a
bathophenanthroline disulfonate ancillary ligand to promote aqueous solubility. Surprisingly,
compared to organic solvents, these complexes exhibit enhanced aqueous photophysics due to
the unexpected formation of aggregates. This photophysical enhancement is observed by
increasing the chromophore concentration, resulting in blue-shifted emission energies, as well as
longer
excited
state
lifetimes
and
higher
emission quantum yields.
The self-assembly process
is clearly evident from
simple bubble degassing
experiments,
which
completely removes the
chromophores from the
aqueous solution in the
form of photoluminescent
bubbles.
Molecular
dynamic
simulations
indicate the formation of
amorphous and dynamic aggregate clusters, which can be further promoted by the addition of
SO3-
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salts such as NaCl. This novel form of aggregation induced emission enhancement offers a
unique way to fine tune and improve the photophysical properties of water soluble Ir(III)
photosensitizers for a variety of applications.
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Sensitization of Molecular Triplet Excitonic Processes with Colloidal Semiconductor
Nanocrystals
Nick Thompson, Dan Congreve, Mengfei Wu, Moungi Bawendi, Vladimir Bulović, Troy Van
Voorhis, and Marc Baldo
Energy Frontier Research Center for Excitonics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA, 02139
Triplet excitons can be the dominant excitation in molecular photochemical processes and
optoelectronic devices. They exhibit long lifetimes, are often the lowest energy excitation in the
system, and comprise three quarters of the excitons formed from free carriers. Triplets are also
crucial to exciton fission and fusion processes, where excitons are split or combined allowing
wavelength up and down conversion with minimal energetic loss.
Unfortunately, triplet excitons are often an undesirable energy sink – spin-forbidden from
emitting light and strongly bound relative to free electron-hole pairs. Harvesting their energy is
consequently an important technological challenge. The solution in the visible-spectrum is to
employ molecules with strong spin-orbit coupling and efficient phosphorescence from their
triplet states. However, phosphorescent molecular acceptors have proved ineffective in the
infrared (hν < ~ 1.5 eV) because of strong, non-radiative dissipation.
We show that inorganic nanocrystals are an especially effective means of harvesting and
sensitizing non-emissive triplets with energies in the infrared. This is in contrast to prior,
unsuccessful, attempts to transfer triplets to bulk inorganic semiconductors, as well as reported
work with colloidal nanocrystals, which has relied on Förster transfer from emissive molecular
donor states such as singlet excitons or spin-mixed triplet excitons of a phosphorescent molecule.
We have demonstrated triplet exciton harvesting by colloidal semiconducting nanocrystals at the
conclusion of singlet exciton fission in tetracene; see Fig. 1. We find almost unity triplet energy
transfer efficiency from tetracene to PbS nanocrystals when the solvating ligands on the
nanocrystals are short, e.g. caprylic acid. Because the PbS nanocrystals are efficiently radiative,
we believe that this energy transfer process will enable radiative and long range, Förster-type
energy transfer to silicon solar cells, thereby linking the exciton fission process to conventional
solar cells. Because singlet exciton fission can circumvent the conventional single junction limit
of solar cells, triplet energy transfer from molecules to nanocrystals should increase the
efficiency of silicon solar cells from 25% to 30% or more.
We have also investigated the reverse process of energy transfer from colloidal semiconductor
nanocrystals to molecular triplet excitons. One technological motivation for this work is the
sensitization of optical upconversion from the infrared. Traditionally, this process uses molecules
with strong spin orbit coupling to absorb the pump light and convert the excitations to triplets
prior to triplet-triplet annihilation and upconversion to the emissive singlet state. But as with
phosphorescent emitters, the availability of good sensitizers tails off with the energy gap ‘law’,
and demonstrations of infrared to visible upconversion, which would be most useful for many
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applications, have been limited to incident light with λ < 800nm. Further, the exchange splitting
between singlet and triplet states is typically on the order of 0.7eV in molecules, thus the
sensitization process can incur substantial losses, especially for infrared applications.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of triplet exciton transfer from tetracene to a PbS nanocrystal with
decanoic acid ligands. Note that the figure is not to scale; the tetracene molecules have been
expanded relative to the nanocrystal to show the excitonic states. (b) Energy level diagram of the
tetracene-PbS nanocrystal interface, with the tetracene HOMO energy from UPS measurements,
and a lower bound for the LUMO energy obtained by adding the singlet energy from the
emission peak. (c) AFM micrograph of the tetracene layer on PbS nanocrystals.
In Fig. 2, we show an example of solid-state exciton-exciton annihilation in thin films of rubrene
when sensitized by PbS nanocrystals. Upconversion is achieved from beyond λ=1μm at an
efficiency of 4-5%. The high triplet exciton concentrations achieved in solid state also enable
operation at absorbed powers of only ~0.1 suns. The nanocrystals are tunable to λ>1.5μm. Thus,
with matching molecular annihilators, colloidal nanocrystals promise efficient upconversion
from low intensity incoherent light with wavelengths well into the near infrared.

Figure 2: (a) The absorption and emission of the upconverting structures as a function of the
excitonic peak wavelength of the colloidal nanocrystals. Inset: the device under excitation at
λ=808nm. (b) The intensity dependence shows a transition from quadratic to linear when
upconversion becomes the dominant process for triplet excitons.
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Singlet Fission
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Our goal has been a first principles formulation of structural design rules for singlet fission
sensitizers. We started by using quantum mechanical principles to identify classes of organic
chromophores likely to have their singlet and triplet states arranged in a way that would make
singlet fission exoergic. One of these classes are alternant hydrocarbons such as tetracene,
pentacene, or perylene, and their simple derivatives, which have traditionally been the mainstay
of singlet fission research. We focus our attention on another much larger class, biradicaloids
and their derivatives, such as isobenzofurans and indigoid heterocycles. In many cases, the
lowest singlet excitation energies (band gaps) of the candidate structures then need to be adjusted
by suitable substitution to approach the optimal value near 2.2 eV, and an example will be
described in some detail.
We have two objectives in our search for chromophores that perform singlet fission efficiently:
(i) to find very small molecules, for which very high quality calculations of molecular dynamics
of the singlet fission process would then be feasible, and (ii) to find sturdy and light-fast
molecules that would be practically useful. It would of course be ideal if one and the same
chromophore met both objectives. Representative candidates of the biradicaloid type of structure
have been selected and CASPT2 calculations of state energies were performed for them. Those
compounds for which the computed results were most favorable were then used as targets for
synthesis and a detailed examination of photophysics.
The next consideration is an optimization of the spatial relation between two neighboring
chromophores, which is again based on simplified quantum chemical treatment with focus on the
formulation of simple design rules. Ultimately, a simultaneous consideration of a larger number
of chromophores may be required but has not yet been attempted. Using an approximation in
which the lowest energy singlet and triplet excitations of a chromophore are represented by oneelectron transitions from the highest occupied to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(HOMO to LUMO), we have derived somewhat complicated formulas for the relative rate of
singlet fission in the diabatic representation, which go beyond results previously published in
that they do not neglect intermolecular orbital overlap. A systematic introduction of physically
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justifiable and numerically tested approximations yields permits a simplification of these
formulas and ultimately leads to a formulation that expresses the rate as a function of the
molecular orbital coefficients for HOMO and LUMO and of the overlaps between the atomic
orbitals on one and the other chromophore. These formulas require almost no computational
effort and qualitative results can often be guessed by inspection. Limiting cases, such as two
identical chromophores, or one chromophore that is a strong electron donor and another that is a
strong electron acceptor, yield particularly simple results that have been converted into structural
design rules.
Using a formulation of intermediate complexity (no intermolecular overlap), numerical
computations have been performed for a model consisting of two ethylenes, including a complete
search of the six-dimensional space of mutual location and mutual orientation of the two
chromophores. The contributions of the "direct term" were found to be entirely negligible
relative to those of the "mediated term" that contains indirect interactions through virtual chargetransfer states. The results are now being examined and searched for "sweet spots" in which
singlet fission is computed to be especially fast. The best mutual disposition of the two
ethylenes found so far is a slip-stacked arrangement, in which the slip is in the direction of the
HOMO-LUMO transition moment, and this result can be understood in very simple terms.
It is relatively rare for a highly efficient mutual arrangement of neighboring chromophores to be
present in a naturally occurring crystal structure of a compound, and the next synthetic tasks are
to prepare suitable covalent dimers or to use crystal engineering to arrive at the desired
structures. This step carries a risk in that inter-chromophore interactions may modify state
energies sufficiently to convert a case of isoergic or mildly exoergic singlet fission into an
endoergic one. The simplest description of such effects is provided by exciton splitting theory
and it is advisable to make a crude estimate of its magnitude using the dipole approximation.
Examples of both types of approach and the associated complications will be presented.
The very first compound that was identified as a potential new candidate for singlet fission was
1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran (1), and we were fortunate in that one of its two crystalline
modifications had neighboring molecules arranged very favorably and yielded a 200% triplet
yield at liquid nitrogen temperature. In collaboration with our colleagues in the Justin Johnson
group at NREL, a detailed examination of two crystalline forms of 1 was performed. We have
synthesized and examined in detail a long series of its dimers and most of the results have been
published. In the course of this work, it was discovered that in sufficiently polar solvents the
charge transfer states referred to above as virtual contributors to the singlet fission process can
actually be converted into real states and observed directly. We have also observed an
interesting kind of isomerism in which two singlet or triplet excited states of a dimer differ in
that one has a localized and the other a delocalized excitation and both can be observed.
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Self-ordering Molecular Assemblies for Photochemical Charge Separation and Transport
Michael R. Wasielewski, Yi-Lin Wu, Patrick E. Hartnett, Kristen E. Brown, Leah E. Shoer,
Daniel M. Gardner, Scott M. Dyar, Eric A. Margulies, Samuel W. Eaton, and Tobin J. Marks
Department of Chemistry
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60208-3113
Self-assembly of small electron donor-acceptor (D-A) molecules into discrete and monodisperse
nanostructures provides geometrically defined platforms to emulate the photo-induced electron
transfer processes in photosynthetic systems. Organization of molecules by this
thermodynamically-driven method can result in architectures with unique inter-chromophore
relationships that are otherwise difficult to realize by conventional covalent synthesis. In
particular, π-stacked D-A dyads and triads can afford ordered and segregated D/A domains
through which photo-generated holes and electrons can be further separated and rapidly
transported to electrodes in photovoltaics or to catalysts for solar fuels formation. The design of
these self-ordering molecular assemblies must ensure that charge hopping of the separated holes
and electrons between the non-covalent donors and acceptors within their respective segregated
conduits must be significantly faster than charge recombination (Figure 1). We will present two
strategies that demonstrate that photo-induced charge separation can take place within covalent
chromophoric redox partners followed by transport of photo-generated holes and electrons
independently through well-ordered, segregated molecular charge conduits.
Photon Absorption

Charge Separation

Charge Transport

Charge Collection

Figure 1. Left) Charge conduit concept. Right) Structures of
PDI-DPP-PDI (1) and reference molecules.

To illustrate the first strategy, the photophysics of a covalently linked perylenediimidediketopyrrolopyrrole-perylenediimide acceptor-donor-acceptor molecule (PDI-DPP-PDI, 1) were
investigated and found to be markedly different in solution versus in unannealed and solvent
annealed films. Photoexcitation of 1 in toluene results in quantitative charge separation in τ =
3.1 ± 0.2 ps, with charge recombination in τ = 340 ± 10 ps, while in unannealed/disordered films
of 1, charge separation occurs in τ < 250 fs, while charge recombination displays a
multiexponential decay in ~6 ns. The absence of long-lived, charge separation in the disordered
film suggests that few free charge carriers are generated. In contrast, upon CH2Cl2 vapor
annealing films of 1, grazing-incidence X-ray scattering shows that the molecules form a more
ordered structure. Photoexcitation of the ordered films results in initial formation of a spincorrelated radical ion pair (electron-hole pair) as indicated by magnetic field effects on the
formation of free charge carriers which live for ~4 µs (Figure 2). This result has significant
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implications for the design of solar cells based on
covalent donor-acceptor systems and shows that
long-lived, charge-separated states can be achieved
by controlling intramolecular charge separation
dynamics in well-ordered systems.
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To illustrate the second strategy, we have prepared a
G-quadruplex (GQ-1) that incorporates an 8-(4ʹaminophenylethynyl)guanine (GEAn) electron donor Figure 2. Large increase in photo-generated
covalently attached to a 4-aminonaphthalene-1,8- electron-hole pair lifetime upon structural
imide (ANI) chromophore and a naphthalene- ordering of PDI-DPP-PDI.
1,8:4,5-bis(dicarboximide) (NDI) electron acceptor
(GEAn-ANI-NDI, 1). In the presence of KPF6 in tetrahydrofuran (THF), 1 self-assembles into a
monodisperse, C4-symmetric GQ-1 with small spatial intra-quadruplex overlap between the
ANI-NDI units (Figure 3). Photoexcitation of monomeric 1 induces the two-step charge transfer
GEAn-1*ANI-NDI → GEAn+•-ANI–•-NDI → GEAn+•-ANI-NDI–• that occurs in τCS1 = 5 ps and
τCS2 = 330 ps, respectively, while charge recombination occurs in ca. 300 ns. Sharpening of the
H
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R
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C H
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N
absorption and a shift of
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from 1 in THF increases
O
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the secondary chargeshifting rate (τCS2 = 110 Figure 3. Structure of GQ-1 obtained by NMR and SAX/WAXS.
ps), and results in no
change in ethynyl vibrational frequency
(Figure 4). Charge recombination in GQ-1 is
slowed by enhanced radical-pair intersystem
crossing driven by the greater number of
hyperfine couplings in the assembly.
Moreover, time-resolved EPR spectroscopy
shows that the spin-spin-exchange interaction
(J) between the radicals of GEAn+•-ANI-NDI–•
within GQ-1 is smaller than that of 1,
suggesting that the spin (charge) density in
GEAn+• is more dispersed in GQ-1. The
spectroscopic results are consistent with hole
sharing among the guanines within the Gquadruplex that is kinetically competitive with
the formation of GEAn+•. This suggests that Figure 4. Femtosecond stimulated Raman spectra of
GQ-1 following photoexcitation.
G-quadruplexes can serve as effective hole
conduits in ordered donor-acceptor assemblies.
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Organic Macromolecular Materials for Long-Range and Efficient Transport Properties in
Light Energy Conversion Applications
Goodson III, T.
Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
The scope of this investigation is to probe the fundamental excitations in novel
macromolecular organic materials with efficient energy transport and conversion properties. In
order to reach these goals we have studied new organic aggregates and polymeric systems.1-4 The
effects of strong electronic coupling, coherent transport, through space interactions, and singlet
exciton fission have been investigated with optical experiments and numerical modelling.
Utilizing novel compact porphyrin cyclic light harvesting macromolecules we have
investigated the inter-chromophore coupling and the role of excitonic interactions.1 The slipped
co-facial arrangement, similar to
that found in the natural light
Strong excitonic coupling through slipped
harvesting complexes, provides
co-facial arrangement
strong
inter-dimer
coupling
resulting in substantial enhancement
in optical responses. The steady
state, ultrafast dynamics, and
nonlinear optical properties were
probed and analyzed.1 TPA crosssections of ~3*104 GM for the
macromolecular system of modest
Top view
size (8 Zn-porphyrin units) has been
achieved which clearly indicates a
strong exciton coupling in the
system
with
the
excitation
delocalized over entire porphyrin
square. These results demonstrated the great potential of this macromolecule for new
photovoltaic systems.
Figure 1. Compact porphyrin macrocycle.1

A new set of low bandgap electron-accepting polymers have been investigated to probe the
structure–function relationships important to highly efficient solar cells.2 One of the best organic
solar cell material PTB7 has been also investigated for a comparison. Two-photon absorption
measurements provided information about transition dipoles strength and a charge transfer
character of the state. The TPA-diagnostics were closely correlated with time-resolved
spectroscopic results as well as with electronic structure calculations for the four new conjugated
photovoltaic polymers.2 We have shown that the large difference in electron affinities of the comonomers of the polymers plays an important role in the improvement of the photo-physical
properties necessary for efficient solar cell performance. The PECN polymer was found to
possess the best combination of properties essential for PV applications.2
The effect of heteroatoms on the properties important to highly efficient organic solar cells
has been investigated in low bandgap polymers featuring benzodifuran (BDF). Ultrafast
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spectroscopic techniques were used to probe structure–function relationships in these donoracceptor

PECN

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of conjugated photovoltaic polymers (left).2 HOMO-LUMO
distributions of the repeating monomers for PTB7 and PECN (right).2
copolymers. The smaller atomic radius of oxygen in the furan relative to sulfur in thiophene,
enhances planarity, conjugation, and π-π stacking. Benzodifuran-Diketipyrrolopyrrole (FDPP)
polymers have shown to have better potential for the solar cell applications in comparison with
the BDP containing polymer.
Highly efficient intramolecular singlet-exciton fission (SEF) has been obtained in a small
molecule.4 Intramolecular SEF has a great potential to significantly improve photovoltaic devices
via carrier multiplication. Efficient ultrafast triplet photo generation and its yield in quinoidal
bithiophene are determined by photoinduced triplet-triplet absorption, flash photolysis triplet
lifetime measurements, as well as by femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption and
fluorescence methods. These measurements were supported by CASPT2 and RAS-2SF
calculations as well as by the observation of magnetic field effects.
We are currently optimizing the deposition procedures to create regular arrays (monolayers)
of porphyrin macrocycles. The square shape of the porphyrin structure is beneficial for building
regular cubic 2D lattice. For the future work we plan to focus on the energy transport properties
of such supramolecular structures of the porphyrin “squares”. Preliminary calculations of the
inter-ring coupling based on the results obtained during the first year of the Project showed the
ability to transport the excitations over the distances exceeding 100nm. We are working on the
inclusion complex with the electron acceptor (bis(ethoxycarbonyl)methanofullerene) in the ring
cavity and will use a broad variety of the spectroscopic tools to probe it’s properties.
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Fundamental Studies of Illuminated Semiconductor/Electrolyte Interfaces
Meghan Kern, Laurie King, Theodore Kraus, Katarzyna Skoruspka, Kevin Watkins, Mark
Spitler,* and Bruce Parkinson
Department of Chemistry and School of Energy Resources
University of Wyoming
Laramie, WY 82071
and
*
Office of Science, SC 22.13
Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
I will review the work over the last funding period of our grants concerned with illuminate
semiconductor electrolyte interfaces. In the first section I will discuss the doping density
dependence of photocurrents that has been experimentally measured at single crystal rutile TiO2
electrodes sensitized with the N3 chromophore and a trimethine dye. As the doping density of
the electrodes was varied from 1015 cm-3 to 1020 cm-3, three different regimes of behavior were
observed for the magnitude and shape of the dye sensitized current-voltage curves. Low-doped
crystals produced current-voltage curves with
a slow rise of photocurrent with potential. At
intermediate doping levels, Schottky barrier
behavior was observed producing a
photocurrent plateau at electrode bias in the
depletion region. At highly doped electrodes
tunneling currents played a significant role
especially in the recombination processes.
These different forms of the current-voltage
curves could be fit to an Onsager-based
model for charge collection at a
semiconductor electrode. The fitting revealed
the role of the various physical parameters
that govern photoinduced charge collection in
sensitized systems. I will also report on the
progress in preparing homoepitaxial and
heteroepitaxial layers of single crystal oxide
Figure 1. Plot of maximum IPCE for N3 and
semiconductors with controlled doping
G15 sensitized TiO2 over a large range of doping
densities and our recent work on new
densities.
quantum dot sensitizers.
In the second section of the talk I will discuss the progress in identifying and characterizing new
oxide semiconductors for photoelectrochemical water splitting. We reported the identification of
a semiconducting p-type oxide containing iron, aluminum and chromium (Fe2-x-yCrxAlyO3) with
previously unreported photoelectrolysis activity that was discovered by an undergraduate
scientist participating in the Solar Hydrogen Activity research Kit (SHArK) program. The
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SHArK program is a distributed combinatorial science outreach program designed to provide a
simple and inexpensive way for high school and undergraduate students to participate in the
search for metal oxide materials that are active for the photoelectrolysis of water. The identified
Fe2-x-yCrxAlyO3 photoelectrolysis material possesses many properties that make it a promising
candidate for further optimization for potential application in a photoelectrolysis device. In
addition to being comprised of earth abundant elements, the FeCrAl oxide material has a band
gap of 1.8 eV. Current-potential measurements for Fe2-x-yCrxAlyO3 showed an open circuit
photovoltage of nearly one volt, however the absorbed photon conversion efficiency (APCE) for
hydrogen evolution was low (2.4 x 10-4 at 530 nm) albeit without any deposited hydrogen
evolution catalyst. X-ray diffraction of the pyrolyzed polycrystalline thin Fe2-x-yCrxAlyO3 film
on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) substrates shows a hexagonal phase (hematite structure) and
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images show morphology consisting of small crystallites.
The identification of this material has spurred an international effort to “fail quickly” by quickly
reproducing the fabrication of this material using in various laboratories using different synthetic
techniques and evaluating the physical properties of all these samples, such as carrier lifetimes,
in laboratories that specialize in such measurements. Groups in Munich and Bochum in
Germany have also prepared this material by nanostructuring and sputtering resulting in higher
quality films and dramatically increasing the photocurrent. We have also investigated the effects
of introducing p-n and p-i-n structures to see if carrier collection can be improved in these low
mobility materials. Questions remain about whether this material is stable under the reducing
conditions needed to evolve hydrogen from water.
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Synthesis and Spectroscopy of Transition Metal-based Chromophores:
Tailoring First-row Photophysics for Applications in Solar Energy Conversion
James K. McCusker
Department of Chemistry
Michigan State University
578 South Shaw Lane, East Lansing, MI 48824
Fundamental research on solar energy conversion – which will ultimately lead to the next
generation of solar energy technologies – has sought to replicate Nature’s solution to the energy
conversion problem through the creation of artificial constructs that mimic various aspects of
photosynthesis. Whether it’s the creation of potential gradients to generate current (i.e.,
photovoltaics) or more recent efforts coupling photo-generated electrons and holes to catalysts,
the first step is the absorption of light and subsequent separation of charge. Transition metalbased chromophores are particularly well suited for use in this context by virtue of the chargetransfer excited states that a majority of them possess, hence their prevalence in a wide array of
solar energy conversion schemes that have been developed over the years.
When considering energy on a global scale, material availability becomes a serious
consideration. While one can debate whether the use of earth-abundant elements in catalysts is
critical in this regard, that same argument does not translate to the light absorption part of the
problem; for metal complexes, this necessitates shifting to the first transition series.
Unfortunately, the ultrafast relaxation processes that arise due to the presence of low-lying
ligand-field excited states in first-row metal complexes that we first identified1 then elaborated
upon2 through our DOE-supported research undercuts their use in virtually any application that
relies on charge separation following photon capture. We believe this represents an important
problem in fundamental science that has significant implications for solar energy conversion.
The focus of our research program is therefore to understand the factors that determine the
dynamics associated with charge-transfer excited states of first-row transition metal-based
chromophores, with the ultimate goal of circumventing and/or redefining their intrinsic
photophysics in order to make feasible their use as light-harvesting components in solar energy
conversion schemes. Our research program breaks down into
two main thrusts that are summarized below.
Manipulation of Excited-State Electronic Structure:
MLCT/LF-State Inversion. We are continuing development of a

new class of Fe(II) polypyridyl chromophores. [Fe(dcpp)2]2+
(where dcpp is 2,6-di-(carboxypyridyl)pyridine, Figure 1)
represents a potential paradigm shift in Fe(II) coordination
chemistry and photophysics.3 As will be discussed in this
presentation, this compound appears to be situated at or near
the crossing point of the 3T1/5T2 states in the d6 TanabeSugano diagram; this regime, formerly the purview of
Figure 1. Single-crystal x-ray structure of the cation
of [Fe(dcpp) ](PF ) , where dcpp is 2,6-(dicarboxycompounds such as [Fe(bpy)(CN)4]2- (in which bpy is 2,2’pyridyl)pyridine.
bipyridine), presents us with the possibility of creating Fe(II)
chromophores having absorption cross-sections that span the entire visible spectrum (Figure 2)
and whose lowest-energy excited states are charge-transfer (as opposed to ligand-field) in nature.
2

6 2
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In effect, we believe we can create a compound
whose excited-state electronic structure (and
resulting photophysical properties) resembles
that of Ru(II) polypyridyls: essentially, an
Fe(II) version of [Ru(bpy)3]2+. The key
observations made that provide the basis for
this idea will be described in addition to ongoing research coupling synthesis, steady-state
and time-resolved spectroscopies, and theory,
that we believe will achieve this goal.
Controlling
Charge
Transfer-State
Dynamics: The MLCT → LF Coordinate. The

2+

2+

Figure 2. Electronic absorption spectra of [Fe(dcpp)2 ] , [Fe(bpy)3] , and
2+
[Fe(terpy)2 ] in CH3CN solution.

second branch of our research focuses on our
continuing efforts to understand the nature of the reaction coordinate(s) that defines the ultrafast
conversion of charge-transfer states to lower-energy ligand-field states. Based on results we have
obtained on a simple coordination compound (Cr(acac)3),4 as well as data acquired on a series of
sterically encumbered Fe(II) terpyridine complexes, we are now confident that sub-picosecond
state-to-state conversion dynamics can be significantly modulated through judicious synthetic
design. We are therefore pursuing a range
of experiments on synthetically tailored
compounds that will provide us with
information concerning reorganization
energies associated with charge-transfer to
ligand-field state conversion, electronic
state-to-state coupling, identification of
active vibrational modes in the chargetransfer and ligand-field manifolds, as well
as direct structural information during
excited-state evolution. These synthetic and
Figure 3. Single-crystal x-ray structure of the cation of [Cu Fe(5-Lehn-cryptan)](PF ) .
experimental efforts will be supported by
computational studies designed to gain deeper insight into electronic/geometric structuredynamic correlations. The research has already resulted in the preparation of a fascinating new
Cu(I)-Fe(II)-Cu(I) heterotrimetallic compound (Figure 3) may provide the means of creating a
highly reactive photoredox agent in the form of bpy- through intramolecular reductive quenching
of an Fe-based MLCT excited state.
2

6 4
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Electron Transfer Dynamics in Efficient Molecular Solar Cells
Ke Hu, William Ward, Byron H. Farnum, Patrik Johansson, and Gerald J. Meyer
Department of Chemistry
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC 27510
An important objective of this Department of Energy supported research is to provide new
mechanistic insights into surface mediated photochemical processes relevant to solar energy
conversion. In this past three years our research has focused on oxidation photo-redox chemistry
and on the role surface electric fields play on basic spectroscopic properties of molecularsemiconductor interfaces. Although this research is purely fundamental science, the results and
their interpretation have relevance to applications in dye sensitized and photogalvanic solar cells
as well as in the storage of solar energy in the form of chemical bonds.
Ruthenium Polypyridyl Site(s) for Ion-Pairing
Chloride ion-pairing with a series of four dicationic Ru(II) polypyridyl
compounds of the general form [Ru(bpy)3-x(deeb)x](PF6)2, where bpy is
2,2’-bipyridine and deeb is 4,4’-diethylester-2,2’-bipyridine, was
observed in dichloromethane solution. Chloride was chosen as a nonredox active surrogate for iodide to identify the site(s) of ion-pairing
and to establish the fate of the excited state when ion-paired. X-ray
crystal structure and 1H NMR analysis showed that when present, the H atoms at the C-3/C-3′
position of bpy ligand were the preferred site for adduct formation with chloride. An example is
shown in the Ortep diagram. UV-Visible absorption titration data with TBACl, where TBA is
tetrabutyl ammonium, yielded equilibrium constants that ranged from 13,700 M-1 to 64,000 M-1.
A Job plot indicated a 2:1 chloride to ruthenium complex ratio in the ion-paired state. The
chloride ion was found to decrease both the excited state lifetime and the quantum yield for
photoluminescence, PL. The data provides insights into how one could rationally design ionpairs to from I-I or Br-Br chemical bonds when illuminated with sunlight.
Iodide Oxidation in Strong Electric Fields
Two donor-acceptor organic dyes have been synthesized
that differ only by a two-heteroatom change from oxygen to
sulfur within the donor unit, (Dye-O) and (Dye-S), were
subjected to comparative studies employing both I3-/I- based
and [Co(bpy)3]3+/2+ redox mediators. Despite similar
optical and redox properties for the two dyes, a consistently
higher open-circuit voltage (Voc) was measured for Dye-S
relative to Dye-O. The improved efficiency observed with
Dye-S in an iodide redox mediator stood in sharp contrast to the commonly held view that sulfur
atoms promote charge recombination through inner-sphere donor –acceptor adducts between I3and the S donor atom. No evidence for such adducts was obtained. Instead, detailed mechanistic
studies revealed that after excited state injection, the regeneration rate constant was 25 times
faster for Dye-S. The more rapid regeneration was not relevant at the short circuit condition
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where the absorbed photon-to-current efficiency was within experimental error the same for the
two dyes, but enhanced the regeneration yield under open circuit conditions where the number of
injected electrons was high and the electric field strength was large. The data shows that a high
short circuit photocurrent does not necessarily imply optimal regeneration efficiency as is often
assumed. Indeed, the results indicate that the inclusion of S heteroatoms in dye molecules can
enhance conversion efficiencies in dye-sensitized solar cells.
Surface Electric Fields
In collaborative work with Professor Elena Galoppini and her research group, three
ruthenium bipyridyl rigid rod cis-Ru(bpy)(LL)(NCS)2 compounds, where LL is a 4substituted bpy, with either zero, one or two phenylenethynylene bridge units, D0,
D1, and D2, between the bipyridine ring and two carboxylic acid groups were
characterized by spectroscopy and electrochemistry in fluid solution and anchored to
mesoporous TiO2 thin films. The structure of D2 is shown. Comparative actinometry
indicated that the yields for excited state injection was near unity for D0/TiO2 and
decreased with additional phenylenethynylene bridge units: D0/TiO2 = 0.98,
D1/TiO2 = 0.93, and D2/TiO2 = 0.70. Charge recombination occurring on the 10-9 to 10-1 s time
scales, was well modeled by the Kohlraush-Williams-Watt function. Recombination on the 10-4
to 10-1 s time scales was absent when the films were under significant forward bias, but was
otherwise unaffected by temperature, irradiance, or the bridge units present in the molecular
sensitizer. Recombination rates on the 10-8 to 10-6 s time scales increased with steady state or
pulsed laser irradiance, temperature, forward bias and decreased bridge length. The bias
dependence on the charge recombination was correlated with the concentration of TiO2 electrons
and the length of the bridge unit. At high TiO2 electron concentrations, the recombination rate
constants were sensitive to the bridge length and decreased with a β = 0.25 ± 0.05 Å-1.
Further evidence for a bridge dependence for interfacial electron transfer was found in Stark
spectroscopic measurements. Shown are the visible absorption spectra of D0 /TiO2 (red),
D1/TiO2 (green) and D2/TiO2 (blue) in 0.3 M LiClO4/CH3CN measured at +350 mV (—) and
with a bias of -300 mV vs NHE (---). Under the forward bias condition of -300 mV, about 20
electrons on average were calculated to be present in each TiO2 nanocrystallite. The presence of
these electrons resulted in the blue shift of the MLCT absorption. The spectral shifts were
reversible upon stepping the potential back to + 350 mV. For clarity, the inset shows the long
wavelength absorption edge measured at +350 mV of all three sensitized materials normalized to
zero wavenumbers (black line) and the absorbance with a
Wavenumber / cm
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The Relation between Structure and Photochemical Properties of Polyoxotitanate and
Polysulfurcadmate Nanoparticles
Philip Coppens
Chemistry Department
University at Buffalo SUNY, Amherst Campus
Buffalo, NY 14260-3000.
The project’s goal is to relate the physical properties of homodisperse nanoparticles to their
detailed experimental structure. Using both solution and solvothermal methods we have
synthesized and crystallized a large number of homodisperse Ti- and Cd-based, ‘pure’, doped,
and functionalized, nanoparticles of up to 3nm dimensions. Structure and properties were
obtained by crystallographic, spectroscopic, theoretical and electrochemical methods. A number
of the structures are shown in Fig. 1. A summary up to end 2013 is included in reference 1.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1. Selected examples of nanoparticle structures determined during the recent grant period.
(a) functionalized Ti17O28(OiPr)16(FeIIPhen)2 (Ti silver, Fe orange, oxygen red).2 (b) infinite
framework [Ti13Mn4O16Br4]∞ linked by Br bridges, (Ti silver, Mn blue, Br brown).3 (c) doped
Ti28FeO38(OEt), (Ti silver, Fe dark blue), (d) Cd13Ni8S8 (Cd orange, Ni green, S yellow).
Functionalization. Functionalization with chromophores was achieved by linking a
series of chromophores to the nanoparticles. They include phenylphosphonates which were
found to bind in a previously unrecognized triply-bridging binding mode in [Ti25O26
(OEt)36(PhenylPO3)6] and [Ti26O26(OEt)39(PhenylPO3)6]Br.4 Although both bridging and chelate
binding modes occur, no single chromophore was found to show both configurations, indicating
high specificity.5
Doping and mixed doping/functionalization. Ti14 and Ti28 clusters were doped with
Mn,5 and with Na,7 Mn8 and Fe (Fig. 1c) respectively, leading for Mn and Fe to a considerable
reduction in the band gap relative to the undoped Ti28 particle. Incorporation of transition metal
on the surface of the particles has been accomplished with attached halogen atoms or with
molecular chromophores attached to the transition metal, as shown for Fe-phenanthroline in Fig
1a.
A systematic study performed for polyoxotitanate nanoclusters with formulae
Ti11(MX)O14(OiPr)17 (M = Mn, Fe and Co; X = Cl, Br and I, OiPr = isopropoxide) shows
pronounced dopant-dependence of the spectroscopic and electronic properties.9
Effect of nanoparticle modification on band gap and spectroscopic properties. Longwavelength absorption limits were measured by reflectance spectroscopy on powders and by
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spectral measurements on single crystals and
solutions. Results were compared with densityof-state and TDDFT calculations.
We
distinguish between the HOMO-LUMO orbital
gap and the separation of the valence and
conduction bands, which are different for the
finite size clusters, a distinction frequently
ignored in the literature. The HOMO-LUMO
gap of Ti28MnO38(OEt) was measured by
Kubelka-Munk extrapolation of the reflectance
Fig. 2. HSE06/6 density of states diagram for TiFeBr.
spectra as 2.74 eV (2.64 eV for MnTi14),
compared with 3.43 eV for an undoped Ti28 cluster and 3.19 eV for the band gap of commercial
anatase. Of particular interest are the results for the Ti11FeX nanoparticles for which an occupied
Fe2+-β orbital is located in the center of the bandgap (Fig. 2), leading for X = Br to absorption
measured at 1.59 eV, confirmed by theory as involving Fe to Ti transfer. Other examples will be
presented.
Studies of electron injection by theoretical and experimental methods. In a collaboration
with Prof. Watson of our Department thin films of 4-nitrophenylacetylacetonate (NPA)
functionalized Ti17O24(OiPr)20 and of Ti17O28(OiPr)16(FeIIPhen)2
were deposited on an FTO electrode subsequently mounted in a
Grätzel type photovoltaic cell.2,10
The induced negative
(cathodic) room temperature photocurrent for Ti17(NPA)4 is
shown in Fig. 3. Its cathodic nature, indicative of hole-injection
into the nanoparticle, is in agreement with dynamic calculations
by our Yale collaborators.10 The current measured for
Ti17O28(OiPr)16(FeIIPhen)2 is on the other hand anodic and Fig.
3.
Three
successive
extends past 640nm exposure. The first transient spectroscopic measurements of the negative
photocurrent recorded for
measurements
were (cathodic)
Ti17NPA4 at room temperature.
made in collaboration
with Prof. McCamant of the University of Rochester.
Results shown in figure 4 show a response at both 450500 nm and at about 700 nm, both in the 5-10 ps time
range, in this case too short for time-resolved
synchrotron studies, but indicating that chemical
Fig. 4 Transient absorption of a solution of
II
modification may allow excited state dynamic structure
Ti17O28(OiPr)16(Fe Phen)2 on light exposure
analysis in future research.
Other studies. Additional collaborative studies on excitation dynamics and excess
electrons,11 and on sequestration of rare elements on phosphonate monolayers12 were undertaken
and published.
Future plans. We plan to continue our synthetic work including CdS and CdSe
nanoparticles. We will concentrate on the dynamics of hole and electron injection of particles
with longer linking groups by transient-spectroscopic, theoretical and, if feasible, time-resolved
X-ray studies at the Advanced Photon Source. We plan to study charge transfer from
functionalized Cd-chalcogenide nanoparticles, and explore synthetic methods to link Cd-based
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nanoparticles with polyoxotitanate clusters. In preliminary experiments we have been able to link
small polyoxotitanate particles with conjugated molecules. Transient spectroscopy measurements
of the dynamics of photo-induced charge transfer in a series of functionalized nanoparticles with
different structure and binding modes are to be made in collaboration of Prof. Velarde of our
Department. We will continue our collaboration with other research groups.
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Controlled Electro-Photonic Structure for Effective Solar Energy Harvesting in Dye
Sensitized and Quantum Dot Solar Cells
Yukihiro Hara, Timothy Garvey, Yulan Fu, Byron Farnum, Abay Gadisa, Leila Alibabai,
Rudresh Ghosh, and Rene Lopez
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC, 27713
Efficient absorption of photons and effective charge carrier extraction are the key qualities that
enable good performance in a photovoltaic cell. These two functions depend primarily on
material intensive properties such as optical constants, band alignments, defects, and charge
mobilities and lifetimes. Morphology and geometrically factors at a large range of length scales
are nevertheless decisive as light absorption and carrier extraction are frequently found to present
their best performances at opposite ends of
geometrical variables.
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a physical thin
film growing technique that enables the variation
of morphology, from compact layers to
nanoparticle aggregates with continuous degree
of structural connectedness (Figure 1), and
tunability of the electrical charge transport
quality. Combined with controlled seeding of the
substrate (figure 2), geometrical control can be
tailored at a larger scale to affect optical
absorption as well.

Figure 1. (a) Laser ablated Ta: TiO2 shows
vertically aligned hierarchical nanostructure, STEM
image of (b) Ta:TiO2 base of the structure.

Armed with these parallel strategies, the overarching scope of our
project is to investigate the effect of these geometrical variables in the
light absorption and charge harvesting in dye sensitized and quantum
dot photovoltaic systems.
In this presentation we will elucidate the mechanism by which PLD
film growth gives rise to its unique materials microstructure and show
its impact in dye sensitized photovoltaic systems based on TiO2 and
Sn:In2O3. We will also describe potential and in progress
electrophotonic enhancements utilizing these structural modification
approaches to quantum dot photovoltaic systems.
In particular, we have developed a high surface area oxide fabrication
that offers a tree-like hierarchical arrangement of nanoparticles that
preserves a high surface area for dye loading while building direct
highways to transport the charges toward the bottom contacts. As the
technique is easily amenable to straight doping, we tested and found
1.0 atomic-% Ta in TiO2 photoanodes were 40% times superior to a
pure TiO2, we have achieved 6.7% energy conversion efficiencies
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Figure 2. Electron cross
images
of
sectional
Ta:TiO2 nanoforest film
on (a) flat FTO and (b)
patterned substrates after
identical Ta:TiO2 laser
growth.

with N719 dye in standard cell conditions.
In order to assemble a photonic crystal structure of the Ta:TiO2 nano-bushes, we patterned an
array of indium tin oxide (ITO) micro-cones. The Ta:TiO2 oxide layer grew in vertically
separated bushes or trees out of the patterned ITO that provided a trunk-like seeds for this control
growth. Dye-sensitized solar cells with the film on the patterned substrate as well as flat FTO for
comparison were fabricated and tested. The devices with the patterned substrate showed 25 %
increase in short circuit current (Jsc) compared to the one with flat FTO substrate. The increase in
Jsc was attributed to the enhancements of light absorption and effective electron collection by the
patterned ITO.
Applying the bush-like nano-structuring directly to
the ITO to form a transparent conductive layer of
high surface area, we found that the ITO films
develop differences in morphology as a function of
the deposition conditions. The structural features led
to marked changes in film sheet resistance, spanning
4 orders of magnitude from 50 to 3 ×105 Ω/ . The
high resistance along the film plane is not surprising
as the individual trees in the forest make
progressively less contact with each other. However,
3. Rigorous optical and electronic
the critical factor to judge the potential applicability Figure
simulation of TiO2:QD-PbS solar cells with
of the nano-bush forest would be its conductivity different geometries. All real losses included.
vertically through the individual ITO structures to Layering from bottom to top: Glass, ITO, TiO2,
the substrate. Applying cyclic voltammetry in loaded QD-PbS, Au.
samples with a ruthenium dye, we found the dye molecules are near 70% electro-active,
indicating the existence of charge transport paths from every point in the individual
nanostructures to the substrate.
Pulse laser perturbation transient measurements performed on the dye sensitized ITO structures
in open and closed circuit conditions, showed transient photocurrents and photovoltages with
time decays on the order of 100 ms and 10 s time scales, respectively. No significant transport
time differences across film morphologies were observed, a good indication that the ITO
nanostructured films will be able to realize the sought after fast carrier transport when employed
as scaffold for thin layers of quantum dots.
In order to utilize this knowledge in a post-perovskite scientific environment, we have proceeded
lately to apply our approach to PbS quantum dot system that compared to dye sensitized
approaches, has the possibility to attain competitive performance levels. A two-dimensional
numerical model has been developed to simulate colloidal quantum dot (CQD) solar cells with
full electrophotonic properties resulting for intrinsic material properties and geometrical
structure. Periodic patterned structures are shown to enhance the efficient absorption of the CQD
solar cells. A series of patterned solar cell devices with different parameters are calculated,
among which the optimized device achieves power convert conversion efficiency as high as
17%, with a short circuit current density of 37.3 mA/cm2, showing great potential of these
patterned CQD solar cell devices. Our ongoing efforts to fabricate these predicted structures will
be discussed as well.
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Towards Highly Efficient Metal Oxide Photoelectrodes for Water Splitting
Roel van de Krol, Fatwa F. Abdi, Carolin Zachäus, Sean P. Berglund
Institute for Solar Fuels
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie GmbH
D-14109 Berlin, Germany
In the last decade, many research efforts have been focused on developing new and improved
metal oxide-based semiconductors for light-induced water splitting. There are now a handful of
(modified) oxides that show photocurrents in excess of 4 mA/cm2 under 1 sun. One of these
materials is BiVO4, an n-type semiconductor with a bandgap of 2.4 eV. In the past few years, we
and others have systematically identified and addressed the bottlenecks in this material. The
main bottleneck is the slow surface reaction kinetics, which was readily solved by modifying the
surface with a cobalt phosphate water oxidation catalyst [1]. The next bottleneck is the poor
electronic conductivity of the material, which can be addressed by doping the material with W
[2] or Mo [3]. However, the high doping level has the undesired effect of reducing the space
charge width, thus limiting the charge separation efficiency. To tackle this, we introduced a
gradient in the dopant concentration that distributes the potential drop over the entire film
thickness, effectively forming a series of n-n homojunctions (Fig. 1). Although the total potential
drop is limited to 59 mV per factor of 10 difference in dopant concentration, this is sufficient to
achieve a signicant increase in charge separation efficiency [4]. This gradient doping strategy is
generally applicable and can also be used to improve other highly-doped semiconductors. By
combining an optimized BiVO4 photoanode with a photovoltaic cell in a tandem configuration,
we succeeded in fabricating a stand-alone water splitting device with a solar-to-hydrogen
efficiency of 4.9% [4], which was further optimized to 5.2% [5].
Despite these encouraging results, the photocurrent
the theoretical value. At least half of this is
caused by the limited amount of light that is
absorbed by the films. Simply increasing the film
thickness will not work, since the carrier
diffusion length is limited to about 70 nm [6]. We
have tried to solve this by functionalizing the
surface with plasmonic Ag@SiO2 core-shell
nanoparticles [7]. Numerical solutions of the
Maxwell equations indicate an optical absorption
enhancement of up to 40% for a surface coverage
of 50%. Intriguingly, we found an actual
enhancement of the IPCE and AM1.5
photocurrent by a factor of ~2.5 compared to bare
(non-optimized) BiVO4 photoanodes, i.e., much
larger than predicted. This was found to be
caused by an enhanced injection efficiency of
holes into the electrolyte by the Ag@SiO2
nanoparticles. Other groups have tackled the
issue of the limited carrier diffusion length by
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density is still almost a factor of 2 short of

Fig. 1. Formation of an electric field in a
highly-doped semiconductor through a
gradient in the concentration of shallow
dopants.

nanostructuring, resulting in impressive current densities of 5-6 mA/cm2 [8-9].
Since current densities above 5 mA/cm2 are now tantalizingly close, part of our efforts are now
geared towards making larger-area stand-alone water splitting devices. For this, we use scalable
synthesis techniques, such as magnetron sputtering. Intriguingly, we find that modification of
these films with a CoPi catalyst gives no significant improvement, whereas very clear
improvements were found with spray-deposited films. To gain insight into the surface reaction
kinetics, we studied the films with intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS). Using
the methodology developed by Peter et al. [10], we find that the main role of the CoPi ‘catalyst’
on BiVO4 is to reduce the surface recombination rate. In fact, the CoPi appears to actually
suppress the kinetics of hole injection into the electrolyte, in stark contrast to its supposed role as
an electrocatalyst. The implications of this surprising observation will be discussed.
Although BiVO4 is now considered to be a promising material by many researchers in the field,
it should be realized that its theoretical efficiency is limited to ~9% due to the relatively large
band gap. In order to break the 10% efficiency barrier, new and chemically stable
semiconductors with band gaps between 1.7 and 2.1 eV need to be found. One way to reduce the
band gap of known metal oxide semiconductors is by alloying the material with nitrogen through
high-temperature exposure to NH3 (ammonolysis). The N-2p orbitals are higher in energy than
the O-2p orbitals, and can therefore reduce the band gap by an upward shift of the valence band.
This approach has been successfully pursued by the groups of Domen [11] and others for e.g. the
Ta-O-N system. It turns out that the process conditions during ammonolysis of Ta2O5 need to be
very precisely controlled in order to get the desired phases, such as the β-TaON phase, and that
this is exceedingly difficult to reproduce across different labs and setups. To get more control
over the process, we developed a setup that allows us to monitor the optical transmission of a
thin metal oxide film during the high-temperature ammonolysis treatment [12]. An example of
the resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 2.
It clearly shows the transformation from
Ta2O5 (Eg = 3.9 eV) to Ta3N5 (Eg = 2.1 eV).
Analysis of samples that were cooled down
quickly at various stages of the
transformation showed that the film consists
exclusively of a mixture of Ta2O5 and Ta3N5
[13]. We have recently taken this a step
further, and are now able to reproducibly
obtain the elusive β-TaON phase. The details
of this approach will be discussed.
Finally, We will show some first results for
n-type Fe2WO6 and p-type CuBi2O4, two
new photoelectrode candidates that have
band gaps of 1.7 and 1.8 eV, respectively.
We will discuss some key performance
metrics, bottlenecks, and potential showstoppers for these materials.

Fig. 2. Optical absorption spectrum as a
function of wavelength and time, recorded
during the conversion of a thin Ta2O5 film to
Ta3N5 in a flow of NH3 gas at 575°C [13].
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Interfacial Photochemistry of Nanostructured Metal Oxide and Silicon Photoelectrodes
Nathan R. Neale
Chemistry and Nanoscience Center
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Golden, CO 80401
The production of solar fuels (e.g. H2 from H2O, hydrocarbons from CO2) via direct
photoelectrochemical (PEC) reactions is a promising approach in the pursuit of renewable energy
sources. However, solar photoelectrochemical fuel production has rigid requirements – strong
visible light absorption, appropriate band positions, good charge transport, fast interfacial charge
transfer, stable to corrosion – that are challenging to address simultaneously. Nanostructuring
semiconductors can reduce some of these requirements and thus offers one potential pathway
toward this goal. We have been developing nanostructured platforms to understand and control
the fundamental charge generation, separation,
transport, and transfer processes toward making such
PEC devices a reality.
Controlling Charge Generation, Separation, and
Transport in a Molybdenum-Doped Bismuth Vanadate
Photoanode. A detailed understanding of doping level,
electron diffusion length and coefficient, as well as
Figure 1. Schematic of Mo:BiVO4 film
light capture and charge separation efficiencies was (left) and J–V curves of non-doped
reported
for
nanoporous
Mo-doped
BiVO4 BiVO4 and Mo:BiVO4 photoanodes
(Mo:BiVO4) photoanodes. Efficient water oxidation under 1 sun front illumination in pH 7
was achieved by doping BiVO4 with 1.8% Mo, phosphate electrolyte (right).
resulting in a several-fold enhancement in
photooxidation rate versus non-doped BiVO4 (Fig. 1). Two methods were used to study the
effect of Mo doping on the electron transport: (1) an analysis of the front/back illumination ratio
of incident photon-to-current efficiency and
(2)
intensity
modulated
photocurrent
spectroscopy (IMPS). These experiments
showed that Mo doping improves the
diffusion coefficient four-fold and increases
the diffusion length to ~300 nm (cf. ~10 nm
for the non-doped oxide), which was also the
empirically-determined optimal Mo:BiVO4
film thickness for photoelectrolysis. These
results were consistent with IMPS
measurements, which found an electron
diffusion coefficient in the doped films of 1.5
× 10–7 cm2/s compared with just 3.5 × 10–8 Figure 2. Injection efficiency of 300 nm thick
cm2/s for non-doped films. Another important Mo:BiVO (a) with FeOOH and (b) without
4
finding from this study was that we were the FeOOH. (c) Separation efficiency of 300 nm thick
first to report that nanostructured, Mo-doped Mo:BiVO4. Experiments performed under 1 sun
BiVO4 films exhibit 90% charge separation front illumination in pH 7 phosphate electrolyte.
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efficiency and 80% absorbed photon-to-current efficiency (Fig. 2), excellent values for metal
oxide photoabsorbers. Among the many interfacial layers explored, surface modification with
iron oxyhydroxide (FeOOH) dramatically enhanced the water oxidation performance of
Mo:BiVO4 to an integrated IPCE of 2.41 mA/cm2 and a photocurrent density of 2.77 mA/cm2 in
neutral phosphate at 1.23 V vs. reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE).
New Metal Oxide Photoabsorber Based on Copper
Vanadate (Cu3V2O8). Identification of viable
photoanode candidates for use in a tandem PEC water
splitting system remains a significant challenge to the
realization of efficient solar-driven hydrogen
production. As an extension of our Mo:BiVO4 work, Figure 3. Oxygen production versus
copper vanadate (Cu3V2O8) was introduced as a new, time (left) and schematic including
all first row transition metal oxide with a band gap of SEM cross sectional image of a new all
near 2 eV that makes it suitable as a photoanode first row transition metal oxide
candidate in a solar water splitting system. We photoanode based on Cu3V2O8 (right).
established many of the key physical and PEC properties of Cu3V2O8 including band gap, doping
type, ability to extrinsically dope, flat-band potential, band positions, electron diffusion length,
chemical stability, and O2 evolution faradaic efficiency (Fig. 3). This study provided a key initial
step in identifying the features that can lead to a better understanding of this new ternary metal
oxide and motivate discovery of related photoanodes comprised of multicomponent oxides.
Nanoporous Silicon Photocathode/Catalyst Interfaces. Stable and high-performance nanoporous
“black silicon” photoelectrodes with electrolessly deposited Pt nanoparticle (NP) catalysts were
fabricated with two metal-assisted etching steps. The second Pt-assisted etch process buries the
Pt NPs deep into the nanoporous Si surface that results in a positive shift in the proton reduction
onset voltage, from 0.25 V to 0.4 V vs. RHE, as well as a reduction in the charge-transfer
resistance with no performance
decrease seen for at least two months
(Fig. 4). The mechanism for
performance
enhancement
was
examined in detail by a number of
techniques including photocurrentvoltage
and
capacitance-voltage
measurements,
scanning
and
transmission electron microscopies,
Figure 4. Left: Schematic of the preparation process for
and
electrochemical
impedance air-stable high-performance nanoporous black Si
spectroscopy. These studies revealed photocathodes modified with Pt nanoparticle (NP)
that an excellent interfacial contact catalysts buried deep within the nanopores. Right:
between the Pt NP catalysts and the Comparison of J–V curves for photoelectrochemical
crystalline silicon electrode likely proton reduction in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte for a fresh
cause the oxidative resistance. We will planar Si electrode with Pt NPs (Pt/pl-Si) (black curve)
also discuss new mechanistic insights and a black Si photocathode with buried Pt NPs (B-Pt/bprovided by elemental mapping via Si) aged for 1 month in air (red curve).
STEM-EELS/EDS that show oxide-
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coated nanopore walls and a Si/Pt NP interface free from oxide contamination even after
prolonged aging.
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Establishing the Role of the Electrode Surface in Solar-Driven Pyridine-Catalyzed CO2
Reduction
Coleman X. Kronawitter, Peng Zhao, and Bruce E. Koel
Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08540
Viable technologies that steer the U.S. energy sector away from fossil fuel use toward more
sustainable solutions must address the simple fact that a large portion of U.S. power consumption
derives from conversion of stored, chemical fuels. Photoelectrocatalytic CO2 reduction is one
such technology, since it facilitates a process whereby solar energy is used to reduce CO2, a
combustion product, into chemical fuels that are compatible with the existing U.S. energy
infrastructure. Catalysts play an important role in making solar-driven CO2 reduction
technologies feasible because they can be designed to optimize both reaction rate and selectivity.
Our project involves experimental studies of well-defined surfaces to establish the role the
electrode surface in catalyzed heterogeneous CO2 reduction. Specifically we investigate the role
of the electrode surface in photoelectrocatalytic pyridine-catalyzed CO2 reduction. It was
discovered by Bocarsly and coworkers that pyridine (C5H5N) catalyzes the conversion of CO2 to
methanol with near-perfect Faradaic yields when used in a photoelectrochemical cell employing
a p-type GaP photocathode [J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 6342]. Our experiments are designed
to explain the origin of high efficiency in this model system, which is essential to the continued
optimization of solar-driven CO2 reduction technologies.
We have proposed surface science experiments to answer timely open questions on the role of
the electrode surface and surface-bound intermediates in this chemistry. We perform surface
science investigations of surface and adsorbate chemistry, based primarily on quantitative
spectroscopic measurements. We utilize well-defined GaP single crystal surfaces to assess the
adsorption state of relevant molecules and probe mechanisms of thermal reactions (in the dark)
and the reactions that occur by illumination with light, sorting out the differences. Our studies
are primarily carried out in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), which enables the use of well-controlled
amounts of adsorbed pyridine, water, CO2, formic acid, and formaldehyde, and can be performed
at low temperatures which allows us to condense monolayer and multilayer films and trap
reactive intermediates formed in coadsorbed and reactive environments and under illumination.
In the first several months, we have begun our investigations by characterizing adsorbed layers
of surface hydride, water, and pyridine on GaP(110). These species are among the primary
constituents of this catalytic system, so we began our work by establishing their baseline
adsorption properties. We have used high resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HRXPS), ambient pressure photoelectron spectroscopy (APPES), and high-resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) to probe the electronic and vibrational characteristics of
clean GaP(110), H2O/GaP(110), and pyridine/GaP(110).
APPES was used to spectroscopically identify in situ surface-bound species over ten orders of
magnitude of pressure, up to 1 Torr. The data show that the interaction with water is
characterized by the presence of a partially dissociated adlayer, with Ga-OH, P-H, and adsorbed
molecular H2O species detected on the surface. This is consistent with published theoretical work
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that predicts the presence of this layer [J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2012, 134, 13600]. Figure 1 provides P 2p APPES of
GaP(110) in the presence of water, and shows the growth of
the P-hydride species as a function of increasing pressure. In
addition to identifying Ga-OH, P-H, and H2O on the surface,
we used isobaric APPES measurements at elevated pressures
to probe the thermal stabilities of adsorbed species as well as
the oxidation of surface Ga and P. We observe the surface
hydride to be remarkably stable in the presence of water,
which is notable given the critical role of hydride transfer to
catalysts and CO2 during chemical fuel synthesis reactions in
aqueous environments. It is hypothesized that the high
observed stability of the hydride on GaP may contribute to its
associated remarkable near-100% faradaic efficiency for
methanol generation by solar-driven CO2 reduction. This
APPES work has been submitted for publication. HREELS
studies are underway to further probe the chemistry of this
partially dissociated layer.
We have characterized the GaP(110) surface using scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM). To perform these experiments
we built a sample holder that facilitated cleaving single
crystals in UHV to reveal the desired surface to be probed.
Figure 2 shows an atomic-resolution image of GaP(110) after
cleaving (obtained at 5 K in the LT-STM facility at BNL).
The Ga sublattice is evident and isolated Zn dopants are seen
as bright features. Terraces are typically several hundred
nanometers in extent and are ideal for exploring the
interaction of co-adsorbates relevant to CO2 reduction
chemistry.
Using a combination of STM and density functional theory,
we find that pyridine interacts with the GaP(110) surface
through a dative covalent bond with surface Ga and at low
coverage a tilted configuration is preferred. Our observation
of the stable adsorption of both H and pyridine on this surface
is important, because it characterizes the precursor state for
the proposed formation of adsorbed dihydropyridine, which
could be a key hydride-shuttling catalyst for heterogeneous
CO2 reduction. [J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2013, 4, 4058].

Figure 1. (a) P 2p APPES showing the
formation of a negatively charged hydride
on GaP(110) from the interaction with
water. (b) Expanded view of the P 2p region
comparing GaP(110) clean and in the
presence of 0.4 Torr water.

Figure 2. Constant-current STM image of
the GaP(110) surface, showing atomic
resolution of the Ga sub-lattice and Zn
dopants (brightest features). 2.80 V, 0.04
nA, 149.1×111.8 Å.

Our future work entails leveraging knowledge from these
baseline experiments to synthesize reactive intermediates in
UHV and characterize their reactivities. Specifically we plan
to synthesize surface-bound pyridine-based intermediates
including pyridinium, pyridinyl, and dihydropyridine, and then establish their propensity to
interact with CO2 and other compounds along the CO2 reduction pathway.
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Model Asymmetric Semiconductor Nanorod/Oxide Nanoparticle Hybrid Constructs
Jeffrey Pyun, S. Scott Saavedra, Neal R. Armstrong
Department of Chemistry/Biochemistry
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
Our collaborative research efforts have recently focused on
the creation of new (symmetric and asymmetric)
photoactive and photo-electrocatalytic semiconductor
nanorod (NR) materials, and new approaches to the
characterization of both energetics (band edge energies)
and rates of heterogeneous charge transfer events for ultrathin films of these NR constructs (figures at right). These
NR materials are model systems that enable the study of
the compositional and structural factors that control the
efficiencies of light-activated energy conversion processes
in NR materials leading to fuel formation from sunlight.
Our primary focus has been on the formation and
characterization
of
new
heterostructured
II-VI
semiconductor NRs (CdS and CdSe NRs) with metallic
and/or metal oxide (CoxOy) nanoparticle (NP) “tips,”
which promise to enhance photo-induced oxidation of
solution donors, and ultimately oxygen evolution (OER).
We envision the ultimate creation of heterostructured NRs
that demonstrate the internal energy gradients that, upon
illumination, ensure efficient charge separation, transport,
and high rates of charge transfer (CT) processes at the NR
termini, competing favorably with rates of recombination.
(upper right) CdSe NRs tipped (Au or Pt, as a precursor
to addition of CoxOxy), (center) the band edge energies
(E VB, ECB) estimated from both PES and (lower right and
below)
the
unique
ATR
waveguide
spectroelectrochemical construct for characterization of
metal-tipped NRs, and differential absorbance data
versus applied potential, demonstrating band-edge
absorbance bleaching with electron injection into ECB.
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1) Formation of new semiconductor nanorods with metallic and oxide catalytic tips:
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We have created a series of unique semiconductor NR materials (either CdSe@CdS, CdS, or CdSe) that
have been tipped at either ends, or one end, with catalytic sites, either metallic (Pt, Au) or oxides such as
CoxOy. The distinguishing feature of the synthetic aspects of this work has been an emphasis on
developing reproducible and scalable methods to enable the preparation of materials in sub-gram
quantities (100-900 mg). We have shown that the key feature in these synthetic schemes is the ability to
control the deposition of either Au or Pt NP tips onto semiconductor CdSe@CdS NRs. The presence of
the noble metal seeds enabled quantitative deposition of metallic Co NP tips, which were readily oxidized
to form CoxOy tips that were still intact on the nanorod. The approach proved to be high modular and
readily applied to other NR materials (CdS, CdSe) to enable spatial and energetic control in the
photoactive nanocomposite. We have also prepared heterostructured CdSe nanorods that incorporate Au,
Co and CoxOy tips. CdSe NRs are useful model constructs because they have high bandgap energies and
afford ease of synthesis and tuning of the NR size, shape and functionalization in numerous ways, which
leads to insights about their energetics that should be generalizable across a number of material
platforms.
2) Characterization of valence band energies in NCs and NRs using photoemission spectroscopies;
effect of metallic tips on EVB:
We have recently developed a unique approach to the characterization of EVB in ultra-thin films of NCs
and NRs using UV-photoemission spectroscopies (He I and He II UPS),1 providing greater confidence in
the energies of these band edges, especially relative to previous PES studies of related systems. These
improvements have also given us confidence that we can use high sensitivity, high dynamic range forms
of these UPS experiments to characterize mid-gap defect DOS in new NR materials. For NR materials
based on semiconductors such as CdSe and CdS, we observe large shifts in local vacuum level (as a result
of the strongly dipolar nature of these II-VI nanomaterials) large photoemission backgrounds resulting
from secondary electron scattering, and large local shifts in vacuum level. Our most recent studies show
that these effects can be corrected to provide reliable estimates of EVB as a function of NR tipping, and
our high sensitivity PES studies can be used to estimate densities-of-state (DOS) for mid-gap defects.
This is especially critical for monitoring the differences in EVB/ECB and mid-gap DOS that result from
changes in NR composition, length and tipping chemistries.
3) Waveguide-based spectroelectrochemical characterization of conduction band energies and rates of
heterogeneous ET in CdSe NRs with Au NP Tips:
We have extended the use of waveguide-based spectroelectrochemistry to monitor electron injection
into the conduction band (ECB) of bare and Au/Pt-tipped CdSe NRs at very low coverages on semitransparent metal oxide contacts, for the first time. As shown in the figure above, as the applied potential
is stepped negative (toward the vacuum level; electron injection into the NR film causes bleaching of the
lowest energy excitonic features. Plotting dA vs V at select wavelengths provides estimates of the onset
potentials for injection into the 1Σe and 1Πe levels of the CdSe NR conduction band. As metal tips are
added to the NR we see evidence of new SET levels and MSI states introduced below ECB which are
relevant to the possibility of recombination centers in these materials, and correspond to the same states
observed in our PES experiments above EVB. These spectroelectrochemical platforms have also provided
a means of estimating rates of heterogeneous electron transfer, ks, for the NR/oxide waveguide construct,
showing that the addition of metal tips to these NRs enhances the electronic coupling between the NR and
the oxide contact.
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1D Exciton Transport and Dissociation in Semiconductor Nanorod Heterostructures
Kaifeng Wu, Haiming Zhu, Ye Yang, Zheyuan Chen, Jinquan Chen, and Tianquan Lian
Department of Chemistry
Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322
Quantum confined semiconductor nanorod heterostructurs, combining two or more material
components (dyads, triads, …), offer unique opportunities to tune their properties by controlling
compositions, dimensions and spatial arrangement. Further integration of catalysts forms
multifunctional nano-triads capable of light-driven H2 generation. The efficiency of these nanotriad-based devices depends on many fundamental processes, including light harvesting, carrier
relaxation, exciton localization and transport, charge separation and charge recombination. The
competition between these processes determines the overall solar energy conversion efficiency.
The main objectives of our research program are 1) to provide a fundamental understanding of
these charge and exciton processes in quantum dots and quantum rods, 2) to provide guideline
for rational design of nano-triads for efficient solar energy conversion.
In the following, we will briefly describe the major progresses of this funding period (since Sept.
2012) and main ongoing and future efforts.
1) Auger assisted electron transfer.7 In excitonic
nanomaterials, both the electron-hole interaction and
electron-phonon interactions fall between those of
the bulk semiconductors and molecules and the
appropriate models for describing photoinduced
charge transfer remains unclear. We showed that the
rates of electron transfer (ET) from CdX (X=S, Se
and Te) quantum dots (QDs) quantum dots to
molecular acceptors increased monotonically with
the driving force (0 ~ 1.3 eV), lacking the inverted regime behavior expected from the Marcus
ET theory. We proposed that electron transfer from QDs followed an Auger-assisted ET model,
in which, the excess energy of the electron can be transfer to the hole, which overcomes the
unfavorable Franck-Condon overlap in the Marcus inverted regime. We believe that the
proposed Auger-assisted ET model is generally applicable to many excitonic nanomaterials and
are currently testing this model in other quantum dots, nanorods and excitonic nanomaterials.
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electron-hole Coulomb interaction led to strongly bound
excitons in room temperature in nanorods with type I (CdSe/CdS), quasi-type II (CdSe/CdS) and

type II (ZnSe/CdS) band alignments. Excitation of the CdS rod led to the formation of two
distinct long-lived excitons that were spatially localized in the CdS rod (driven by hole trapping
on the rod) and in and near the CdSe (or ZnSe) seed (driven by the large valence band offset
between the core and rod), respectively. The branching ratio between these pathways decreased
with the rod length and was independent of the band alignment. This universal length
dependence could be well described by a model that accounted for the competition of 1dimension exciton diffusion along the rod and hole trapping to the CdS surface. Our model
predicts an optimal length for light harvesting. For example, we showed that using fast electron
acceptors such as methylviologen, efficient and long-lived long distance charge separation (with
hole localized in the seed and electrons on acceptors adsorbed on the rod) and high (near unity)
quantum yields for photoreduction could be achieved for short CdSe/CdS and ZnSe/CdS
nanorods. We are examining the rod length/band alignment dependence of photocatalytic
performance and possible approaches to enhance the exciton transport properties (e.g. by
reducing the hole traps).
H2 Efficiency (%)

3) Exciton dissociation in CdSe/CdS-Pt and efficiency
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CdSe/CdS nanorods with a Pt tip at one end, or CdSe/CdS4
Pt) allow rational integration of an light absorber, hole
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acceptor, and catalyst in an all-inorganic triadic structure
with systematic control of relative energetics and spatial
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arrangement of the functional components. To provide
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design principles of such triadic nanorods, we examined the
photo-catalytic H2 generation quantum efficiency (QE) and the rates of elementary charge
separation and recombination steps of CdSe/CdS-Pt and CdS-Pt nanorods. We showed that the
steady state H2 generation QEs depended sensitively on both the electron donors and the
nanorods. We determined that the electron transfer efficiencies to the Pt tip were near unity for
both short CdS and CdSe/CdS nanorods. Hole transfer rates to the electron donor positively
correlated with the steady state H2 generation quantum efficiencies, suggesting that hole transfer
is a key efficiency-limiting step. We are now examining how the H2 generation efficiency
depends on the rod length and band alignment and possible ways for improving these efficiencies
(e.g. by enhancing hole removal rates).
-

4) Plasmon induced hot electron transfer from the Au tip to CdS
and CdSe nanorods.3 Quantum confined nanorod-Au also provides
an excellent model system for studying the interaction of plasmonic
and exciton domains. We showed that optical excitation of the
plasmon band in the Au tip leads to efficient hot electron injection
into the semiconductor nanorod in CdS-Au and CdSe-Au nanorod
heterostructures. In the presence of sacrificial electron donors, this
plasmon induced hot electron transfer process can be utilized to drive
stready state photoreduction of mythylviologen. Ongoing studies are
examining possible mechanisms of such surprisingly efficient plasmon induced hot electron
transfer processes and pathways for further improving the efficiency through controlling the size
and shape of the plasmonic and excitonic domains.
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Controlled Exciton/Plasmon Interaction between Individual Colloidal Quantum Dots and
Plasmonic Particles in a Liquid Crystal Matrix
Paul J. Ackerman1,2, Haridas Mundoor1,2, Ivan I. Smalyukh2, and Jao van de Lagemaat1
1
Chemistry and Nanoscience Center
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Golden, Colorado, 80401
2
Department of Physics, University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado, 80309
The possibility of impacting the excited state dynamics as well as the final fate of
excitons by coupling excitons and surface plasmons, possibly leading to desirable outcomes such
as increased singlet fission rates1 or multiple exciton generation, has been an avenue of research
within our group. In this paper, we demonstrate recent results of impacting the radiative intensity
and excited state dynamics of individual quantum dots using plasmonic nanoparticles that are
brought near using nanomanipulation.
In previous work, we demonstrated that similar to fluorescence blinking, individual CdSe and
PbSe quantum dots exhibit “blinking” in the tunneling current in a conductive AFM microscope
likely owing to trapped charge that shifts the quantum dots out of resonance in the tunneling
gap.2 We have also demonstrated that quantum dots on gold substrates are very strongly coupled
to surface plasmons on the gold and that it is possible to transfer energy from a surface plasmon
induced by tunneling current to a bound nanoparticle that then radiatively decays.3,4 Before, we
could not control the precise interaction between the exciton and the surface plasmon. Therefore,
in the present work, we tried to understand how to manipulate individual nanoparticles and to
bring them together in a controlled fashion in order to study exciton plasmon interactions in a
single controlled system where we can turn on and off the interaction. One avenue that we found
was to use liquid
crystalline elastic
traps that can be
used to trap
nanoparticles and
laser
tweezers
that can be used
to move particles
in the medium.5-7
In
this
experiment, we
Fig. 1. Distributions of on and off times for a single quantum dot without (top) and with
elastically
trapped
a (bottom) plasmonic neighbor estimated using two different analysis methods. Left column:
colloidal, quantized nanoparticle (a CdSe/CdS dot-in-a-rod) in a controlled potential well formed
by a topological defect in a liquid crystal. The topological elastic traps are hyperbolic point
singularities in chiral nematic liquid crystals self-assembled into a solitonic configuration. The
self-assembly and stability of this configuration arise due to an energetically favorable loop of
double twist and result in a baby-Skyrmion mid-plane cross-section.5 Using laser excitation
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through a microscope objective, this particle’s fluorescence lifetime and intermittency can now
be followed. Using laser tweezers, a second particle, such as a plasmonic nanoburst disk-like
particle as used here was dropped into the same potential well and the change in intermittency as
well as the change in fluorescence lifetime in the exact same particle was monitored. This is a
different approach than has typically been followed where the optical behavior of quantum dots
are compared with other dots with
nominally the same properties in a
plasmonic field or where the plasmon is
delivered by the tip of a STM microscope.4
Fig. 1 shows the blinking statistics of
an individual quantum rod in a topological
trap with or without the plasmonic
nanoburst present. Two methods of analysis
of the blinking data are shown. To the left is
the data analyzed using simple threshold
analysis showing the typical power-law
behavior of such data and that in the
plasmonic field, the particle is far more
often in an “on”-state than before. The same Fig 3. Fluorescence lifetime trajectories of individual
is shown using the more rigorous change- quantum rods in the liquid crystal medium (black), on a
glass substrate (red) and in the liquid crystalline medium
point analysis method. The “on”-state is close to a nanoburst plasmonic particle.
more prevalent. A good indication of the
reason behind this change is shown in Fig. 2. We compare the fluorescence lifetime of several
different particles before and after adding the plasmonic nanoburst particle. It is clear that an
order of magnitude increase in the fluorescence rate is observed, consistent with a Purcell effect.
This also explains the increased persistence of the bright state of the particle. Because of the
faster fluorescence decay, an excited particle is much less likely to lead to a trapped charge and
therefore a dark quantum dot.
As shown above, the nanomanipulation of semiconductor and plasmonic nanoparticles
using liquid crystalline traps is an interesting method to directly control and study the interaction
of the exciton on the quantum dots with a plasmonic field. Experiments are ongoing with other
shapes of particles and by controlling the energy of both exciton and surface plasmon.
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The Role of Lattice Strain in the Photophysics of Core/Shell Quantum Dots
Ke Gong, Youhong Zeng, Zhong-Jie Jiang, Gary Beane, and David F. Kelley
Chemistry and Chemical Biology
University of California, Merced,
Merced, California 95343
The role of lattice strain in controlling the photophysics and surface chemistry of II-VI core/shell
quantum dots has been studied. Lattice mismatch in core/shell nanoparticles occurs when the
core and shell materials have different lattice parameters. When there is a significant lattice
mismatch, a coherent core-shell interface results in substantial lattice strain energy, which can
affect the shell morphology. The initial system studied was ZnTe/CdSe core/shell nanoparticles,
for which the pure (not alloyed) zincblende crystals have close to identical lattice parameters.
However, annealing causes metal ion interdiffusion resulting in a (Cd,Zn)Te-(Zn,Cd)Se alloyed
interface, which causes lattice strain. Hole tunneling from the particle core to an adsorbed hole
acceptor (phenothiazine, PTZ) causes quenching of the photoluminescence (PL). The quenching
rate of an extremely sensitive measure of the shell thickness and is used to determine the
distribution of shell thicknesses. The hole transfer kinetics can be modeled for any quencher
concentration, as shown in figure 1, below. The experimental results show that CdSe shell
deposition at 215 °C on spherical ZnTe core particles is analogous to Stranski-Kranstanov (S-K)
growth of 2-dimensional epitaxial films. We find that the first approximately three layers of
CdSe are deposited uniformly and that subsequent layers produce a rough shell surface.
Figure 1. PL kinetics of ZnTe/CdSe QDs
with different PTZ concentrations. These
QDs have a 2.6 nm ZnTe core and a 1.2 nm
CdSe shell deposited at 215 °C. The PTZ
concentrations are given in the figure. The
solid (slower decaying) curves are the
corresponding fitting of the experimental
results assuming a uniform shell and the
black curves are calculated assuming S-K
growth of islands on three smooth shell
monolayers.
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The same method is applied to CdSe/CdSe core/shell QDs, which have a 3.9% lattice mismatch.
We find that whether the shell is smooth or rough depends on the CdSe core size and the shell
thickness; smaller cores can maintain smooth shells to relatively large shell thicknesses. This
can be quantitatively understood in terms of a model based on elastic continuum calculations,
which indicate that the lattice strain energy depends on both core size and shell thickness. The
model assumes thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., that the shell morphology corresponds to a
minimum total (lattice strain plus surface) energy. Comparison with the experimental results
indicates that CdSe/CdS nanoparticles undergo an abrupt transition from smooth to rough shells
when the total lattice strain energy exceeds about 27eV or the strain energy density exceeds 0.59
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eV/nm2. We also find that the predictions of this model are not followed for CdSe/CdS
nanoparticles when the shell is deposited at very low temperature and therefore equilibrium is
not established. However, if the strain energy density exceeds 0.85 eV/nm2 the shell
morphology relaxes, defects are formed and the PL quantum yield drops dramatically.
We have also found that bare core CdSe particles are subject to reversible two-photon
photochemistry. The two-photon nature of the chemistry is shown by varying the excitation
power density while keeping the total photon flux constant, as shown in figure 2. The agreement
between the calculated two-photon absorption and reaction probabilities is very good.
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Figure 2. a) Emission spectra of CdSe after irradiation with different power density. b) The open
circles are experimental results obtained from a), and the black dotted line is the calculated
fraction of unreacted particles plotted versus the diameter of the beam.
The photodarkening reaction has a much lower quantum yield in nonpolar (hydrocarbon),
compared to polar (chloroform) solvents, implying an ionic mechanism. It is reversible only if
excess ligands are present the solution, and the reverse reaction takes place on the tens of
minutes timescale, as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3.
Photoluminescence recovery
kinetics following two-photon irradiation of a
CdSe QD sample in chloroform (black points).
Also shown are the kinetics when the sample
is diluted following irradiation, and the diluted
kinetics scaled by the dilution factor (red
points) and calculated curves from an assumed
ionic mechanism (black lines).
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The overall mechanism is elucidated using a classical kinetics approach. The ionization
energetics and role of charged ligand dissociation and recombination are discussed.
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Two-Dimensional Spectroscopy of Low Bandgap Quantum Dots
Samuel D. Park, Dmitry Baranov, Jisu Ryu, and David M. Jonas
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0215
Some time ago, Nozik proposed semiconductor quantum dots as materials that might enable
higher third generation photovoltaic efficiency through either carrier multiplication or hot carrier
solar cells. Multiple exciton generation has been reported in several quantum dot materials, and
an external quantum efficiency exceeding unity has been reported in the ultraviolet for PbSe
quantum dot solar cells. For improved efficiency, such solar cells require bandgaps in the shortwave infrared region (1-2 micron wavelength), strong interactions between carriers (for fast
multiple exciton generation), weak exciton-phonon interactions (for slow carrier cooling), and a
low energetic threshold for multiple exciton generation. The need to understand these
interactions motivates study of low bandgap quantum dot dynamics.
We have demonstrated two-dimensional femtosecond spectroscopy in the short-wave infrared,
where third generation photovoltaics must have their bandgap. The absence of broadband
femtosecond beamsplitter coatings in this spectral region was overcome by designing an actively
stabilized, low-dispersion, multiple-octave, Brewster’s angle Mach-Zehnder interferometer. We
are using it to study PbS and PbSe quantum dots with bandgaps of around 1 eV with ~15 fs time
resolution. Two-dimensional Fourier transform spectroscopy spreads signals from quantum dots
with different sizes (hence different bandgaps) along the diagonal, allowing a look at dynamics
obscured by the size distribution in the one-dimensional techniques previously used to study
these dots.
Environmental effects (exposure to oxygen or moisture)
and photodegradation have been suspected as a cause of
sample to sample variation in time-resolved studies of
quantum dots. We have modified the lead chloride based
PbS synthesis to eliminate nanocrystal exposure to
protic, oxygen-containing, and potentially “wet”
solvents during purification, giving photoluminescence
quantum yields of ~35% and 1S-1S exciton widths of
~100 meV. High-resolution TEM reveals faceted
nanocrystals. For the PbSe nanocrystals shown at right,
the size distribution can be characterized as ellipsoidal,
with minor and major diameters of 3.1±0.4 nm and
4.2±0.5 nm, respectively (less than a unit cell variation).
ICP-MS indicates the nanocrystals used for 2D
spectroscopy are lead-rich (~1.7:1). NMR indicates ~4-5 oleate ligands per nm2.
The quantum dot samples are housed in a UHV compatible sealed chamber that excludes the
atmosphere and eliminates long-term blue-shifts in quantum dot absorption spectra. The sample
cell spins so that each pulse sequence probes a fresh sample; this new spinning cell does not
measurably disturb the ±0.6 nm interferometer lock stability. When the cell is not spun, 2D
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spectra develop a low amplitude
absorption tail to the red of the bandgap
that resembles the tail reported for
quantum dots with surface traps.
The top panel of the figure at right
shows the PbSe quantum dot absorption
spectrum (blue) and photoluminescence
spectrum (red) along with the laser pulse
spectrum
(gray)
used
for
2D
spectroscopy. The second panel shows
the spectrally resolved pump-probe
signal at 1 ps pump-probe delay. The
pump-induced change in transmitted
probe photon number (green) is divided
by the laser pulse spectrum to give the
change in transmittance (black). The
change in transmittance shows that the
1S-1S exciton bleach is fully captured,
as is the excited state absorption to the
bi-exciton state (negative feature below
1.5 eV). The third panel shows the
measured 2D spectrum at 1 ps delay
between excitation (vertical axis) and
detection (horizontal axis), which
projects onto the detection frequency
axis to give the spectrally resolved
pump-probe signal. The diagonal
elongation of this 2D spectrum arises
from the quantum dot size distribution,
while the anti-diagonal broadening arises
from fine structure and coupling to
phonons. The red-shift of the negative
feature (blue colors, dashed contours)
reflects the bi-exciton binding energy.
The simulation in the lowest panel
assumes complete relaxation, using only
size distribution broadening and the biexciton shift as free parameters. 2D
spectra at smaller waiting times reveal
dynamics that are expected to involve
fine structure relaxation and coupling to
optical phonons. We are working to
understand and simulate these dynamics,
which are unexpectedly fast.
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How Light is Absorbed in a Solid State Material
Hrvoje Petek
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA and 15215
We study the dynamical properties of solid surfaces on the femtosecond temporal and
nanometer spatial scales by time-resolved photoemission and scanning tunneling microscopy
methods. The chemical and physical properties at molecule-solid interfaces are fundamentally
important to solar energy conversion processes.
In the field-theoretic description of light-matter interaction, the absorption of a photon to
create an electron-hole pair is an instantaneous process. At the instant of interaction, a photon
induces a nonadiabatic transition in a metal to create an electron-hole pair bound by the bare
Coulomb interaction. This primary transition causes fast deviations from the initial charge
density equilibrium of the system, which in turn couples to the dynamical polarization or
screening response of the surrounding electronic density within a few lattice sites from the
disturbance. The excitation evolves from this transient excitonic state, where a bound state of the
electron-hole pair exists, to the fully screened state of the system, where a metal does not support
a bound state, on the time scale of formation of the screening charge density through the virtual
single-particle and collective plasma excitations. In the case of a metal surface, the selfconsistent linear response to creation of an external charge has the classical analog of perfect
screening in the image charge. The image charge through the associated image potential supports
a Rydberg series of image potential states. The transient exciton created by the interaction of a
surface state electron with a photon can recombine to regenerate the coherent field (reflection),
scatter into energy conserving states (Drude absorption), or evolve into energy conserving
asymptotic states such as the image potential states. In a nonlinear multiphoton photoemission
experiment, additional absorption of photon can excite the electron above the vacuum level, and
the resulting photoemission spectrum can capture the dynamics of the transient exciton evolving
into the fully screened image potential state.
In order to study the coherent interaction of light with metals, we developed a coherent
three-dimensional multi-photon photoemission (3D-mPP) spectroscopy technique. In the case of
Ag(111), we employ 3D-mPP to resolve for the first time the transient excitonic response of a
metal. With single color, broadly tunable <15 fs pulse excitation in the visible spectrum, we
excite mPP from Ag(111) surfaces, and image the resulting energy vs. parallel momentum
distributions. The mPP spectra exhibit features, which cannot be attributed to single particle
excitations among the well-known surface and bulk bands of Ag. In the case of 3PP form
Ag(111), a nondispersive feature, which dominates the spectra, appears when the laser is tuned
near the two-photon resonant excitation from the Shockley surface state (SS) to the image
potential state. The nondispersive character of the spectrum and the momentum range
corresponding to the SS attribute this feature to a localized state that is created by exciting an
electron from the SS, namely the transient exciton.
In order to obtain further information on this newly discovered transient exciton, we
perform time-resolved mPP measurements with interferometric scanning of identical pumpprobe pulses. Interferometric time-resolved photoemission movies with different excitation
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wavelengths identify the coherent pathways and timescales for 3PP via the transient exciton
resonance of Ag(111) surface. Interferograms, such as in Fig. 1 for the normal emission from
Ag(111) surface, contain information on the coherent interactions leading to the 3PP process.
Fourier transforming the interferograms obtains 2D photoelectron spectra, which correlate the
components of the coherent polarization excited in the sample with the final state energies in the
3PP spectra. The 2D spectra manifest the evolution of the transient exciton into the fully
screened image potential state on the time scale of dephasing of the surface plasmon of Ag.
Remarkably, at higher excitation fluences it is possible to drive high-order processes up to 9PP
via the excitation of the transient exciton in Ag. In parallel with these experimental studies, we
are developing the many-body theory of the ultrafast excitonic response of metals.
In the case of SS of Cu(111) surface, the transient exciton is not observed, which is
consistent with much faster screening in Cu than in Ag. Rather, we observe polaritonic effects
when the excitation photon energy approaches the d- to sp-band excitation threshold. For the
excitation near the interband transition onset of Cu at 2 eV, the SS band has replicas in the 3PP
spectra that depend on the excitation wavelength. We attribute these replicas to polaritonic local
fields associated with the slowly dephasing d- to sp-band transitions. Because electrons and holes
at the Fermi level and at the top of the d-bands dephase slowly due to electron-electron
scattering, the interband polarization builds up on the time scale of the excitation and scattering
of the coupled states. Unlike the excitation field, this local field oscillates on the atomic scale,
and thus is enhanced with respect to the external field. In addition to the external field, this local
field can also act on the electronic system to induce the 3PP process. Thus the annihilation of
multiple quanta of the interband polarization excites SS electrons at frequencies of enhancement
of the interband polarization.
The transient exciton at Ag(111) surface can be observed with 15 fs laser pulses due to
the unusual screening properties at Ag surfaces. We plan to explore the transient exciton
response on adsorbate modified Ag surfaces and on thin metal films on semiconductor surfaces.
The transient excitons and polaritonic responses of Ag and Cu surfaces are representative of the
ultrafast optical responses of solid-state materials. Thus, similar coherent responses are likely to
have a role in the conversion of solar to electrical and chemical energy in organic and inorganic
semiconducting materials.
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Fig. 1. A cross-section through a 3D movie of photoelectron counts vs. energy, momentum, and
pump-probe delay time for normal emission from Ag(111) surface excited with 2.04 eV light.
Fourier transform of such interferograms provides 2D spectra that correlate the induced linear
and nonlinear polarization excited in the sample with specific features in the mPP spectra.
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Water Splitting by Thin Film Metal-Oxo Catalysts
D. Kwabena Bediako, Michael X. Huynh, and Daniel G. Nocera
Harvard University Chemistry and Chemical Biology
12 Oxford Street, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138-2902
We have been interested in the development of water splitting catalysts that self-assemble from
aqueous solution. Owing to the self-assembly process, oxygen-evolving catalysts of the elements
of Mn, Co and Ni have been developed that are self-healing. Rate laws have been derived for
each of the metal catalysts nucleation kinetics and OER. For the latter, differential
electrochemical mass spectrometry, together with isotopic labeling, has been used to identify key
PCET reaction intermediates. The criterion for self-healing is that these nucleation kinetics be
supported at potentials at which oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysis occurs. The primary
determinant for this interplay is the disparate pH dependences of nucleation versus OER. Figure
1 shows pH dependence of the nucleation and OER for the Co catalyst. Owing to the steeper pH
dependence of catalysts self-assembly (inverse 3rd order) as compared to that of OER (inverse 1st
order), a large pH-voltage window is available for self-healing. In the case of the Mn catalyst,
the nucleation kinetics exhibit an inverse 4th order dependence on [H+] concentration (arising
from a Mn2+/Mn4+ comproportionation reaction), allowing us to perform OER under stable
conditions in concentrated acid pH > –1).

Figure 1. Rate laws for the deposition and OER of self-assembling Co OER catalysts from aqueous solution. The
green shaded area defines the Pourbaix region of self-healing.

In a second area of study, we have examined the effect of co-dopants in the catalyst films. An
especially popular co-dopant has been Fe3+. There have been many explanations for the role of
enhancement of OER activity by Fe3+, ranging from special ferryl active sites to claims that Fe3+
oxo-hydroxy sheets form with Co and Ni catalysts and that the sheets are extraordinary catalytic
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materials. We show that Fe is not unique for enhanced catalytic activity and that a host of other
metal and non0-metal ions can enhance activity (including non-redox active centers). Instead,
we propose that the co-dopant increases that Co(or Ni) valency, allowing the M4+ states of these
metals to be achieved at lower potentials (and hence increased activity). These results offer new
insight into the activity enhancement observed upon incidental or intentional Fe doping in metal
oxido films.
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Photocatalysts for H2 Evolution: Combination of the Light Absorbing Unit and Catalytic
Center in a Single Molecule
Travis White, Suzanne Witt, Nicholas Leed, Zhanyong, Li, Kim R. Dunbar, and Claudia Turro
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, The Ohio State University, Columbus OH, 43210
Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843

New bimetallic complexes for the photocatalytic and electrocatalytic production of H2 gas from
acidic aqueous solutions will be presented. The approach focuses on combining the lightabsorbing (LA) unit with the hydrogen-evolving center (HEC)
in the same molecule in order to reduce losses in efficiency due
to charge transfer reactions. This tactic also circumvents the
lengthy synthesis and purification procedures required to
covalently tether different chromophores in an effective
geometry or at specific distances.
The photophysical properties of Rh2(II,II) compounds with
formamidinate (form) bridging ligands that are highly electron
donating to the metal will be presented. Complexes of the type
cis-[Rh2(form)2(L)2]2+ (L = diimine ligand) are easily oxidized,
making them strong excited state reducing agents. The
structures of the complexes are shown in Figure 1, which are
able to photocatalytically
generate H2 from acidic Figure 1. Molecular structures (R
solution in the presence of a = p-toluene (DTolF) and psacrificial electron donor, fluorobenzen (F-form).
such
as
triethylamine
(TEA), upon irradiation with visible light (Figure 2).
Time-resolved absorption spectroscopy and DFT calculations
were used to elucidate the excited state dynamics and to gain
information on the photoreactivity. Absorption of light
results in the population of
a singlet ligand-to-ligand
charge transfer (1LLCT)
Figure 2. Photocatalytic production
excited state, followed by
of H2 by [Rh2(DTolF)2(dqp)2]2+ (λirr
intersystem crossing to a
> 395 nm)
triplet
metal-centered
(3MC) state, as shown in Figure 3. The latter is relatively longlived (40 ns to 3 µs) and exhibits significant electron density
on the Rh2(σ*) molecular orbital, which is expected to be
reactive and extends to the open axial coordination sites. The
Figure 3. Jablonski diagram for L
1
LLCT and 3MC states are good excited state reducing and = dqp, dppz complexes.
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oxidizing agents.
Electrochemical methods were employed to gain
further understanding of the mechanism of H2
generation. These experiments result in
overpotentials of ~440 mV and TOFs of ~104 –
105 s-1. The mechanism of hydrogen evolution
has two components, one slower and another
faster; the latter requires an additional electron,
as shown in Figure 5. It is important to note that
following the generation of the active Rh2(II,II)H2 species (slow, right side of Figure 5), the
addition of another electron into the system Figure 4. Electrocatalytic H2 production by dqp
complex acid (0.1 M Bu4PF6 in CH3CN, 200 mV/s).
results in a d7–d8 species with electron density
in an axial Rh-H2 antibonding orbital. This
reduction is expected to lead to fast dissociation of H2, as depicted on the left side of Figure 5.
We are currently investigating the mechanism of the reaction and tuning the ligands to optimize
photocatalytic properties. New
complexes under investigation
were designed such that ligand
protonation is not possible
upon
electrochemical
reduction
and
for
the
complexes to absorb lower
energy
light.
Moreover,
coupling to stronger absorbing
units is being explored. In
addition, some complexes
have also been shown to
Figure 5. Proposed mechanism for the electrocatalytic reduction by Rh2
complexes.
catalytically reduce CO2 upon
reduction.
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Electron Transport at Metal Organic Framework Donor-Acceptor Interfaces - Toward
High Surface Area Photochemical Water Oxidation Catalysis
William A. Maza, Spencer R. Ahrenholtz, and Amanda J. Morris
Department of Chemistry
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24060
In the 2011 DOE Basic Energy Sciences Summary Report, approaches to artificial
photosynthesis were identified as "critical to effectively utilizing the sun's energy". Two
highlighted research efforts included the use of synthetically tunable metal organic framework
materials for gas storage and inorganic catalysts for small molecule activation (CO, CO2, N2).
My research program capitalizes on these successes to look at metal organic framework (MOF)
thin film assemblies capable of photo-induced heterogeneous water oxidation and carbon dioxide
reduction, Figure 1. Specifically, the proposed work aims to provide a fundamental
understanding of MOF materials utilized in photo-induced electron transport processes to
elucidate the design constraints of such catalysts.

Over the past year my research program has focused on two specific thrusts toward the ultimate
goal described above:
(1)
Demonstrate charge separation at a MOF donor-acceptor interface. Toward this goal, a
series of Ru(II)L2L' (L = 2,2'-bipyridyl, L' = 2,2'-bipyridine-5,5'-dicarboxylic acid), RuDCBPY,
containing zirconium(IV) MOF thin films were prepared as sensitizing materials on
nanocrystalline TiO2 films. These metal organic framework (MOF) sensitized metal oxides each
were shown to generate photocurrent in response to illumination under simulated 1 sun
irradiation in a solar cell configuration. Emission lifetime measurements indicate the excited
state quenching of RuDCBPY at the MOF-TiO2 interface is extremely efficient (> 90%),
presumably due to electron injection into TiO2. In this geometry, there are at least three
contributors to the observed photocurrent upon illumination of the MOF [see Figure]: 1)
excitation of the UiO-67 or UiO-67-DCBPY followed by charge separation and electron
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injection into TiO2, 2) excitation of RuDCBPY ligands adjacent or adsorbed to the TiO2
undergoing electron injection into TiO2 from the RuDCBPY 1MLCT or 3MLCT, and 3) energy
hopping/migration between RuDCBPY centers within the bulk of the MOF to the MOF/TiO2
interface with subsequent electron
injection into the TiO2. A mechanism
was proposed in which RuDCBPYcenters within the MOF-bulk undergo
isotropic Förster energy migration via
hopping up to 25 nm from the point
of origin. The energy migration
process was highly dependent on
synthetic preparation used to form the
thin films. This work represents the
first example in which a MOF
sensitized interface out-performs its
molecular constituent in a solar cell
configuration.
(2)
Demonstrate water oxidation at a high surface MOF. The MOF chosen as a preliminary
water oxidation target was the M(2-pymo)2 series, where M = Pd or Co. The MOF was
deposited onto a conductive substrate and the electrocatalytic propensity for water oxidation
explored. Comparison between the cyclic voltammetric response of Co(pymo)2 films in aqueous
and non-aqueous solutions indicated catalytic activity. Tafel analysis of the steady state
potential-dependent current provided mechanistic insight and the exchange current density for
comparison to reported catalysts. While the reaction rates were impressive, the material was
unstable to prolonged electrolysis, and oxidation production ceased after 45 minutes. This was
attributed to the large structural rearrangement that occurs about the cobalt nodes upon oxidation
from Co(II) to Co(III).
Our results have provided new discoveries about the structure–function relationship of MOF
charge transport materials and water oxidation catalysts. Future work will grow on these initial
studies to demonstrate sustained water oxidation at MOF donor-acceptor assemblies.
Specifically, we are exploring the use of ruthenium polypyridyl doped-MOF thin films on TiO2
in conjunction with encapsulated solid-state water oxidation catalysts and post-synthetically
incorporated molecular catalysts.
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Physical Chemistry of Reaction Dynamics in Ionic Liquids
David A. Blank,1 Edward W. Castner, Jr.,2 Claudio J. Margulis,3
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The superior properties of ionic liquids (ILs) have led to their increasing use for energy related
applications. However, much remains to be done to provide the physical and chemical
foundations needed to rationalize the properties of ILs and guide further scientific progress. Our
team has been successful at providing fundamental understanding in diverse areas ranging from
solvation dynamics, chemical reactivity, anomalous transport of charged and neutral species as
well as reactivity and dynamics of excess electrons. The insight gained from these studies is
relevant to varied areas including photo-induced and radiation initiated reactions as well as
transport processes relevant in batteries and fuel cells. Fertile topics for our collaborative
research have recently included: completing a comprehensive study of solvation dynamics in
ILs, comparing rates and mechanisms for intra- and bi-molecular photo-induced electron-transfer
reactions in ILs, studying how transport in mixtures of ILs and conventional solvents differs
from single-solvent systems, how anomalous diffusion may be related to dynamical
heterogeneity and how dynamical heterogeneity may be ultimately related to nanoscale structure,
and studying the properties of excess electrons in ILs.[1-24]

Figure 1: Locally stiff (high friction, high charge)
and locally soft (low friction, more apolar) nanoregions are associated with solute cage and jump regimes. This is exemplified as trajectories in the upper panel and Van Hove functions in the lower panel.
This behavior is linked to large deviations from hydrodynamic behavior.[24]

Recent work from the Maroncelli group
unequivocally demonstrated that when charged and
neutral solutes are small compared to the solvent
molecular volume, significantly large deviations
from Stokes-Einstein transport behavior are
observed.[15] The diffusion of charged solutes
becomes much slower than expected and that of
neutral solutes much faster.
A recent
communication from the Castner group showed that
dilution of an IL with hexane leaves much of the
charge-ordered structure of the IL intact, even at
high hexane mole fractions.
Whereas simple
hydrodynamic models explained diffusion rates of
the ionic species, diffusion of hexane in these
mixtures was found to be an order of magnitude
larger than predicted.[23] Theoretical studies from
the Margulis group investigated the physical
reasons underpinning these deviations and found
that ILs are comprised of regions of lower friction
(more apolar) and regions of higher friction (more
polar);[1-2] the predicted structures quantitatively
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match those observed in synchrotron X-ray scattering experiments.[6,12] Such structural
features directly correlate with dynamical heterogeneity and in turn with significant deviations
from Stokes-Einstein predictions. Because this phenomenon is associated with the unique liquid
landscape characteristic of ILs, these findings may provide the link between structural and
dynamical heterogeneity in these systems.
Maroncelli and collaborators completed an extensive survey of the
solvation response of a large group of ILs [5,9,19] and their mixtures
with water[13] and acetonitrile.[16] A highlight of this work was the
prediction and verification of a simple relationship between the integral solvation time <τsolv> and ionic liquid conductivity σ0, shown in
Fig. 2(a). In the case of mixtures between conventional solvents and ILs,
dielectric continuum predictions beFigure 2(a): Correlation of
come increasingly worse as the IL
integral solvation times of
concentration increases. Whereas conC153 with resistivity (1/σ) in
34 varied ionic liquids.[9]
tinuum dielectric predictions are accurate in high-polarity conventional solvents like acetonitrile and water, they deviate increasingly (by up
to a factor of 3) as the ionic liquid concentration increases. In the
2(b): Dielectric
water mixture the deviations are larger, with the continuum pre- Figure
dispersion data and solvation
dictions being too fast by a factor of ~7. Ongoing simulations response in seven [Im41][BF4] +
suggest that preferential solvation and local frictional differences water mixtures.[13]
of the sort described in Fig. 1 may account for these findings.
Our team has also carried out computational and experimental work on the dynamics of excess
electrons in different ionic liquids with the goal of better understanding reactivity and patterns of
localization.[7,8,21] Fig. 3 is a summary of results for electron photodetachment in a series of
methyl-alkyl-pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide
(Pyr+/NTf2-) ILs. The initial detached electron has a very large
reactive radius as determined by sub-ps reactivity with the electron scavenger N2O. Simulations by the Margulis group indicate that the LUMO of the liquid accessed by photoexcitation is
delocalized over several NTf2- anions. When excess electrons
are placed in the simulated LUMO they subsequently localize on
a sub-ps time scale, in agreement with experiment. The simulations find localization of the excess electron onto an individual
NTf2- anion to form a dissociative dianion. In the experiments
we find evidence for two competing electron localization channels, one that is consistent with the simulations, and one that
produces free solvated electrons with relatively long lifetimes, in
agreement with radiolysis experiments by the Wishart group.
Branching between the two channels changes when increasing
Figure 3: Two electron localization
channels in Py1,x+/NTf2- ILs.[27]
the alkyl chain length from hexyl to decyl, with a relative increase in the dissociative channel.[7, 27]
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Mechanism and Dynamics of Photoinduced Charge Separation in DNA
Frederick D. Lewis
Department of Chemistry
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60201
The efficiency of photoinduced charge separation is determined by the complex kinetics of
charge injection, recombination, and transport processes. The π-stacked base pairs that
constitute the core of DNA provide a model one-dimensional system for the experimental and
theoretical investigation of these processes. We have employed synthetic DNA hairpins (Figure
1) in our experimental investigations of photoinduced charge separation in DNA. The two
strands of the hairpin are connected by a linker containing an organic chromophore, which upon
electronic excitation can inject either a hole or an electron (positive or negative charge) into the
DNA. The dynamics of the injection process have been studied by time-resolved transient
absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. A second chromophore placed either at the opposite
end of the hairpin from the linker chromophore or as a replacement for a natural base within the
hairpin can be employed to detect and time the arrival of the charge. These studies are carried
out in collaboration with the groups of Michael Wasielewski (Northwestern) and Ferdinand
Grozema (Delft, The Netherlands).
We have previously investigated the dependence of the
efficiency and dynamics of hole transport on the length and
base sequence of the DNA duplex. The use of poly(adenine)
base sequences was found to provide for more efficient charge
separation than either poly(guanine) or alternating or random
base sequences. Even higher efficiency was obtained using
diblock purine sequence (e.g. AnGm), as a consequence of
inhibited charge recombination. The effects of increased or
decreased base pair conformational mobility were also
investigated using analogs of the natural DNA bases. These
experimental results were initially interpreted using traditional
superexchange and incoherent hopping models. Recently, Fig. 1 Structure of a DNA hairpin
models specific to DNA have been developed to account for with stilbenediether linker (shown
in green).
our experimental results for poly(adenine) hole transport.
This talk will begin with a description of the initial charge
injection process. Advances in both the quality of the transient absorption spectra of the DNA
hairpins and the analysis of two-dimensional data using global and target analysis have provided
detailed information about the charge separation process in DNA which was previously
unavailable. Both hole and electron injection processes can occur by either irreversible or
reversible mechanisms, depending upon the free energy for conversion of the locally excited
linker chromophore to a radical ion pair. The charge recombination and transport processes
which determine the efficiency of hole or electron transport will then be described. The effect of
placing an tunneling barrier between the chromophore and nearest base pair on hole transport
dynamics will be described. Finally, the hole and electron transport processes will be compared.
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Results for two hairpin hole injection systems (Figure 2a) will
be presented (Figure 2).
Hole injection using the
naphthalenediimide (NDI) linker with an adjacent adenine
occurs within 0.2 ps following laser excitation and is
irreversible.
In contrast, hole injection using the
stilbenedicarboxamide (SA) linker with adenine is reversible,
resulting in delayed fluorescence with a long-lived decay
component of ca. 2 ns. Replacement of adenine with guanine
results in fast, irreversible hole injection. In systems having a
stilbenediether (SD) hole trap, transport between NDI and SD
is substantially faster than between SA and SD across either a
An or A2Gn diblock base sequence. This difference indicates
that hole transport dynamics are dependent upon the
energetics of hole injection as well as the base sequence.
Possible reasons for the dependence on hole injection will be
discussed.

Recent results for electron injection using SD-linked systems
(Figure 2) will be presented. Rate constants for electron
SD
Eox = -0.92 V
injection increase as the oxidation potential of the adjacent
pyrimidine becomes less negative. Electron injection to
Fig. 2 NDI, SA, and SD-linked
cytosine is reversible; whereas injection to thymine or
hairpins and SD-capped
fluorouracil is irreversible. Base sequences having thymine
hairpins having an An base
followed by one or more fluoro- uracil (T-FUn) are best suited
sequence.
for electron transport beyond a single base pair. Electron
transport dynamics for hairpins having a SD donor and
O
perylenediimide (PDI) acceptor separated by Tn or T-FUn base
NH
sequences will be reported.
OO
O

O

An artificial base pair consisting of two cyclohexane derivatives (XX, Figure 3) has been reported to reduce the extent of fluorescence
quenching of singlet PDI by an adjacent guanine.
We have
investigated the effect insertion of an X-X base pair between the
SA, PDI, and NDI linkers and adjacent A-T or G-C. Only in the
case of the strongest electron acceptor NDI is hole injection to
adenine across a X-X base pair observed. A driving force of ca. 0.5
eV is required for hole injection across the X-X base pair. The
dynamics of charge separation and charge recombination in systems
having a NDI hole donor and SD hole trap in the absence and
presence of the X-X base pair will be described.
Finally, the efficiency and dynamics of hole vs. electron
transport processes in DNA will be compared. Faster hole
transport is attributed to stronger electronic coupling between
purine vs. pyrimidine bases.
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A long-term objective of our program is to design, synthesize, and characterize
tetrapyrrole-based molecular architectures that absorb sunlight across the visible and nearinfrared spectrum, funnel energy, and separate charge (hole, electron) with high efficiency and in
a manner compatible with current and future solar-energy conversion schemes. Particularly
noteworthy findings over the past three years are as follows:
Molecular design, synthesis, and characterization (photophysical, redox, molecular
orbital) studies have afforded a palette of tunable absorbers spanning the photon-rich red and
near-infrared spectral regions. Recent work has (1) bridged the gap (~670-720 nm) between
typical chlorins and bateriochlorins using chlorin-imides, (2) pushed the short wavelength limit
of typical bacteriochlorins to <700 nm using oxo and dioxobacteriochlorins, and (3) extended the
long wavelength limit of typical bacteriochlorins first to past 800 nm using bacteriochlorinimides and then to ~900 nm using five- and six-membered bacterichlorin-bisimides.

The yields and rate constants of the singlet excited-state decay pathways (fluorescence,
intersystem crossing, and internal conversion) have been fully characterized. The nearultraviolet to near-infrared absorption profiles (band energies/wavelengths and relative
intensities) have been analyzed using four-orbital-model simulations based on molecular-orbital
characteristics derived from density functional theory calculations. The studies provide
fundamental insights into the interplay of molecular composition, electronic structure, redox, and
photophysical properties spanning the main tetrapyrrole classes. Collectively the work affords
molecular design principles for tunable red/near-infrared absorbers for solar-conversion systems.
The vibronic characteristics and spin-density distributions in the core bacteriochlorin
macrocycle have been revealed by spectroscopic and theoretical studies of 16 isotopologues.
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The
vibrational
modes
in
copper
bacteriochlorin isotopologues were examined
via resonance Raman and Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy. The resonance Raman
spectra exhibit an exceptional sparcity of
vibronically active modes of the core
macrocycle, in contrast with the rich spectra of
the natural bacteriochlorophylls.
The Qyexcitation resonance Raman spectrum is
dominated by a single mode at 727 cm-1, which calculations suggest is due to a symmetrical
accordion-like deformation of the five-atom Cm(CaNCa)pyrroleCm portion of the ring core. This
deformation also dominates the vibronic features in the absorption and fluorescence spectra. The
spin-density distributions in the -cation radical of the zinc bacteriochlorin isotopologues were
studied by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. The spectra indicate a significant
electron/spin density ( ~ 0.1) on each meso-carbon atom. This observation contradicts the
predictions of early calculations that have been assumed to be correct for nearly four decades.
These findings have implications for how structural features that characterize native bacteriochlorophylls might influence energy- and electron-transfer processes in photosynthesis and alter
the thinking on the design of synthetic, bacteriochlorin-based arrays for solar energy conversion.
A set of panchromatic absorbers exhibiting
long excited-state lifetimes in both polar and
nonpolar media has been prepared and
characterized. The architectures are based on a
porphyrin strongly coupled electronically to 1-4
perylene-monoimides via ethyne linkers. The
perylene-porphyrin electronic coupling results in a
substantial and unexpected redistribution of the
large oscillator strength held in the typical
tetrapyrrole near-ultraviolet Soret features ( ~ 350,000 M1 cm1) into the visible, red, and nearinfrared (to ~800 nm) regions to afford effective panchromatic absorption. The excited-state
lifetimes for the four perylene-porphyrin arrays range from 1.2 to 4.6 ns in toluene and 1.2 to 1.9
ns in benzonitrile, which is sufficient to support efficient energy or electron-transfer processes in
solar-conversion systems. Such efficiency would be retained even in polar media where chargetransfer quenching within many multi-chromophore complexes can compromise utility.
Our present focus concerns several interrelated themes: (1) Gain a deeper understanding
of the spectral and electronic properties of bacteriochlorins. (2) Understand the electronic origin
of panchromatic absorption and associated excited-state behavior. (3) Determine the rates of
ground-state hole/electron transfer between (hydro)porphyrins as a function of array architecture
and molecular orbital composition. (4) Design, synthesize, and characterize integrated
architectures that incorporate a panchromatic absorber and other components that afford efficient
hole/electron migration and long-lived charge separation. Such architectures serve as a test-bed
for successful integration of key properties and processes, some of which require rather weak
coupling between constituents, some of which require very strong electronic interactions, and all
of which should be tunable via control of molecular design.
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Fundamental Studies of Light-induced Charge Transfer, Energy Transfer, and Energy
Conversion with Supramolecular Systems
Joseph T. Hupp
Department of Chemistry
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60208
Summary of Project. This project seeks to exploit supramolecular chemistry: a) to interrogate
and understand fundamental aspects of light-induced charge transfer and energy transfer, and b)
to construct solar energy conversion systems that make use of unique assembly motifs to address
key conversion efficiency issues. The project focuses specifically on developing, investigating,
and understanding at a fundamental-science level the behavior of promising new light harvesters
and redox shuttles in DSC and related environments.
The project’s focus has shifted from the chemistry of conventional dye-sensitized solar cells to
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as components of photo electrodes and as adaptable
compounds for investigations of fundamental photophysical and photo-electrochemical
questions. The meeting presentation will touch on how MOFs can be used to investigate: a) longrange, directional energy-transfer, b) antenna-type light harvesting, c) directional chargetransport, including cascade-type behavior, d) charge injection into wide bandgap
semiconductors, and/or e) charge transfer to external donors and acceptors. Below are outlines of
a few topics.
Electrode supported metal-organic frameworks. We have recently reported on the synthesis
of conductive-surface-supported MOFs via: 1) solvothermal chemistry, 2) electrophoretic
deposition, and 3) a layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly approach. While each has its advantages, the
LbL approach offers control over light-harvesting-assembly thicknesses with a precision at or
near the length of a single molecular component; see figure below. In systematic studies with
ditopic or tetratopic porphyrin molecules as building blocks, profilometry measurements have
confirmed that the film thickness increases systematically with number of growth cycles.
Polarization excitation and fluorescence measurements indicate that the porphyrin units are
preferentially oriented, while X-ray reflectivity scans point to periodic ordering. Ellipsometry
measurements show that the films are highly porous. Since there are currently few methods
capable of yielding microporous MOFs containing accessible free-base porphyrins, it is
noteworthy that the LbL growth permits direct MOF incorporation of unmetalated porphyrins.
Long-range energy
transfer
was
demonstrated
for
both MOF films. The
findings offer useful
insights for subsequent fabrication of
MOF-based
solar
energy
conversion
devices.
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Electrode supported metal-organic frameworks (E). Layer-by-layer MOF assembly offers a
way of building sequential arrays of chromophores that may be capable of displaying lightharvesting antenna behavior. With that idea in mind we have prepared a small series of
perylendiimides and are using them as building blocks (see figure below). We find that we can
control overall film thicknesses with close to single-molecular-layer thicknesses. We also find
that we can construct three-chromophore films in predetermined chromophore order and with
predetermined thicknesses for chromophore zones. The assembly process is greatly facilitated,
both in terms of effort and reproducibility, by using home-built, programmable, robotic
assemblers. Initial studies show that energy transfer from green absorbing to red absorbing
chromophore zones readily occurs. We have yet to quantify the distance over which quantitative
transfer can be observed.

Charge-transport through MOFs. Essential for any application of light-absorbing MOFs to the
problem of light-to-electrical energy conversion is charge transport. Ideally the rate of charge
transport will be directional and tunable. We have examined conductivity in a variety of
electrode-supported MOFs. In the cases we have studied, transport occurs via electron or hole
hopping between chemically identical sites. Under these conditions, electrical conductivity is
governed by Marcus-like self-exchange behavior (or by counterion motion). We find that
hopping rates can be quantified via chronocoulometry measurements, or alternatively, by
appropriately designed wall-jet electrode measurements. Measurements of hopping as a function
of temperature permit rate constants to be separated into reorganization-energy effects and
electronic coupling effects. Initial studies point to modest free energies of activation and weak
electronic coupling, resulting in highly nonadiabatic ET. The systematic tunability of MOF
structures permits structure/reactivity hypotheses to be readily tested.
This presentation will include the results of studies designed to yield tunable electron transfer
rates. One example is the successful modulation of charge-transport rates via reversible coupling
of electron-transfer to molecular encapsulation. Other studies center on understanding how
microscopic proton-coupled electron transfer behavior translates into macroscopic charge
transport.
Charge injection. If time permits, MOF-based studies involving photo-excited linkers and
metal-oxide nodes (electron acceptors) will be described, where the aim of the studies is to build
up electron acceptors in atom-by-atom fashion, i.e. from molecule-like species to quantumconfined semiconductors.
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Organic, Nanoscale, and Self-Assembled Structures Relevant to Solar Energy Conversion
Michael J. Therien
Department of Chemistry
French Family Science Center, 124 Science Drive
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0354
Understanding the molecular-level principles by which complex chemical systems carry
out photochemical charge separation, transport, and storage will impact the design of practical
solar energy conversion and storage devices. Towards this goal, this program focuses on: (i)
delineating new compositions of matter relevant to solar energy conversion, (ii) elucidating
factors that control charge transfer, charge migration, photoconductivity, and exciton diffusion
dynamics in assemblies relevant to light-driven energy transduction, (iii) probing the extent of
electronic coupling between conjugated organic materials and nanoscale structures in both
ground and excited states, and (iv) engineering high quantum yield electron-hole pair production
from initially prepared excitonic states in compositions that feature both molecular and nanoscale
electro-optically active components. Accomplishments over the current funding period include:
Single-Chain, Helical Wrapping of Individualized, Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes by
Ionic Poly(Arylene-ethynylene)s: New Compositions for Photoinduced Charge Transfer Reactions
and Photovoltaic Applications. We have established aryleneethynylene polymer designs that give
rise to single-handed helical wrapping of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs; Figure 1).
Highly charged semiconducting polymers that utilize (R)- or (S)-1,1’-bi-2-naphthol components
that
feature
bridging
2,2′−1,3benzyloxy
tethers
that
restrict
the
torsional angle
between the two
naphthalene
subunits, enable
the production of
polymerwrapped SWNTs
in which the
polymer
chain
Figure 1. A) Schematic illustrating the requisite design for aryleneethynylene polymers
manifests singlethat give rise to single-handed helical wrapping of SWNTs. (B) Prototypical chiral
handed helical
semiconducting arylenethynylene polymer. (C) TEM image highlighting single-chain
nanotube wrapping at a fixed helical pitch length. (D) An MD simulation of a chiral
wrapping
polymer wrapping of the SWNT surface. (E) Diagrammatic representation of an ionic self- (Figure 1B-E).
assembled architecture that features amphiphilic cations decorating the rigid core of a
The combination
chiral polymer-wrapped SWNT. (F) SEM of an ionic self-assembled hybrid material
of single-handed
derived from Superstructure 1 that highlights the apparent perfect parallel alignment of
helical wrapping
SWNTs. (G) A Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer of Superstructure 1 on a SiO2 surface.
with the ability
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to modify conjugated polymer electronic structure opens up new opportunities for engineering
the electro-optic functionality of nanoscale objects. Further, single-handed helical wrapping of
SWNTs opens up new opportunities to organize multi-component carbon nanotube-containing
ensembles over meso-to-macroscopic dimensions. We demonstrated for the first time that
SWNTs, helically wrapped by a single chain of an anionic aryleneethynylene polymer, can be
structured into organized microscale objects through ionic self-assembly (ISA; Figure 1F).
These microstructures are composed of rigorously aligned nanotubes at high areal density (2.5
x1010 SWNTs cm-2), and maintain the optical properties characteristic of individualized SWNTs.
ISA thus offers an elegant alternative to traditional SWNT alignment methods that include
horizontal SWNT growth on a single crystal surface or chemical vapor deposition under gas
flow, due to the facts it: (i) is a solution-based process, and (ii) provides complex hierarchical
SWNT structures based on fixed stoichiometry/fixed morphology SWNT-polymer compositions.
We posit that the combination of chiral polyanionic aryleneethynylene polymers, SWNTs having
electronic structural homogeneity, the ability to modulate polymer electronic structure by design,
and the facility of ISA to provide hierarchical organization, offers exceptional promise for the
development of new types of electro-optic materials.
Potentiometric, Electronic, and Transient Absorptive Spectroscopic Properties of Oxidized
SWNTs Helically wrapped by Ionic, Semiconducting Polymers in Aqueous and Organic Media.
We have utilized three electronically distinct semiconducting polymers, previously established to
wrap SWNTs in an exclusive left-handed helical fashion to provide S-PBN(b)-Ph5-[(6,5)
SWNT], S-PBN(b)-Ph4PhCN-[(6,5) SWNT], and S-PBN(b)-Ph2PZn2-[(6,5) SWNT]
superstructures to interrogate the optoelectronic properties of oxidized [(6,5) SWNTs] (Figure

Figure 2. (A) Structure of aryleneethynylene polymers S-PBN(b)-Ph5, S-PBN(b)-Ph4PhCN and S-PBN(b)Ph2PZn2. (B) Potentiometrically determined HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the S-PBN(b)-Ph5, S-PBN(b)Ph4PhCN, and S-PBN(b)-Ph2PZn2 polymers, along with the valence and conduction band energies of their
corresponding polymer-[(6,5) SWNT] superstructures. (C) Oxidative titration data highlighting: (i) the
progressive diminution of the E00 → E11 transition oscillator strength and (ii) the magnitude of the E00 → E11
spectral blue shift observed with increasing oxidant concentration for these polymer-[(6,5) SWNT]
superstructures.

2). Cyclic voltammetric experiments were used to directly determine the SWNT valence and
conduction band energy levels in these assemblies (Figure 2B); these studies demonstrate that
SWNT potentiometric properties can be modulated by the nature of the electronic structure of the
semiconducting polymer that wraps its surface and thereby define a new approach by which to
regulate the magnitudes of SWNT exciton binding energies. Redox titration experiments
establish electronic transitions uniquely associated with the SWNT hole polaron state and
determine a hole polaron delocalization length of 2.75 nm for (6,5) SWNTs (Figure 2C).
Pump−probe TA spectroscopic data obtained for oxidized (6,5) SWNTs demonstrate: (i) a
ground-state bleaching band centered at 1000 nm that is substantially broader than that
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determined for the analogous ground-state bleach observed for electronically excited neutral
(6,5) SWNTs at equivalent time delays; (ii) that the prominent TA spectroscopic signals
characteristic of the (6,5) SWNT hole polaron state are insensitive to the solvent dielectric
environment; and (iii) ground-state bleach recovery dynamics consistent with SWNT hole
polarons that are both delocalized and mobile. As these findings determine steady-state and
transient electronic absorptive spectroscopic signatures that are uniquely associated with the
(6,5) SWNT hole polaron state, this work enables more detailed characterization of chargetransfer reactions involving SWNTs and provides new insights for engineering the electronic
structural properties of hybrid semiconducting polymer−nanotube assemblies.
First Unambiguous Diagnosis of Photoinduced Charged Carrier Signatures in a
Stoichiometrically Controlled Semiconducting Polymer-Wrapped Carbon Nanotubes Assembly.
The S-PBN(b)-Ph4PDI-[(6,5) SWNT] superstructure defines the first example of a carbon
nanotube-soft matter assembly that enables the electronic signatures that distinguish electron
transfer reactants and products, and corresponding analyses of charge separation (CS), charge
migration, and charge recombination (CR) dynamics, to be readily elucidated (Figure 3). These
SWNT-based nanohybrid compositions are based on (6,5) chirality enriched SWNTs ([(6,5)
SWNTs] and a chiral n-type polymer (S-PBN(b)-Ph4PDI) that exploits a perylenediimide (PDI)–
containing repeat unit; S-PBN(b)-Ph4PDI-[(6,5) SWNT] superstructures feature a PDI electron
acceptor unit positioned at 3 nm intervals
along the nanotube surface, thus
controlling rigorously SWNT:electron
acceptor stoichiometry and organization.
Time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopic
studies demonstrate that S-PBN(b)SWNT]
electronic
Ph4PDI-[(6,5)
excitation generates the PDI radical
anion (PDI−•) via a photoinduced CS
reaction (τCS ~0.4 ps). These experiments
highlight the concomitant rise and decay
of transient absorption spectroscopic
signatures characteristic of the SWNT
hole polaron [(6,5) SWNT(•+)n] and PDI−•
- +
Figure 3. Schematic representation of: (A) light-driven e /h
states. Multiwavelength global analysis
pair generation in polymer-wrapped SWNTs composition. of these data provides two charge
(B) photoinduced charge separation (CS) and thermal charge
recombination time constants (τCR ~ 31.8
recombination (CR) dynamics observed following E00→E11
excitation (λex = 1000 nm) for the S-PBN(b)-Ph4PDI-[(6,5) and 250 ps) that reflect CR dynamics
SWNT] nanoscale assembly, and (C) CR dynamics involving involving both an intimately associated
both an intimately associated SWNT hole polaron and PDI−• SWNT hole polaron and PDI−• chargecharge-separated state, and a related charge-separated state separated state, and a related chargeinvolving PDI−• and a hole polaron site produced via hole
separated state involving PDI−• and a
migration along the SWNT backbone.
hole polaron site produced via hole
migration along the SWNT backbone that occurs over this timescale. This work thus defines a
viable strategy to control the stoichiometry of electron (hole) acceptors at the nanotube interface,
regulate the hole (electron) polaron density generated per nanotube unit length for a defined set
of irradiation conditions, and engineer nanotube-soft matter assemblies in which critical energy
transduction dynamical processes may be modulated.
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Photoinduced Charge Separation Processes: from Natural Photosynthetic Proteins to
Artificial Polymer-Fullerene Interfaces
Oleg G. Poluektov, Jens Niklas, Karen L. Mulfort, Lisa M. Utschig, and David M. Tiede
Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL 60439
Kristy L. Mardis
Department of Chemistry & Physics, Chicago State University
Chicago, IL 60628
The ultimate goal of our solar energy conversion research is to mimic photosynthesis and devise
integrated systems that can capture, convert, and store solar energy. The development and
improvement of these systems relies on understanding the inherent, fundamental mechanisms for
coupling captured photons to solar energy conversion and fuel generation. Specifically our
research is focused on: (1) photoinduced charge separation in natural and artificial
photosynthetic systems and photo-active organic interfaces, (2) structure-function relationships
in novel biohybrid systems for H2-production, (3) electronic structure of molecular catalysts for
proton reduction and water oxidation.
In natural photosynthesis light-induced long-lived charge separation occurs with a quantum yield
that approaches 100%. This efficiency is so far unmatched by any artificial system. In natural
photosynthetic systems, this efficient separation of charges is achieved with the aid of a cascade
of energy levels and charge screening. Semiconductor polymer-fullerene blends, usually used in
organic photovoltaic systems, by contrast, seem to possess none of these elements, yet
surprisingly some organic photovoltaic devices are very efficient. While photovoltaic cells are
highly promising man-made devices for direct solar energy utilization, a number of fundamental
questions about how the organic bulk heterojunction cell enables efficient long-lived and longrange charge separation remain unanswered.
To address these questions we investigate semiconductor
polymer-fullerene interfaces by employing an advanced
suite of experimental and theoretical techniques
originally developed for the study of photochemical
reactions in natural and artificial photosynthetic systems.
Thus, we utilize multifrequency EPR spectroscopy in
combination with DFT calculations to study charge
separation and stabilization mechanisms in photo-active
polymer-fullerene systems. The polymers include the
“reference” polymer P3HT and representatives of two
series of high-performance, low bandgap polymers,
PCDTBT and PTB7. The fullerenes include derivatives
of C60, C 70, and the heterodimer C60:C70 . Structures of
selected molecules are depicted in Figure 1.
Upon illumination, two paramagnetic species are
formed in these complexes due to photo-induced
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Figure 1. Charge distribution in the highperformance low band gap polymer donor
PTB7 (top) and on the fullerene derivative
acceptors (bottom).

electron transfer (ET) between the conjugated polymer and the fullerene derivative. These
species are the positive, P+, and the negative, P-, polarons on the polymer backbone and fullerene
cage, respectively, and correspond to radical cations and radical anions. To address the question
of charge delocalization within the polarons, we performed high-frequency EPR (130 GHz) and
pulsed ENDOR experiments which allow unambiguous determination of g-tensors and hyperfine
(hf) interactions of magnetic nuclei with the unpaired electron. The g-tensors and hf-interactions
are a sensitive probe of the electronic wave function and provide an excellent reference for
validation of our current and future theoretical calculations, and as a result, for reconstruction of
the electronic structures of the respective polarons. Our comprehensive EPR/DFT study revealed
that, in all three systems, the positive polaron is distributed over distances of 40 - 60 Å along the
polymer chain. This corresponds to about 15 thiophene units for P3HT, approximately three
units for PCDTBT, and about three to four units for PTB7. No charge delocalization over several
fullerene cages was observed in polymer-monomeric fullerene films. In contrast, in the novel
covalently linked C60:C70-heterodimer fullerene it was found that the anion state is delocalized
over both cages in the films, but is predominantly localized on either the C60 or C70 cage of the
dimer in the solution. Electronic structure calculations demonstrated that different delocalization
pattern in the dimers are related to the presence of two nearly iso-energetic minima, essentially
the cis and trans conformers, which are separated by a thermodynamically accessible rotational
barrier (Figure 1).
Time-resolved EPR spectra show a strong polarization pattern for all polymer-fullerene blends
after light-induced charge separation. This polarization is caused by a non-Boltzmann population
of the electron spin energy levels in the radical pairs. Similar polarization patterns were first
reported in natural and artificial photosynthetic assemblies, and were understood within the
models of spin-correlated radical pairs and sequential ET. The same models can help us describe
a charge separation process that occurs via electron jumps or tunneling between neighboring
fullerene molecules. The first step of the charge separation process is exciton dissociation and
ET to the fullerene molecule at the polymer interface. The life time of this state is less than a few
picoseconds. Importantly, efficient delocalization of the positive polaron on the polymer , which
has been reported to happen on the same time scale, is a major mechanism for overcoming the
Coulomb attraction and thus recombination, and
thereby facilitating forward electron transfer.
Forward ET forms an intermediate radical pair,
with a separation distance within 15-20 Å. The
third step is ET to the secondary, long-lived (up
to tens to hundreds of ms), radical pair with a
separation of 25-30 Å (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Simplified scheme of the charge
separation steps near the polymer/fullerene
interface. Overlapping TR-EPR spectra of P3HT/C60-PCBM and Photosystem I revels similar spinpolarization patterns.

This charge delocalization upon photoinduced ET
is similar to that in natural photosynthetic
systems. In the latter, upon initial charge
separation, the positive charge is delocalized over
at least two large chlorophyll molecules to reduce
the Coulomb interaction and enable forward
electron transfer - the photosynthetic analogue of
photocurrent.
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Unlike molecular Donor-π-Acceptor systems where the product of photoinduced electron transfer
is a charge-separated (CS) state, in fullerene-doped conjugated polymer films or blends, the
primary product of excited state dissociation is separated charges and, frequently, with quantum
yields that can approach unity. In addition to these high yields, the rate constant for the
photoinduced electron transfer step is often significantly faster than 1 ps and the recombination
time can be as long as milliseconds – all in a medium with a low dielectric constant. These
differences make the fullerene-doped conjugated polymer systems worthy of study and are the
primary focus of this work.
One of the specific topics of interest is the role of intermediate states between the initially
excited state, frequently called an exciton, in the donor system and the free carriers that are
produced by the dissociation of this exciton using a suitable acceptor, frequently a substituted
fullerene. There is growing evidence in the literature that the intermediate species is a chargetransfer (CT) state that can be excited directly in the sub-bandgap region, and that can also emit
when the carriers recombine. The properties of this so-called CT state are markedly different
from the charge-separated CS state of the molecular systems, and it is this difference that is
examined in this research.
We will present results on studies of the kinetics of photoinduced electron transfer processes in
conjugated polymers that are doped lightly with a number of molecular acceptors. These studies
aim to understand the role of the driving force in controlling the yield and recombination kinetics
of free carriers and the impact of the solid-state microstructure of the host conjugated polymer on
these processes. Results from flash photolysis, time-resolved microwave conductivity (fpTRMC); femtosecond (fTA) and nanosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy (nTA); and time-resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy (TRPL) are reported.
Recently, a series of perfluoroalkyl-substituted
fullerenes (PFAFs) were used to systematically increase
the electron affinity of the basic fullerene molecule that
enabled the driving force for the electron transfer
process to be varied over a range of ~0.9 eV. The
fullerenes were doped into three different conjugated
polymers at low concentration and the yield of
photoinduced, separated carriers detected using fpTRMC. With increasing driving force the carrier yield
was
seen to increase, reaching a maximum and then
Figure 1 - Free carrier yield measured with
fp-TRMC as a function of driving force for decreasing (Figure 1), an observation that appears to be
photoinduced electron transfer. Inset is consistent with a Marcus formulation for electron
structure of host polymer F8T2.
transfer. However, this is only correct if the other
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excited state decay mechanisms remain constant
across the range of acceptors. To test this hypothesis
further, an attempt to measure the excited state
lifetimes under the same experimental conditions
was performed for the donor polymer
poly(dioctylfluorene), (PFO or F8). The PL spectra
associated with the two fullerenes that exhibited an
optimum carrier yield, however, showed a higher
than expected PL yield, and with an emission
spectrum that was broad and red shifted relative to
Figure 2 - FTA spectra of the PFAF C60-4-1 (Popov the spectrum in an inert polystyrene host, and also
et al, DOI:10.1021/ja073181e) dispersed in PFO at exhibited a characteristic decay time over two
low concentration. The broad spectrum at 585 nm
orders of magnitude longer than the decay time in
corresponds to positive polarons in the amorphous
phase, while the shaper peak at 630 nm corresponds polystyrene. Our TRPL and TRMC results are
consistent with the emission originating from an
to positive polarons in the beta-phase of PFO.
exciplex, or possibly CT state as a results of nongeminate carrier recombination. Using fTA spectroscopy, the production of positive holes
(polarons) in the PFO polymer was investigated for these two particular fullerenes on a faster
timescale than available with the fp-TRMC experiment. In these experiments, two characteristic
polaron features were observed: one broad feature that appeared on a sub-picosecond timescale
and a second, sharper feature that took up to 300 ps to appear (see Figure 2). These two features
are consistent with polarons in the amorphous and so-called
beta phases, respectively, on the PFO polymer.
Although the fullerenes are well known to be excellent
electron acceptors, the low absorption coefficient associated
with the lowest singlet state make the selective excitation
required for the aforementioned experiments difficult. To
overcome this issue, we have recently demonstrated that using
simple molecular chromophores, such as phthalocyanines and
perylenes, with the appropriate electron affinity (reduction
potential) can serve the same role as the fullerenes, but provide
a distinct, sharper absorption profile with a larger extinction
coefficient. Using a silicon phthalocyanine (Gust et al, Figure 3 - Fp-TRMC transients of
DOI:10.1142/S1088424611003847), which has a strong Q-band SiPc dispersed at low concentration
in regio-regular (green) and regioabsorption in the near-IR, photoinduced electron transfer with random (orange) poly(3-hexylthree
different
thiophene-containing
polymers
was thiophene).
investigated. The three polymers provide control over the
solid-state microstructure with the number and size of the crystallite regions readily controlled
through subtle changes in the molecular structure, as well as control of processing. The fpTRMC transients for the phthalocyanine at low concentration in regioregular and regiorandom
poly(3-hexylthiophene) are shown in Figure 3. Long-lived carriers are only observed in the
regio-regular film, where crystallites exist, and not in the amorphous-only regio-random sample.
TRPL data, however, show that the excited states are quenched in both cases. These data indicate
the importance of delocalizing the charges in prolonging the lifetime of the separated carriers
where, in this instance, it is delocalization of the holes in the crystalline phase of the polymer.
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Molecular Origins of Electronic Structure in Inorganic Systems for Solar Photoconversion
Robert J. Stewart, Christopher Grieco, Adam Rimshaw, and John B. Asbury
Department of Chemistry
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
The influences that molecular species have on the electronic structure and charge recombination
mechanisms of inorganic semiconducting heterostructures are investigated using time-resolved
infrared spectroscopy in conjunction with electronic spectroscopy and microscopy. Two
chemical systems of interest for solar photoconversion are investigated in parallel.
In the first example, organic-inorganic interactions are examined in ligand exchanged lead
sulfide nanocrystals by probing the molecular species on nanocrystal surfaces that are associated
with the formation of long-lived transient electronic states following optical excitation of their
bandgap transitions. The influence of quantum confinement on the electronic states is
investigated through temperature and size-dependent studies of ligand exchanged lead sulfide
nanocrystals densely packed into solid films.

absorbance

–∆T/T (arb. u.)

Excess water

In the second example, nanostructured organohalide lead perovskites are examined in an effort to
elucidate fundamental mechanisms of photoconversion in these systems that exhibit surprisingly
high photoluminescence quantum yields. However, organohalide perovskites exhibit marked
degradation and instability with origins that are not well understood. A study was undertaken to
examine the factors affecting stability such as exposure to water and oxygen and nonstoichiometric compositions leading to interstitial defects and anti-site substitutions. Exposure of
organohalide perovskite films to controlled amounts of moisture introduces water into the crystal
that is assigned to water of hydration. Inclusion of such limited quantities of water does not
markedly decrease the photoluminescence quantum yield or lifetime. However, inclusion of
water in excess of this amount results in
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Photodetachment and Electron Dynamics in Aliphatic Ionic Liquids
Francesc Molins i Domenech, Andrew T. Healy, and David A. Blank
Department of Chemistry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have experienced
very rapid adoption in a number of applications related to
energy generation and storage. These include fuel cells, solar
energy capture, supercapacitors, and treatment of radioactive
materials. Critical to these applications is a better
understanding of the behavior of free electrons in RTILs.
Aliphatic cations tend to demonstrate good stability in the
presence of free electrons. One of the most commonly
employed anion is bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide (NTf2-).
However, simulations and radiolysis experiments provide
evidence for rapid fragmentation of NTf2- in the presences of
excess electrons. At the same time, radiolysis experiments
demonstrate long-lived absorption spectra consistent with
stable solvated electrons.
We have investigated photodetachement in a series of methylalkyl-pyrrolidinium (Py1,x+) [NTf2-] ILs, Fig 1. In the neat
liquid, photodetachment creates an electron with substantial Fig 1. Diagram of the electron
reactive reach. The observed reactivity is consistent with detachment channels.
placing an electron in the LUMO of the liquid, which simulations indicate is delocalized over a
set of the NTf2- anions. Sub-ps loss of reactivity follows ultrafast localization. Our experiments
find evidence for two competing channels, one onto an individual NTf2- anion to create an
unstable dianion, as indicated by simulations, and one into a cavity followed by reorganization to
form a stable solvated electron, in agreement with radiolysis experiments. Branching between the
two channels is sensitive to the size of the cation, as are the cooling dynamics and depth of the
solvation trap. This can be correlated with changes in the structure of the liquid. Cooling of the
solvated electron is similar to that observed in the radiolysis experiments, however it takes place
slower reflecting the lower initial energy of the detached electrons.
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Fig 2. The peak absorption energy for
the free electron detached from the neat
liquid (circles) and I- (diamonds)

We also investigated the photodetachment of iodide
dissolved in the [Py1,x+][NTf2-]. Photoexcitation results in
electron detachment via a charge-transfer-to-solvent
(CTTS) state of the iodide rather than the LUMO of the
liquid. The only observed product is the free solvated
electron. The transient absorption spectra in the near-IR
are qualitatively similar, but exhibit very different
dynamics, Fig. 2. Rather than a consistent increase in the
energy of the absorption, iodide detachment exhibits a
very rapid one ps increase followed by a subsequent
decrease that converges to the same spectrum as the
solvated electron detached in the neat liquid.
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Linker Rectifiers for Covalent Attachment of Catalysts to Semiconductor Surfaces
W. Ding1,2, M. Koepf2, C. Koenigsmann2, A. Batra3, L. Venkataraman3, C. F. A. Negre1,2,
G. W. Brudvig1,2, R. H. Crabtree1,2, C. A. Schmuttenmaer1,2, and V. S. Batista1,2
1

Department of Chemistry, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA, 2Energy Sciences Institute, Yale University,
Yale University, West Haven, CT, 06516-7394, USA, and 3Department of Applied Physics and Applied
Mathematics, Columbia University, NY 10027, USA

Linkers that favor rectification of interfacial electron transfer are likely to be required for
efficient photo-driven catalysis of multi-electron reactions at electrode surfaces [1-5]. Design
principles are discussed, together with the synthesis and characterization of a specific pair of
molecular frameworks, related by inversion of the direction of an amide bond at the heart of the
molecule. The linkers have a terpyridyl group that can covalently bind Mn as in a well-known
water oxidation catalyst and an acetylacetonate group that allows attachment to TiO 2 surfaces.
The appropriate choice of the sense of the amide linkage yields directionality of interfacial
electron transfer, essential to enhance electron injection and slow back-electron transfer. Support
comes from electron paramagnetic resonance, terahertz spectroscopic, computational modelling
characterizing the asymmetry of electron transfer properties, and conductance measurements
based on the scanning tunnelling microscope break-junction (STM-BJ) technique.
Fig. 1 – (Left) Schematic representation
of the state responsible for electron
transport (LUMO) and alignment
relative to the Fermi level under
equilibrium (V=0), positive (V>0) and
negative bias (V<0). (Right) Calculated
I-V curves for Mn-terpy-L1 (A) and
Mn-terpy-L2 (B). The red and blue
lines represent the current under
negative and positive bias, respectively.
shows
significant
Mn-terpy-L2
rectification.
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Intramolecular Photo-Induced Electron Transfer in Ionic Liquids
Jessalyn A. Devine,1 Marissa Saladin,2 Mark Maroncelli,2 Gary A. Baker,3 James F. Wishart,4
and Edward W. Castner, Jr.1
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Ionic liquids (ILs) continue to find increasing use as solvents and electrolytes for a number of
fields of energy research, including solar photoelectrochemical cells and photocatalysis, electrochemical applications such as batteries and super-capacitors, chemical separations, and pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass for application to liquid fuels. One of our recent collaborations has focused on understanding how the unique properties of ionic liquids can lead to different outcomes for photo-induced electron-transfer reaction rates and mechanisms when compared
to conventional solvents such as water or CH3CN. To this end, we are studying the rates and
mechanisms of photo-induced charge separation for donor-acceptor dyads1 and donor-bridgeacceptor molecules where the bridging molecules are proline or diproline,2,3 shown below. The
solvent reorganization dynamics for a number of classes of ILs are known to include both an ultrafast ~1 ps relaxation together with a broad distribution of relaxation rates spanning several orders of magnitude, with a centroid of ~1 ns.4
In all cases we have observed to date, intramolecular photo-induced
electron-transfer does not display well defined rates, but rather a
broad distribution of rates that spans 2-3 orders of magnitude.2,3 For
the DMPD-Pro1-C343 donor-bridge-acceptor molecule, a primary
low energy conformation determines the donor-acceptor coupling
HDA, which is found to be in the strongly-coupled regime. When the
diproline linker is used, five low energy conformations are found,
with estimated for the lowest three energy conformations having smaller values of HDA and the
two higher energy conformations having quite strong coupling values.
Similar studies have been initiated with the dyad DMA-C152. Characterization in conventional solvents shows higher electron transfer rates than the proline bridged systems, which will enable us to probe faster portions of the ionic
liquid response.
1. X. Li, M. Liang, A. Chakraborty, M. Kondo, and M. Maroncelli, J. Phys. Chem. B 115, 6592
(2011).
2. J. A. Devine, M. Fekry, M. E. Harries, R. A. M. Rached, J. Issa, J. F. Wishart and E. W. Castner, Jr., J. Phys. Chem. B, 2015 submitted.
3. H. Y. Lee, J. B. Issa, S. S. Isied, E. W. Castner, Jr., Y. Pan, C. L. Hussey, K. S. Lee, and J. F.
Wishart, J. Phys. Chem. C 116, 5197 (2012).
4. X.-X. Zhang, M. Liang, N. P. Ernsting, and M. Maroncelli, J. Phys. Chem. B 117, 4291
(2013).
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Hot Carriers in Lead Iodide Perovskites and Si Nanostructures
Ye Yang, Matthew R. Bergren, Jao van de Lagemaat, Kai Zhu, Nathan R. Neale, and Matthew
C. Beard
Chemical and Material Sciences Center
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Golden, Co, 80401
We studied hot-carrier relaxation in planar lead iodide perovskite films (Fig., left) using transient
absorption spectroscopy and in Silicon Nanostructures using time-resolved THz spectroscopy
(Fig., right). We find a surprisingly efficient hot-phonon bottleneck in methylammonium lead
tri-iodide perovskite films that slows down cooling of hot-carriers by 3-4 orders of magnitude.
The cooling times found in solution deposited perovskite films are an order of magnitude better
than in highly crystalline GaAs layers and comparable to highly engineered III-V based multiple
quantum wells which also achieves slowed cooling. We also developed a model that fully
reproduces the TA-spectrum and explains the role of free-carrier compared to exciton bleaching.
We measure the exciton dissociation time to be ~ 150 fs at room temperature. We also show that
time-resolved THz spectroscopy (TRTS) can distinguish between hot-carriers and excitons in
silicon nanostructures and measured the exciton formation time in silicon quantum dots (QDs) as
a function of QD diameter. We find an increase in the exciton formation time from ~ 600 fs to ~
1 ps as the QD diameter is reduced from 6.3 to 3.5 nm consistent with a phonon-bottleneck in
quantum confined systems.
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Figure. (a) Pseudocolor representation and (b) normalized perovskite TA spectra for 𝑛! of 6.0×1018 cm-3
and ℏ𝜔!"#! of 3.10 eV. The amplitude at ℏ𝜔!"#$% =1.66 eV are normalized to 1. The higher energy tails
are fit by Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (red lines) to extract the carrier temperature, 𝑇! . Timedependent 𝑇! (c) the same 𝑛!   but varying ℏ𝜔!"#! (d) the same ℏ𝜔!"#! but varying 𝑛! . Above a critical
carrier density the thermalization increases from 30 fs to over 20 ps. (e) Time-resolved THz spectroscopy
(TRTS) dynamics for 4.8 nm Si QDs (red circles) compared to transient absorption dynamics (blue
circles). The initial decay of the TRTS dynamics follows the formation of excitons from hot-charge
carriers. Once excitons are formed the decay of the TRTS dynamics follows the exciton decay dynamics
similar to transient absorption.
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Dynamics of Charged and Neutral Species in Ionic Liquids: From Molecules to Electrons
J. C. Araque†, C. Xu†, S. K. Yadav†, M. Shadeck‡, M. Maroncelli‡, and C. J. Margulis†
†
Department of Chemistry, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242 and ‡ Department of
Chemistry, The Pennsylvania State University; University Park PA 16802
As often organic, yet charged media, Ionic Liquids (ILs) possess unique characteristics suitable
for various energy processes involving electron transfer and charge transport. Applications range

Figure 1: Large deviations from Stokes-Einstein behavior in ILs is associated with dynamical heterogeneity cause by the
unique structural morphology of these systems. DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b01093

from solar energy processing and electrochemical applications to nuclear fuel recycling. The
optimal use of these novel liquids in energy related tasks requires a fundamental understanding
of their structure, dynamics and solvation characteristics. In particular, an understanding of the
behavior of solutes that are charged or neutral, or that of excess electrons and holes is still at an
infancy stage. A set of recent articles from our groups have provided insight into all such
processes. Ionic liquids are known to be structurally heterogeneous on a nanoscale level; they are
also known to be dynamically heterogeneous. A firm link between these two types of
heterogeneities has been elusive, but recent work from the Maroncelli and Margulis groups
(DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b01093) has shown that for charged and neutral solutes, large
deviations with respect to Stokes-Einstein behavior are linked to dynamical heterogeneity for
which the origin can be traced to structural heterogeneity intrinsic of ILs (Fig. 1). ILs have
regions that are stiff (high friction) and soft (low friction)
associated with charged and apolar liquid components respectively.

Figure 2: Multiple possible
pathways along the
dynamics of localization of
excess electronic charge in
ionic liquids. From DOI:
10.1021/jp5108922

In the case of excess electronic charge, recent theoretical work
from our group has proposed that different pathways of localization
may co-exist after a dry excess electron is injected into aliphatic
ILs based on the dicyanamide anion. Each of the pathways should
have clearly different spectroscopic signatures. One pathway is
associated with the localization on ions, the other with localization
in cavities that give rise to characteristic s-to-p type cavity-electron
transitions. Similar theoretical predictions we made in the case of
ILs based on the bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)-amide anion are
consistent with latest experiments performed by the Blank group.
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CO2 and H2O Reduction in an Aqueous Photoelectrochemical Environment
Yuan Hu, Yong Yan, Elizabeth L. Zeitler, Jing Gu, Anna Wuttig, and Andrew B. Bocarsly
Department of Chemistry
Frick Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544
We previously demonstrated that the kinetic limitations associated with the multielectron
reduction of CO2 can be overcome by employing aqueous pyridinium as an electrocatalysts at an
illuminated p-GaP photocathode. At pH = 5.2 and using the (100) face of GaP, methanol has
been observed with 96% faradaic efficiency at a ~300mV underpotential. Based on this finding,
our current studies focus on a mechanistic understanding of this chemistry, along with an
expansion of the process to other photoelectrodes and co-catalysts. In general, the observed
chemistry is surface sensitive, yet the details of this coupling are ill defined at present. To attack
this problem, we are investigating the related III-V semiconductors: p-GaAs and p-GaInP2, both,
which efficiently reduce CO2 in the presence of aromatic amines. In these cases, the observed
product distribution varies from that obtained using p-GaP/pyridinium systems, with the latter
two systems, forming carbon-carbon bonded products along with C1 products.
We have also launched an investigation of p-type metal oxides as potential photocathodes,
focusing on delafossite-structured materials. This class of semiconductors represents a relatively
overlooked materials regime when it comes to photoelectrochemistry. Separately, we have
synthesized and characterized several p-type delafossites, including p-CuFeO2, p-CuRhO2, and
p-AgRhO2. These layered materials, as shown in Figure 1, consist of Fe(III) or Rh(III) centers
octahedrally coordinated to oxygens to form one layer that is interwoven with Cu(I) or Ag(I)
oxide layers We obtain a measured band gap of 1.36eV with
a conduction band edge at -1.1 V vs. SCE for Mg doped
CuFeO2. This material selectively reduces CO2 to formate
without the need for a dissolved co-catalyst. The system
develops ~800 mV of underpotential.
The analogous delafossite, p-CuRhO2, has a band gap of
1.9 eV with a conduction band edge at -1.5 V vs. SCE at
neutral pH. This material is inept at CO2 reduction. Rather, it
efficiently splits water. Experimentally, we find that that
material splits water under zero bias, with reasonable stability
in basic electrolytes containing dissolved oxygen. Faradaic
efficiencies for H2 production reach 80%, even in the Figure 1: Powder x-ray determined
presence of O2. The Ag(I) analog, p-AgRhO2, provides a structure of p-MM’O2 containing
band gap of 1.7eV, yielding an improved spectral match to alternating planes of M=Cu or Ag
(blue) and O M’O2 units M=Fe or
the solar spectrum. It too is efficient at splitting water at basic Rh (brown). h
pH values with a conduction band edge at -1.1 V vs. SCE at
neutral pH. This material shows enhanced current-voltage properties with a greater
underpotential for water splitting (fill factor ~50%), and an increased current density compared
to the copper system due to improved bulk carrier mobilities. This latter effect appears due to
improved hole transport between the rhodium oxide layers.
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Solvent and Solute Dynamics in Ionic Liquid + Conventional Solvent Mixtures
Min Liang1,2, Brian Conway1, Xin-Xing Zhang3, Edward W. Castner, Jr.2, and Mark Maroncelli1
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Ionic liquids are finding increasing use in myriad applications, including many in energy-related
fields.1 Mixtures with conventional solvents are often used as a means of tuning properties for
such applications, and to support these efforts we have been examining structural, energetic, and
dynamical aspects of two types of ionic liquid + conventional solvent mixtures.
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In one set of studies, the energetics and time-dependence of
solvation of coumarin 153 have been measured in two
prototypical mixtures of a simple ionic liquid, [Im41][BF4], with
acetonitrile2 and water3 and compared to dielectric solvation
models. Whereas the energies and dynamics in the acetonitrile
mixture evolve in a simple manner with composition, with water
the solvation properties appear to be dominated by the ionic
liquid component. Perliminary simulations results indicate
preferential solvation in the latter case and differences in mixture
structure are responsible for these differences.
Ongoing
simulations are providing molecular insights into the nature of
solvation in such mixtures.
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[P14,666][Tf2N] with n-hexane
have been studied.4 Ionic liquids formed with the P14,666+ cation,
which has one tetradecyl and four hexane substituents, are
unusual for their extreme degree of apolar domain formation.
Addition of hexane (with which the IL is nearly miscible)
expands the size of these domains and is expected to lead to
even more unusual behavior. Initial experiments show that the
n-hexane component diffuses roughly10-fold faster than would
be expected based on hydrodynamic models, whereas the cation
and anion diffusion rates nearly equal to these predictions.
Computer simulations are just beginning to reveal the origins of
this unusual behavior.
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2. Liang, M.; Zhang, X.-X.; Kaintz, A.; Ernsting, N. P.; Maroncelli, M. J. Phys. Chem. B 2014,
118, 1340.
3. Zhang, X.-X.; Liang, M.; Hunger, J.; Buchner, R.; Maroncelli, M. J. Phys. Chem. B 2013, 117,
15356.
4. Liang, M.; Khatun, S.; Castner, E. W. J. Chem. Phys. 2015, 142, 121101.
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Semiconductor-Electrocatalyst Contacts: Theory, Experiment, and Applications to Solar
Water Photoelectrolysis
Shannon W. Boettcher, Fuding Lin, Thomas J. Mills, and Benjamin F. Bachman
Department of Chemistry and the Materials Science Institute
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403
Semiconductor photoelectrodes coated with electrocatalysts are key components of
photoelectrochemical (PEC) energy conversion and storage systems. Despite an intense effort
aimed at optimizing these materials, there has been little systematic work focused on the
semiconductor-electrocatalyst (SC|EC) interface. The SC|EC interface is important because it is
responsible for collecting the photoexcited electron-hole pairs generated in the semiconductor.
To understand interfacial electron transfer between electrocatalysts and bulk semiconductors, we
developed a new experimental technique, dual-working-electrode photoelectrochemistry,
allowing for direct electrical measurement of the SC-EC interface in situ.1 We also developed the
first theory of the SC|EC interface and applied the theory through numerical simulation to
explain the measured interfacial charge transfer properties of the SC|EC junction.2 We
discovered that porous, ion-permeable, redox-active catalysts such as Ni-(Fe) oxyhydroxides
form “adaptive” junctions where the effective interfacial barrier height for electron transfer
depends on the charge state of the catalyst. This is in sharp contrast to interface properties of
dense ion-impermeable catalysts, which we found form buried
junctions that could be described by simple equivalent
electrical circuits. These results elucidated a design principle
for
catalyzed
photoelectrodes
high-performance
photoelectrodes with direct SC|EC junctions use soft
deposition techniques that yield ion-permeable catalysts.3
In the last year we have expanded this work to analyze
a range of common OER catalysts.4 For all catalysts deposited
by electrodeposition on TiO2 (hydrous IrOx, CoOOH,
FeOOH, and NiOOH) the photovoltage output and fill factor
of the combined system was independent of the catalyst
identity. When the catalysts were deposited in a solid
nanocrystalline form, the junction properties varied
dramatically for the different catalysts and in all cases were
worse than the ion-permeable catalysts. These results are
important because they confirm the key prediction that the
activity of the catalyst does not affect current-voltage
response in the adaptive junction limit. We also developed a
new general model describing semiconductor photoelectrodes
with both catalyst layers and surface states. Simulations show
how catalyst activity affects the charge stored in the surface
states and hence the response of the photoelectrode.5

Figure 1. (a) Dark and light J-E curves
of catalyzed TiO2 in the adaptive
junction limit. (b) Schematic of
photoelectrode simulation containing
surface states.

(1) Lin, F.; Boettcher, S. W. Nat. Mater. 2014, 13, 81. (2) Mills, T. J.; Lin, F.; Boettcher, S. W. Phys. Rev. Lett.
2014, 112, 148304. (3) Lin, F.; Boettcher, S. W. In Photoelectrochemical Solar Fuel Production: From Basic
Principles to Advanced Devices; Bisquert, J., Gimenez, S., Eds.; Springer: 2016. (submitted) (4) Lin, F.; Bachman,
B.; Boettcher, S. W. In revision. 2015. (5) Mills, T. J.; Boettcher, S. W. In prep. 2015.
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Nanotechnological and Biological Systems for Light-Driven Hydrogen Evolution
Kara L. Bren, Richard Eisenberg, and Todd D. Krauss
Department of Chemistry
University of Rochester
Rochester, NY 14627-0216
Solar energy has great potential for long-term impact, but efficient and economical means of
storing solar energy are needed to support its wider implementation. One attractive approach is
to photochemically drive the reduction of aqueous protons to form hydrogen (H2) as an energy
carrier. In this project, systems that convert light energy into the formation of hydrogen are being
developed. The approach draws on advances in synthetic chemistry, nanotechnology, and
biochemistry to develop integrated systems for solar hydrogen production.
A major advance in photochemical hydrogen production consisted of the use of CdSe-DHLA
(dihydrolipoic acid) quantum dot photosensitizers and an in situ formed Ni-DHLA catalyst to
produce over 600,000 turnovers of hydrogen with a quantum yield of ~36% and a durability of
weeks. The photocatalytic H2 production activity of various CdSe semiconductor nanoparticles
was compared including CdSe and CdSe/CdS quantum dots (QDs), CdSe quantum rods (QRs),
and CdSe/CdS dot-in-rods (DIRs). With equivalent photons absorbed, the H2 generation activity
orders as: CdSe QDs >> CdSe QRs > CdSe/CdS QDs > CdSe/CdS DIRs, consistent with
ultrafast transient absorption measurements of the electron transfer processes but opposite of the
electron-hole separation efficiency.
DHLA dissociation was problematic in assessing
other molecular catalysts because of DHLA
exchange with catalyst ligands. Consequently,
exchange-inert tripodal trithiolate capping agents
have been synthesized and the resultant quantum
dots were found to operate with different Co
bis(dithiolate) complexes as catalysts. The work
was further advanced in the fabrication of
photocathodes in which the exchange-inert CdSe
QDs were attached to NiO films on a conductive
surface, thereby eliminating the need for ascorbic
acid as a sacrificial electron donor (see Figure).
Biomolecular catalysts provide proton shuttles, second-sphere interactions, and protection of the
metal active site to enhance efficiency and activity. As part of this effort, metalloproteins are
being engineered into artificial hydrogenases so that these properties of proteins can be
incorporated into the catalysts. The first-generation biocatalyst is a cobalt-porphyrin-peptide that
provides >20,000 turnovers of hydrogen electrocatalytically. The poor stability of this catalyst,
which degrades after 20 minutes of electrolysis, is a major drawback. To improve on this
catalyst, the full-length protein Co-HtM61A was prepared. This artificial hydrogenase maintains
high activity for 3 hours and provides >100,000 turnovers of hydrogen. In ongoing work, this
catalyst is being modified with the goal of lowering overpotential.
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Lateral Charge Transport Along a Surface Dye Monolayer
and Applications for Solar Light-Driven Water Oxidation
Gary W. Brudvig, Bradley J. Brennan, Alec C. Durrell, Matthieu Koepf, Robert H. Crabtree,
Charles A. Schmuttenmaer, and Victor S. Batista
Department of Chemistry
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520-8107
Molecular systems for photoelectrocatalysis involve converting light into electrical charge that
can then be used to drive an electrochemical reaction. The water splitting reaction affords a
storable and transportable source of energy, and is therefore an ideal solar-to-fuels system.
However, current molecular water-oxidation photoelectrocatalytic cells have substantial kinetic
limitations under normal solar photon flux. In these systems, electron-hole recombination
processes out-compete charge build-up on the catalytic centers for the 4e- electrochemical
reaction. One method of overcoming these limitations is to design a system where multiple lightharvesting photosensitizers work cooperatively with a single catalyst. We devised a model
system consisting of a monolayer of porphyrin molecules bound to SnO2 semiconductor
nanoparticles. Absorbed photons initiate a photo-induced charge separation, whereby an electron
is injected into the semiconductor and an oxidized porphyrin species (hole) is produced. This
hole is capable of traversing the monolayer
surface via a series of electron selfexchanges with neighboring molecules.
When a dyad molecule, acting as a
thermodynamic trap and model for a
catalyst, is embedded in the porphyrin
monolayer, it is efficiently oxidized even
when embedded as a relatively low
percentage
of
the
monolayer.
Computational modelling of transient
absorption spectroscopy data revealed that
the rate of electron self-exchange was ~40
per microsecond. This general concept of
hole hopping and localization effectively
concentrates oxidizing equivalents at a
predetermined site. These model studies
are being extended to investigate
photochemical turnover of molecular
water-oxidation catalysts by using a
catalyst embedded in an array of high- Figure 1. Transient absorption traces for varying
potential porphyrin photosensitizers on a monomer/dyad ratios with fits shown in red. Samples
were photoexcited at 515 nm and probed at 560 nm.
metal oxide semiconductor surface.
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Photoinduced Formation of Transient Ni(I) Porphyrin Captured by X-ray Snapshots
and Theoretical Modeling
M. L. Shelby,1,2 M. W. Mara,1,2 N. E. Jackson,1,2 A. B. Stickrath,1 and L. X. Chen,1,2
1

Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL 60439
2
Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208
P. J. Lestrange3 and X. Li3
3

Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

Despite having very interesting photophysics and photochemistry, Ni(II) tetramesitylporphyrin
(NiTMP), like other nickel(II) porphyrins, has not been considered useful in solar energy
conversion processes involving photoinduced electron transfer at the metal center or the
macrocycle, which yield transient redox equivalents for potential catalytic reactions. Ni(II)
porphryins are not known to undergo nickel oxidation state changes due to photoexcitation.
However, nickel is considered to be a catalytic center in many systems. Then the questions are
1) can Ni(II) undergo a photoinduced redox reaction, 2) how fast does the reaction occur, 3) what
is the transient oxidation state of the Ni center, and 4) can we control the lifetime of the metal
center with structural factors to enable its function as a photocatalyst? These questions are
fundamentally important for us to understand the interplay between the electronic and nuclear
structure as these molecules are photoexcited,
from which the guidance of molecular design
for photocatalyst can be optimized. In the past,
we measured the electronic and nuclear
structures of NiTMP in its excited state with
100-ps time resolution, which revealed the
electronic configuration change from 3d8
(dz2)2(dx2-y2)0 (A) to 3d8 (dz2)1(dx2-y2)1(B). In our
recent study at the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) with 100-fs time resolution, an
intermediate state with only a 2-ps lifetime was
captured by X-ray transient absorption
spectroscopy (XTA). This state was assigned as
Ni(I) or 3d9 (dz2)2(dx2-y2)1(C) and showed a redNiTMP
shifted 1s→4pz transition and a single peak in
the pre-edge region. Theoretical calculations
using TDDFT methods resulted in a ruffled Figure 1. Experimental observation on the transient
Ni(I)TMP with longer Ni-N distances than Ni(I) porphyrin by the Linac Coherent Light
those of A but shorter than B. Further, the ES- Source (LCLS) (top left and bottom), and the
TDDFT calculations showed that when Ni(II) is reaction pathways (top right).
reduced to Ni(I), the effective repulsive potential felt by the 1s electron is increased, raising its
energy, and reducing the 1s→4pz transition energy. These calculations also corresponded well
with the single peak in the 1s→3d transition pre-edge region. These results inspire molecular
design with planar macrocyclic coordination geometry and proper Ni-N distances which could
prolong the Ni(I) transient state lifetime to enable photocatalytic functions.
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Understanding Roles of Ultrafast and Coherent Electronic and Atomic Motions in
Photochemical Reactions
L. X. Chen,1,2 F. N. Castellano,3 X. Li,4 K. L. Mulfort,1 M. A. Ratner,2 R. D. Schaller,1,2 G. C.
Schatz,2 T. Seideman,2 D. M. Tiede,1 L. Young,5 and their coworkers
1

Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, 5the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratory, Lemont, IL 60439; 2Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University, Evanston,
IL 60208; 3Department of Chemistry, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695;
4
Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

Understanding the quantum dynamics of molecular excited states is an important area of
chemical science. The newly formed research team aims at investigating the significance of
coherent electronic or nuclear motions in the fundamental steps of photochemical reactions and
energetic, structural and dynamic factors pertinent to these
coherent motions.
The research activities in our multidisciplinary team (Figure 1) are focused on A) identifying,
characterize and compute functionally important coherent
electronic and nuclear motions in the excited state properties of
transition metal complexes (TMCs) with one or multiple metal
centers. B) understanding and engineering ultrafast two-electron
transfer reactions in chromophore-catalyst-chromophore
supramolecular TMC assemblies and C) elucidating structurefunction relationships between plasmonic structures and
coherent ultrafast lattice “breathing modes” in gold Figure 1. Research focuses and
nanoparticles and exploring their effects on the interfacial methods.
electron and energy transfer processes of TMC-nanoparticle hybrids.
Preliminary results have been obtained and will be collectively presented. In each project,
synthesis, characterization and theoretical calculations are combined to answer specific
questions. In particular, we will present the following preliminary results on:
1. Ultrafast electronic and atomic motions transition metal complexes. As one example, local and
global structural analysis in CO bound iron porphyrins in myoglobin has been carried out using
simultaneous detection of ultrafast X-ray transient absorption and small angle scattering,
implementing the optical polarization selected X-ray transient absorption (OPS-XTA)
spectroscopy. The polarization selection effect and molecular dynamics have been simulated.
2. Correlations of structural factors with coherent lattice motions in nearly uniformly sized gold
bipyramidal nanoparticles and theoretical simulations have shown the size dependent lattice
coherent motions which effect on energy and electron transfer will be investigated. We have
characterized the acoustic modes of these nanoparticles using the abaqus continuum mechanics
program, and this provides a quantitative description of the experiments.
3. Developing computational methods in calculation of excited state structures, core level
transitions and dynamics. The combination of ultrafast visible excitation and transient x-ray
measurements provides significant challenges for electronic structure theory due to the
production of doubly excited states, but we are developing new TDDFT approaches to handle
this capability, with applications being made to the TMC’s being studied in the experiments.
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Combined Biomass Valorization and Hydrogen Production in a Photoelectrochemical Cell
Hyun Gil Cha, and Kyoung-Shin Choi
Department of Chemistry
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI 53706, USA
In a typical hydrogen-producing photoelectrochemical cell (PEC), water reduction at the
cathode (producing hydrogen) is accompanied by water oxidation at the anode (producing
oxygen). This anode reaction is, however, not kinetically favorable. In this presentation, we
discuss the possibility of utilizing solar energy for biomass conversion by performing oxidation
of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) to 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA) at the anode of a PEC
(Figure 1). HMF is a key intermediate in biomass conversion, and FDCA is an important
monomer for the production of numerous polymers. Using 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl
as a mediator, we obtained near quantitative yield and 100% Faradaic efficiency at ambient
conditions without the use of precious metal catalysts. This reaction is also thermodynamically
and kinetically more favorable than water oxidation. Our results suggest that solar driven
biomass conversion can be a viable anode reaction that has the potential of increasing the
efficiency as well as the utility of PECs constructed for solar fuel production.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a photoelectrochemical TEMPO-mediated HMF oxidation
coupled with H2 production.
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Chromophores and Molecular Catalysts for Oxidation and Reduction Reactions Relevant
to Artificial Photosynthesis
Javier J. Concepcion, David W. Shaffer, Yan Xie, Gerald Manbeck, and Mehmed Z. Ertem
Chemistry Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000
The generation of solar fuels via artificial photosynthesis requires integrated systems that
combine light absorption, excited state quenching with vectorial energy/electron transfer leading
to charge separation, water oxidation and water/CO2 reduction catalysis. Proton management and
product separation are also key requirements for efficient and safe operation. In addition, local
proton management as well as redox potential leveling at the oxidative and reductive catalytic
sites needs to be taken into account. In this presentation we will discuss new chromophores with
tyrosine-histidine mimics for light absorption and vectorial charge separation as well as new
families of fast, robust and efficient water oxidation catalysts. For the latter, we will present a
combined study that includes kinetic and mechanistic results in solution and with the catalysts
anchored to metal-oxide electrodes, pH-dependent electrochemistry and spectroelectrochemistry
and DFT calculations. In addition, new catalytic pathways that take into account the need for
careful management of redox equivalents for efficient catalysis will be discussed. These new
pathways provide unprecedented access to the rational design of better catalysts and to the
generation and characterization of catalytic intermediates.
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Hydroxamate as Water-Stable Anchors for Water-Splitting Solar to Fuel Strategies
Gary W. Brudvig, Bradley J. Brennan, Jeffrey Chen, Matthieu Koepf, Robert H. Crabtree,
Subhajyoti Chaudhuri, Benjamin Rudshteyn, Charles A. Schmuttenmaer, and Victor S. Batista
Department of Chemistry and Energy Sciences Institute
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520-8107
Water splitting can lead to a storable source of energy, and is therefore often considered in solarto-fuels work. In aiming to attach molecular components to semiconductor electrodes for
photoelectrocatalysis in aqueous solutions, we obviously need water-stable anchors. The
commonest anchor in regular use is carboxylate; its big advantage is the ready availability of
carboxylate dyes and catalysts, such as MK2 or N719. Carboxylates tend to detach in aqueous
media, however. We have tried to leverage the availability of carboxylates by converting them to
hydroxamates (1 in eq. 1), an anchor that is much more solidly bound to semiconductor oxides
(eq. 2). A number of siderophores bind Fe(III) via hydroxamate groups and so our proposal
might be considered biomimetic. Several conventional carboxylate to hydroxamate conversion
strategies have proved possible, such as EDC coupling of RCOOH with NH2OH or spontaneous
coupling of RCOCl with NH2OH. On occasion it is useful to have a protected form of the
hydroxamate, in which case we find THP is an excellent protecting group. In addition THPprotected molecules (2) spontaneously deprotect on, and attach to, TiO2 surfaces. Extensive
physical data show that the monodeprotonated form binds and that the anchor efficiently
conducts electrons well during photoinjection. MK-2 has been converted to the hydroxamate and
incorporated into a DSSC with the result that the system works significantly better in 10%
aqueous MeCN than in dry MeCN, in contrast with the standard MK-2 carboxylate. Cyclic
hydroxamates, such as 3, have also proved useful. By synthesis of model compounds, such as
trinuclear 4 (XRD structure shown below), we can spectroscopically compare IR data with those
of surface-bound analogues. DFT work has been a valuable help in interpreting the data.

4
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Exploring How Symmetry and Vibration Impact Singlet Fission in Molecular Dimers
Niels H. Damrauer, Jamie Snyder, Thomas Carey, Jasper Cook, and Tarek Sammakia
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of Colorado at Boulder
Boulder, Colorado 80309
This
work
explores
fundamental
underpinnings of singlet fission (SF) and is
motivated by previous observations from our
group that SF yields in thin film systems may
be impacted by spectroscopies that drive lowfrequency inter-chromophore motions. We will
focus on recent explorations of molecular
dimers
where
two
tetracene-derived
chromophores are held in a partially co-facial
geometry by a structurally well-defined
bicyclic alkyl bridge. We will describe the
outcome of our synthetic efforts including a
final strategy to generate the dimer BT1 (see
Fig. 1) wherein Diels-Alder cycloaddition
reactions are followed by multiple oxidation
and reduction steps. In Fig. 1 is shown UV-Vis
spectra comparing the tetracene dimer BT1 to
a one-chromophore model complex Tc-e.
Band splitting in the UV (260–320 nm) as well
as in higher-energy vibronic transitions within
Figure 1. Normalized UV-Vis absorption spectra for
the
near-UV
(see
inset)
indicate
BT1 (red) and monomer model complex Tc-e (blue) in
interchromophore electronic coupling for BT1.
room temperature chloroform.
We will describe the outcome of static and
time-resolved photoluminescence studies as well as ultrafast transient absorption measurements
designed to characterize the SF rate and yield for this dimer.
We will also describe recent theoretical efforts (in collaboration with Subotnik’s group at the
University of Pennsylvania) to calculate key one-electron coupling matrix elements that enable a
rapid but accurate estimation of diabatic coupling between singlet and multiexcitonic excited
states in the SF photoreaction. These methods use a Boys localization unitary transformation as a
starting point, and with them we are able to study how vibrational motions of the BT1 dimer
impact diabatic coupling for the photoreaction. A specific outcome has been an understanding of
which normal modes of motion – in terms of symmetry and frequency – can be expected to
impact the SF rate. Interestingly, very specific rules emerge that are based on orbital phase and
how it impacts the constructive versus destructive interference of hole-transfer versus electrontransfer quantum mechanical pathways to SF. These ideas will play into our quantum control
efforts based on pulse shaping. Finally, we will touch on proposed aza-tetracene dimers that
exploit these symmetry rules in ground state structures to achieve large diabatic coupling for SF.
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Mono- and Dinuclear Cobalt Complexes with O-Donor Ligands for WOC
J. L. Steele, L. Tahsini, M. K. Youmans, Chen S. Sun, and L. H. Doerrer
Chemistry Department
Boston University
Boston, MA 02215
The current global energy demand for low-cost, clean, and sustainable energy has prompted
intensive development of earth-abundant transition metal complexes as potential catalysts for
water oxidation. Our group has focused on complexes with O-donor ligands because so many
effective WOC systems are dominated by O-donor ligands including Photosystem II, Co-Pi,
perovskites, and layered-double hydroxides. We are interested not only in effective catalysis, but
particularly in the detailed coordination environments of the metal atoms at which the oxygen
oxidation and O-O bond formation steps occur.
The first of two systems to be presented is our most recent work with the perfluoropinacolate
(pinF) ligand and its derivatives.1 Previously we have presented work on [CoII(OHx)(pinF)2]nand [NiII(OHx)(pinF)2]n- as molecular precursors for water oxidation. We have recently
characterized a new oxidized intermediate, namely [CoIII(pinF)2]- and will present data that shed
light on its conversion, via proposed OH radicals, to [CoII(Hpfa)4]2- in which (Hpfa)- is
monodeprotonated hexafluoropropane-2,2-diol. We are also investigating the related manganese
system, including the new compounds [MnII(pinF)2]2- and [MnIII(OHx)(pinF)2]n-, the latter of
which has been structurally characterized as the {K(18C6)}[Mn(THF)(pinF)2] derivative. This
synthetic and structural data will be presented as well as pH-dependent UV-vis and
electrochemical data in a Pourbaix format to delinate the electron and proton transfer behavior
within this aqueous system.
The other system under investigation is a series of old dinculear Co compounds with bridging
hydroxide ligands, as shown in the scheme.
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Given the prevalence of polynuclear speices in earth-abundant WOC, models that can test
mechanistic dinuclear hypotheses with O-donor ligands are needed. During our investigative
studies, we found that some of these complexes are capable of evolving oxygen from water at
neutral pH at ~ 1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl. Some of these complexes produce a catalytic current under
more acidic and reducing conditions implying that these compounds can catalyze both water
reduction and water oxidation in a pH-dependent manner. Electrochemical and UV-vis
spectroscopic data will be presented to put these compounds in the context of the literature.
1

Tahsini, L., Specht, S. E., Lum, J. S., Nelson, J. J. M., Long, Alexandra F. Golen, J.A.,
Rheingold, A. L., Doerrer, L. H. Inorg. Chem. 2013, 52, 14050-14063
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Spectroscopic and DFT Studies Related to the Design of Transition Metal Solar
Photosensitizers
Ryan A. Thomas,‡ Chia Nung Tsai,† Shivnath Mazumder,‡ Yuan Jang Chen,† H. Bernhard
Schlegel,‡ Claudio N. Verani,‡ and John F. Endicott‡
Departments of Chemistry
Wayne State University and †Fu-Jen Catholic University
Detroit, MI 48202 (USA) and New Taipei City 24205 (Taiwan, R.O.C)
‡

kRAD/(E*)3 ∝ (Transition Mmt.)2

Among the important criteria for selecting photosensitizers are: (a) the efficiency of the
transduction of light energy into chemical processes; and (b) the long term functional stability of
the sensitizer. We have used spectroscopic and computational triplet state modeling approaches
to examine pathways of sensitizer deactivation and/or degradation that compete with charge
transfer to a substrate in several series of [Ru(II) donor]-[acceptor ligand] complexes. We are
searching for patterns of these excited state properties that are relevant to the design of efficient,
durable sensitizers. Factors that contribute to the overall efficiency of a sensitizer include: (a)
radiative (RAD) and (b) non-radiative relaxation (NRD) to the ground state; (c) internal
conversion (IC) to a triplet metal centered state (3MC); (d) 3MLCT photochemistry. Factors (a)(c) usually determine intrinsic excited state lifetimes
(τ = (kRAD + kNRD + kIC)-1). We find that kRAD for
Ru-(bipyridine) chromophores increases more
strongly with excited state energy (E* = hνmax(emis)
Ru-bpy
at 77 K) than the expected (E*)3 dependence
implying MLCT/ππ*(bpy) mixing (Thomas, et al. J.
Phys. Chem. B, 2015; dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp510949x). In
Ru-MDA
contrast Ru-MDA chromophores (MDA = py, pz,
3
4.4’bpy, etc.) so far show only the (E*)
hνave(emis), cm-1/103
dependence.
Surprisingly,
several
Ru-bpy
chromophores have large emission quantum yields at 77 K even though E(MC) < E(MLCT)
(Mazumder, et al., Can. J. Chem., 2014; doi.org/10.1139/cjc-2014-0155) while most Ru-MDA
chromophores emit very weakly even if E(MC) > E(MLCT). Many [Ru(NH3)5MDA]2+ have
very weak emissions from 3MLCT excited states and these complexes provide models for
intrinsic excited state distortions in the limit of no stereochemical constraints on Ru-ligand
motions. DFT modeling indicates that many of the lowest energy 3MC states are bound and have
very large distortions in both bonds along a
single L-Ru-L axis in the plane orthogonal
to the Ru-MDA axis. Stereochemical
constraints on the donor ligand distortions
can alter the pattern of distortions and raise
the 3MC state energies. E(3MC) for the
[Ru(NH3)5MDA]2+ and trans-[Ru(NH3)4(MDA)2]2+ complexes is nearly MDA independent
(about 45 kcal/mol); a little less than the energy calculated for breaking two Ru-NH3 bonds of
the ground state (about 54 kcal/mol). Variations found for E(3MC) have been small, but there
may be increases with Ru-L bond energy and with stereochemical constraints.
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Tuning Optoelectronic and Catalytic Properties with Dynamic Strain
Drazenka Svedruzic, Eric Benson, Brian A. Gregg, and Sue Ferrere
Chemistry and Nanoscience Center
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Golden, Colorado 80401
We are probing the use of dynamic strain to strain bonds and access a continuum of
fundamental properties, including more reactive, non-equilibrium conformations relevant to
catalysis, photochemistry, and photovoltaics. The ability to dynamically and reversibly tune
optoelectronic properties by stretching bonds or distorting lattices allows access to multiple
variations on a system, and has the potential to eliminate the time and resource-intensive
methods normally required to change properties (e.g., altering a functional group, changing out a
metal, growing a new film). Strain thus becomes a proxy for chemical composition.
Elastic strain is a well established technique in device physics for changing electronic
properties, e.g. to boost carrier mobility in field effect transistors; however, systems typically
employ a built in (“static”) stress via lattice mismatch. Our approach employs dynamic
tensiometry coupled to analytical techniques (e.g. electrochemistry, UV-Vis, fluorescence, raman
- “spectrotensiometry”) that can monitor changes in optoelectronic and catalytic properties as we
reversibly stretch metals, chromophores, and semiconductors.
Using dynamic tensiometry coupled to
electrochemistry, recent results indicate a reduction in
the overpotential for the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) when a TiO2-coated NiTi (“Nitinol”) electrode is
stretched (see Figure). We are also preparing 2D
semiconductors, like MoS2, on elastic substrates and
using
spectrotensiometry
to
characterize
its
optoelectronic and catalytic properties under strain. The
reduced dimensionality imparts greater mechanical
strength, and it is also catalytic for the HER. Both of
these systems will be presented.
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Photo-driven Hierarchical Assembly of Inorganic Light Absorber – Nanocluster Catalyst
Units for CO2 Reduction and H2O Oxidation
Wooyul Kim, and Heinz Frei
Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, CA 94720
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Addressing the gap of multi-electron photoreduction of CO2 beyond 2-electron reduction
products like CO to more deeply reduced, liquid products such as methanol is among the most
challenging tasks of artificial photosynthesis. Our approach is to couple an all-inorganic
binuclear light absorber to a multi-electron catalyst for CO2 activation. To accomplish the
coupling between acceptor metal of the charge-transfer chromophore and the catalyst, a
photodeposition method was developed to achieve the proper spatial arrangement of the
components on a silica nanopore surface.
Taking a similar synthetic approach as
ᅳ
recently shown for the assembly of an Ir
e
MMCT
oxide nanocluster coupled to a ZrIVOCoII
IV
II
II
….
II
III
III
….
Cu (NCCH3)4 Zr OCo
Cu (NCCH3)4 [Zr OCo ]
458 nm
metal-to-metal charge-transfer (MMCT)
350 oC 5h
chromophore for accomplishing the
under O2 flow
photosynthetic cycle of CO2 reduction by
CuxOy….ZrIVOCoII
H2O on the nanoscale,1 we have developed a
a)
b)
(a)
photodeposition method for assembling a
(b)
0.005
cuprous oxide nanocluster (3 nm according
to TEM analysis and EDX) adjacent to the
Zr acceptor center (Figure 1). Electron
transfer coupling of the ZrOCo unit with the
2200
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Wavenumber (cm )
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catalyst cluster was demonstrated by visible
Figure 1: Directional assembly of Cu nanocluster
light driven reduction of surface Cu centers
catalyst (3 nm) for CO2 reduction by photodeposition
to metallic Cu0 probed by adsorbed CO (Fig.
method on SBA-15 silica nanopore surface. Spectra
1a).2 Photocatalytic yields measured by
show (a) probing of surface Cu oxidation state by CO
13
CO evolution from 13CO2 (Fig. 1b) were
and (b) reduction product of 13CO2.
found to depend on the state of reduction of
the surface Cu centers. For CuxOy clusters coupled to TiIVOCoII MMCT chromophore, visible
light driven electron transfer (458 nm) resulted in the formation of CuI surface centers only,
while use of higher energy UV photons (355 nm) gave a mixture of Cu0 and CuI surface centers.
These results indicate that the reduction potential of the acceptor center and excitation energy of
the MMCT chromophore strongly influence the electronic state of the cluster accessed by the
light driven electron transfer.
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Search for reduction products beyond CO, and of transient reaction intermediates at the CuxOy
nanoparticle surface by transient FT-IR spectroscopy at the gas-solid interface and in aqueous
suspension for elucidating the catalytic mechanism currently in progress will be discussed.
1. Kim, W.; Yuan, G.; McClure, B. A.; Frei, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 11034-11042.
2. Kim. W.; Frei, H., to be submitted.
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Quantum Chemical Modeling of Transition Metal Containing Systems
Andrew Weisman, Louis Brus, Mike Steigerwald, Steve Jerome, and Richard A. Friesner
Department of Chemistry
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027
Our current efforts are focused in two principal directions: (1) develop density functional theory
(DFT)-based methods for accurate treatment of transition metal containing systems, particularly
redox potentials, pKa’s, and other quantities of importance in reactions important for solar
energy conversion such as such as charge separation and water splitting; (2) application of these
methods to understand charge separation, trapping, and transport in the Gratzel cell. Progress in
both areas is described below.
In previous work, we have shown that a simple, ligand based correction scheme, in the
framework of a general approach to improving DFT based on localized orbital corrections
(LOCs), reduces the mean unsigned error (MUE) for redox potentials in transition metal
complexes from ~0.4eV to ~0.1eV. We have also calculated pKa’s for hexaaquo metal
complexes, reducing the MUE from 5.7 pKa units for the B3LYP functional to 0.9 pKa units
when the LOC corrections are utilized. In this calculation, only one adjustable parameter was
employed; the raw pKa value was scaled to optimize the fit to experiment. The remaining
parameters were all taken from the existing B3LYP-LOC model for transition metals (DBLOC).
We have also applied the redox corrections from DBLOC to the calculation of barrier heights in
the extraction of a hydrogen atom by the heme groups of the enzymes methane monooxygenase
and P450; the DBLOC corrections significantly improve agreement with experimental data.
Finally, we are engaged in a large scale comparison of DBLOC with alternative DFT functionals
such as PBE and M06 for spin splittings and redox potentials. This comparison provides an
essential benchmark with regard to the degree of improvement obtained by the DBLOC model.
In previous work, we investigated an ambipolar model for electron transport in the
Gratzel cell, achieving good agreement with experiment for various energetic and transport
properties, and providing a physical model for the electron trapping site. These calculations used
the lithium cation as the ion stabilizing an excess electron in a reduced Ti (III) site. We have now
investigated what happens if a proton is used in the model rather than lithium. The calculations
show that the proton binds differently to the TiO2 than lithium; it forms a covalent bond with an
oxygen atom, as opposed to an ion pair. This leads to a greater trap depth and larger activation
energy for transport, in good agreement with experimental measurements of these quantities.
These results demonstrate the consistency and predictive capabilities of our model.
Most recently, we have been studying anatase (as opposed to rutile) models of TiO2, to
investigate the effects of the structure of the material on the energy and transport properties
computed previously. We also have initiated an effort to calculate kinetics for a water splitting
reaction at the surface of a TiO2 particle. This work builds on our water splitting calculations for
ruthenium complexes, and the development of cluster TiO2 models discussed above.
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Artificial Photosynthesis for the Generation of Fuels using Molecular Catalysts
and Metal Carbide-Nitride Composites
Etsuko Fujita, James T. Muckerman, and Kotaro Sasaki
Chemistry Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000
The electrolysis of water presents an environmentally responsible alternative for hydrogen
generation when electricity is produced by renewable energy. However, carrying out the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER, 2H+ + 2e− → H2) requires alternatives to noble metal
catalysts. We synthesized graphene-supported
molybdenum and tungsten carbide-nitride
nanocomposites by using either soybeans or
aniline as the source of carbon and nitrogen, and
the ammonium salt of the metal oxide to produce
active, durable electrocatalysts with very low
overpotenitals for the HER in acidic environments
(Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1818-1826;
ChemSusChem. 2014, 7, 2414-2418).
Despite the potential for production of solar-generated hydrogen, the problems of storage and
transport remain. Another approach to solar fuels generation is based on CO2 hydrogenation
using catalysts for recycling CO2 combined with the use of solar-generated H2. Protonresponsive ligands offer control of catalytic reactions through modulation of pH-dependent
properties, second coordination sphere stabilization of transition states, or by providing a local
proton source for multi-proton, multi-electron reactions. We present our recent investigations
using metal complexes with proton-responsive ligands on: (1) CO2 hydrogenation to formate; (2)
formic acid (FA) dehydrogenation; and (3) interconversion of CO2 and formic acid. We have
recently shown significant breakthroughs for formic acid dehydrogenation to CO2 and H2 using
Ir complexes bearing hydroxy substituted pyrimidine-imidazoline ligands (TOF up to 322,000
h−1 and TON greater than 1,200,000) in water (ACS Catal. in revision).
We have also prepared Re and Ru complexes with proton-responsive ligands such as 6,6′dihydroxy-2,2′-bipyridine for electrochemical and photochemical CO2 reduction. However,
contrary our hypothesis that the local proton source might facilitate protonation of a CO2− ligand
or accelerate catalysis through secondary coordination sphere interactions, we discovered that
ligand-based reactivity for electrochemical CO2 reduction impedes catalysis (J. Phys. Chem. B.
2015, ASAP).
We thank our collaborator Dr. Yuichiro Himeda (AIST, Tsukuba, Japan).
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Model Dyes for the Study of Molecule/Metal Oxide Semiconductor Interfaces and Electron
Transfer Processes
E. Galoppini,a R. A. Bartynski,b L. Gundlach,c A. Batarseh,a H. Fan,a S. Rangan,b
J. Nieto-Pescador,c and B. Abrahamc
a

b

Chemistry Department, Rutgers University-Newark, Newark, NJ 07102
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University-New Brunswick, Piscataway, NJ 08854
c
Department of Physics, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the
dyes and energy level shifts.

Figure 2. Normalized electron injection
for 1-3 bound to TiO2 films.

The poster describes the synthesis and study of
porphyrin dyes made of an anchor group, a bridge and a
chromophore, with a built-in dipole in the bridge that,
when bound to TiO2 or ZnO is aligned parallel or
antiparallel to the semiconductor surface normal. The
dipole in the bridge enabled us to establish a desired
energy level alignment between the semiconductor and
the chromophore. Briefly, porphyrins 1 and 3 formed a
monolayer and an electrostatic potential that shifted the
HOMO and LUMO of the porphyrin chromophore by
(±) ∼100 meV with respect to the band edges of the
semiconductor, when compared with 2, as in Figure 1.
When the direction of the dipole in the linker was
reversed, the shift direction was reversed by the same
amount. Electron injection for 1, 2, and 3 bound to
nanostructured TiO2 films is being studied by the
Gundlach group. It was recently observed that fast
electron injection following Soret excitation has a
different rate for the different dyes, as shown in Figure
2. The porphyrin dyes lying above in conduction band
have a faster injection process than the ones at the
bottom of the conduction band, in accordance with the
observed dipole-induced shift (τinj1 > τinj2 > τinj3). The
poster will describe the synthesis of 1-3, the ultraviolet
photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse
photoemission spectroscopy (IPS) studies, the
electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical properties,
the ultrafast charge transfer studies and future directions
for this project.

Synthesis of Zinc Tetraphenylporphyrin Rigid-Rods with a Built-in Dipole K. Chitre, A. Batarseh, A. Kopecky, H.
Tang, R. Lalancette, R. A. Bartynski, E. Galoppini, J. Phys. Chem. B. 2015, in press
Tuning Energy Level Alignment At Organic/Semiconductor Interfaces Using a Built-In Dipole in Chromophore–
Bridge–Anchor Compounds S. Rangan, A. Batarseh, K. P. Chitre, A. Kopecky, E. Galoppini, R. A. Bartynski, J.
Phys. Chem. C 2014 118, 12923-12928
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Ionic Liquid-Enhanced Electrocatalytic Reduction of CO2 with a Homogeneous Catalyst
David C. Grills
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, 11973-5000, USA

We recently reported a new strategy for improving the efficiency of electrocatalytic CO2
reduction with a homogeneous catalyst, using an ionic liquid (IL) as both the solvent and
electrolyte.1 With 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetracyanoborate ([emim][TCB]) as the IL and
fac-ReCl(bpy)(CO)3 as the catalyst, the onset potential for the catalytic reduction of CO2 to CO
shifts positive by ∼0.45 V compared to when acetonitrile solvent is used in the presence of a
conventional electrolyte ([Bu4N][PF6]), see Fig. 1.
Furthermore, the apparent CO2 reduction rate constant,
kapp, in [emim][TCB] exceeds that in acetonitrile by over
one order of magnitude (kapp = 4000 vs 100 M−1 s−1) at
25 ± 3 °C, as can be seen by the much greater catalytic
current in Fig. 1. The two separate one-electron
reduction waves of the catalyst that occur in acetonitrile
combine into a single two-electron reduction wave at
Fig. 1. CV’s of ReCl(bpy)(CO)3 recorded in more positive potential in the IL.
[emim][TCB] (solid lines, 10 mV/s) and in
CH3CN containing 0.1 M [Bu4N][PF6]
(dashed lines, 100 mV/s) after argon (black)
and CO2 (red) purging. Currents are
normalized against a diffusion-limiting
current for one-electron reduction.

In very recent work,2 we performed a more detailed
investigation of the thermodynamic parameters for the
reduction of CO2 to CO in acetonitrile in the presence of
an imidazolium IL, and in neat imidazolium IL. This led
to a –0.28 V revision of the previously-estimated3
standard electrode potential for the reduction of CO2 to CO in wet acetonitrile (1 M H2O), to
E° = –1.55 V vs Fc+/0. In the presence of an imidazolium IL, the same standard electrode
potential applies. Experiments in acetonitrile in the presence of an acid-base buffer revealed the
bifunctionality of imidazolium cations for homogeneous electrochemical CO2 reduction, i.e., as
proton donors and catalytic promoters. Future work is aimed at clarifying the nature of the
interaction between the IL and the catalyst that results in catalytic promotion. We will also
investigate a range of diverse IL cations and anions to determine structure-property relationships
to maximize CO2 reduction efficiency, and will explore the development of new Re- and Rubased homogeneous electrocatalysts for use with ILs.
1. Grills, D. C.; Matsubara, Y.; Kuwahara, Y.; Golisz, S. R.; Kurtz, D. A.; Mello, B. A. J. Phys.
Chem. Lett. 2014, 5, 2033-2038.
2. Matsubara, Y.; Grills, D. C.; Kuwahara, Y. ACS Catal., submitted.
3. Costentin, C.; Drouet, S.; Robert, M.; Savéant, J.-M. Science 2012, 338, 90-94.
Acknowledgements: We thank our collaborators on this project, Dr. Yasuo Matsubara
(Kanagawa University, Japan) and Dr. Yutaka Kuwahara (Kumamoto University, Japan), and
also Drs. Dmitry Polyansky and Etsuko Fujita for helpful discussions.
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Complex Photochemistry in a Molecular Artificial Photosynthetic Reaction Center
Antaeres Antoniuk-Pablant, Gerdenis Kodis, Ana L. Moore, Thomas A. Moore, Devens Gust
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85287-1604
Since our first report of the use of fullerenes as acceptors for photoinduced electron transfer in
artificial photosynthetic reaction centers, C60 derivatives have been used in this capacity by many
investigators due to favorable properties such as suitable redox potentials, small reorganization
energies for electron transfer, and low sensitivity of their ions to solvent stabilization, relative to
acceptors such as quinones. These same properties make fullerenes potentially attractive as
electron relays in multicomponent photoinduced electron transfer molecules, but they have not
been studied in this capacity, in part because doing so requires a very strong electron acceptor to
serve as the final site in a transport chain.
Recently, we have developed new synthetic methodology for the preparation of substituted tetraβ-cyanoporphyrins. These porphyrins have high oxidation potentials, and are also very strong
electron acceptors due to the electron withdrawing effects of the cyano groups. The availability
of these porphyrins allowed us to design and synthesize molecular triad 1, which consists of a
fullerene (C60) linked to both a porphyrin (P) and a tetra-β-cyanoporphyrin (CyP) via a
pyrrolidine group. The molecule was studied using a variety of steady-state and time-resolved
spectroscopic techniques in order to determine how it responds to illumination. As each of the
three chromophores can absorb light and in principle act as a donor or acceptor for either
excitation or electrons one might expect a rich photochemistry, and indeed this is the case.
In toluene, only singlet-singlet energy
transfer among the chromophores is
observed, whereas in benzonitrile
both energy and electron transfer are
seen. In benzonitrile, excitation of the
porphyrin yields 1P-C60-CyP, which
decays by electron transfer to the
fullerene to give a P•+-C60•-CyP
charge-separated state and by singlet
energy transfer to yield both the
cyanoporphyrin first excited singlet
state and a small amount of the
fullerene excited singlet. The Figure 1. Porphyrin-fullerene-cyanoporphyrin triad 1.
fullerene excited state undergoes
photoinduced electron transfer to give P•+-C60•-CyP and energy transfer to the cyanoporphyrin.
The P•+-C60•-CyP species evolves by electron transfer to the cyanoporphyrin, yielding P•+C60CyP•-. The same final state is reached by photoinduced electron transfer to P-C60-1CyP. The
P•+-C60CyP•- state has a lifetime of 350 ps and is formed from 1P-C60-CyP with a quantum yield
of 0.85. Roughly half of the charge separation is due to electron transfer via the fullerene acting
as an electron relay, and the other half comes from the cyanoporphyrin excited state.
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Photo-Injection of High Potential Holes into Cu5Ta11O30 Nanoparticles by Porphyrin Dyes
Ian Sullivan,† Chelsea Brown,‡ Manuel J. Llansola-Portoles,‡ Miguel Gervaldo,§ Gerdenis
Kodis,‡ Thomas A. Moore,‡ Devens Gust,‡ Ana Moore,‡ and Paul Maggard†*
†

‡

Department of Chemistry, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8204 USA
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1604
USA
§
Departamento de Química, Universidad Nacional de Río Cuarto. Agencia Postal Nro. 3,
X5804BYA Río Cuarto, Córdoba, Argentina

Excited-state hole injection (Fig. 1a, step 2) into the valence band of Cu5Ta11O30 nanoparticles
(NP-Cu5Ta11O30) was investigated through sensitization with zinc porphyrin dyes using
excitation at 515 nm (Fig. 1a, step 1). The Cu5Ta11O30
nanoparticles were prepared by a flux-mediated synthesis and
found to have an average particle size of ~10–15 nm by
dynamic light scattering and high resolution transmission
electron microscopy. The zinc 4-(10,15,20-tris(4-pyridinyl)porphin-5-yl)phenylphosphonic acid (Fig. 2 D1) and its analog
in which the pyridine groups are methylated (Fig. 2 D2) were
synthesized and found to have excited state reduction potentials
appropriate for p-type dye sensitization of the nanoparticles.
Electron injection from the dye excited singlet state to the
conduction band (CB) of the nanoparticle was not observed and
is thermodynamically precluded because the CB is more than 1
V more negative (< -1.5V vs NHE) than the excited state
oxidation potential of the dye. The dye-sensitized NPFigure 1 a) sensitized p-type
Cu5Ta11O30 exhibited fluorescence quenching consistent with
nanoparticle; b) p-type
electron transfer from the NP-Cu5Ta11O30 to the excited singlet
sensitized DSSC
state of the dye (Fig. 1a, step 2 shown as h+ injection); forward
and recombination (Fig. 1a, step 3 shown as h+ transfer) rates were obtained by transient
absorption measurements. Hole injection times of
8 ps and <100 fs were observed for D1 and D2,
respectively. Nanoparticulate films of Cu5Ta11O30
were prepared and evaluated in dye sensitized
solar cells (DSSC, Fig. 1b) under simulated solar
irradiance (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW/cm2). Measureable
photocurrents with open circuit potentials (Voc) of
Figure 2 Zinc porphyrins used as p-type
200 mV and 110 mV were observed using D1 and
sensitizers
D2, respectively. Arrows in Fig. 1b indicate hole
movement. Investigating the use of NP–Cu5Ta11O30 as a new p-type semiconductor with a VB
more positive than the water oxidation potential and an extremely negative CB is a step in the
development of new materials for p-DSSCs, which could lead to more efficient ways to carry out
solar water splitting. This work has been submitted to the Journal of Physical Chemistry.
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Molecular and Material Approaches to Overcome Kinetic and Energetic Constraints in
Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
Josh Baillargeon, Dhritabrata Mandal, Yuling Xie, Thomas W. Hamann
Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824
The general goal of this project is to understand the fundamental role of the relevant dyesensitized solar cell, DSSC, components (redox shuttle, photoanode and sensitizer) involved in
key efficiency-determining processes. Ultra-fast electron injection from a photoexcited sensitizer
into a photoanode produces a charge separated state with typically high quantum efficiency. We
are primarily interested in developing a detailed picture of the subsequent processes of dye
regeneration and recombination which control charge collection.
The photoanode plays a central role as the donor species in recombination. One potential way
to control recombination is therefore to alter the photoanode material. A detailed general kinetic
model of recombination from a semiconductor to redox shuttles and/or sensitizers requires
knowledge of the energy and concentration of both trapped and free electrons. Results of a new
simple spectroelectrochemistry method to directly and accurately determine the absolute band
energies of nanostructured semiconductor materials, as well as the concentration of free and
trapped electrons, will be presented.1 In this method Tauc plots are used to quantify the Burstein
shift and determine the concentration of conduction band electrons as a function of potential.
Once this concentration is know, the conduction band can be calculated directly. Further, the
conduction band concentration can be used to calculate the extinction coefficient of these
electrons (as opposed to trapped). Charge extraction measurements determine the total electron
concentration, thus simple subtraction yields the concentration of trapped electrons. While this
method was benchmarked with measurements on TiO2, results from other nanoparticles
semiconductor materials, including SrTiO3 and SrSnO3, will be presented.

a)

b)

c)

a) Scheme depicting assignments of bleach and absorbance features observed in spectroelectrochemistry
measurements b) Tauc plots showing bandgap shift with applied potential and c) determination of
extinction coefficient of conduction band electrons in a TiO2 nanoparticle electrode

The primary limitations of most redox shuttles are a large driving force required to achieve
quantitative regeneration and fast recombination which limits charge collection. We are
attempting to overcome these limitations by moving the redox shuttles to a new potential regime.
Results of photoelectrochemical measurements of a new series of cobalt complexes based on
derivatives of the pentadentate ligand 2,6-bis(1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethyl)pyridine, where the sixth
coordination spot allows fine tuning of the redox shuttle properties, will therefore also be
presented. This combination of systematic variation of redox shuttle and photoanode in tandem
will ultimately allow for design rules to control recombination to redox shuttles capable of
quantitative regeneration with minimal overpotential losses.
1. Mandal, D., Hamann, T.W.; Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2015, DOI: 10.1039/C5CP01714A
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Photochemical Fates of Oxygen on a Mixed Fe+Cr Oxide Surface: Desorption, Dissociation
and Stabilization by Coadsorbed Water
Michael A. Henderson
Physical Sciences Division
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
PO Box 999, MS K8-87
Richland, WA 99352
The key mechanistic steps by which O2 is formed during the water oxidation reaction on oxide
photocatalysts are not known. A potentially important step, sometimes overlooked, is the
liberation of O2 from the interface. The bonding between O2 and many metal cations can be
strong, requiring temperatures in excess of standard operating conditions to rapidly evolve O2. In
this study, the thermal and photochemical desorption of O2 from a model mixed oxide surface
has been explored under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. In particular, the possibility is explored
that light induced desorption of O2 constitutes an important process for removing product from
the surface without initiated reverse reactions (e.g., O-O bond cleavage). The mixed oxide
surface, which possesses a magnetite-like structure, is composed
of 60% iron and 40% chromium. Identification of the binding
sites of O2 on this surface is a complex undertaking of its own,
as interfacial characterization of mixed oxides is challenging.
Molecular oxygen is chemisorbed in two main binding states, as
revealed by temperature programmed desorption, at 100 and 225
K (see adjacent figure). Another feature at 45 K represents the
physisorbed state. Irradiation of the O2-covered surface with
visible light results in both O2 photodesorption and the
unfortunate reverse reaction of O2 photodissociation.
Competition between these two channels is site-dependent.
The impact of water-coadsorption on the chemistry and
photochemistry of O2 on this surface was also explored. In
concept, a water covered photocatalyst surface should prevent
O2 molecules from revisiting active sites that could promote
unproductive back reactions. This, in fact, is shown to be the
case. However, water also stabilizes O2 on this surface to 285 K, which adversely affects the
thermal evolution of O2 from the catalyst. More remarkably, the H2O-O2 interaction on the
surface renders O2 as photoinactive for desorption. These results suggest that the chemical and
photochemical properties of O2 on the catalyst surface must be tuned to limit accumulation of
product during the water oxidation reaction.
This work was supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences & Biosciences. Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) is a multiprogram national laboratory operated for DOE by Battelle. The
research was performed using EMSL, a national scientific user facility sponsored by the
Department of Energy's Office of Biological and Environmental Research and located at Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory.
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Integrated Synthetic, Computational, Spectroelectrochemical and Spectroscopic Study of
Polyoxometalate Water Oxidation Catalyst-Based Photoanodes
Craig L. Hill, Tianquan Lian, and Djamaladdin G. Musaev
Department of Chemistry
Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322
The team has obtained significant results in 3 interlinked areas:
I. New molecular water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) based on polyoxometalates (POMs) that are
(a) very fast, (b) stable to O2 (carbon-free) and H2O over a range of pH values, (c) stable to high
temperatures, and perhaps most importantly (d) amenable to detailed structural and mechanistic
investigation over a range of experimental conditions. Additional experimental studies on the
POM WOC, [Co4(H2O)2(VW9O34)2]10- (“Co4V2”) clarify its detailed structural and magnetic
properties. However, the origins of the very fast turnover of this catalyst (~1000 s-1 in
homogeneous catalytic reactions) relative to the isostructural phosphorus-centered analogue we
reported earlier, [Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]10- (“Co4P2”), are not yet fully clear but being probed
currently by mechanistic and computational studies.
II. Robust immobilization of POM WOCs on photoelectrodes; preparation and study of dyadic
and triadic POM-containing catalytic photoanodes. Electrostatic and hydrophobic methods have
been shown to work for most POM WOCs. In very recent work, (a) the WOC, [Ru4(μ-O)4(μOH)2(H2O)4(γ-SiW10O36)2]10- (“Ru4Si2”), was electrostatically bound to TiO2 nanoparticles
(NPs), (b) a photocatalytic anode was made from the resulting TiO2-Ru4Si2 NPs, (c) this
electrode was used for 24 hours of continual photocatalytic water oxidation, and (d) several
techniques were used to establish that the NP-surface-bound Ru4Si2 POMs are still intact after
this extended use. There are very few studies that show convincing evidence that a molecular
WOC remains intact after extended use when immobilized on a photoelectrode. Two TiO2Sensitizer-POMWOC triadic photoanodes with [Ru(bpy)2(H4dpbpy)]2+ (P2) and a novel crown
ether functionalized [Ru(5-crownphen)2(H2dpbpy)] (C2P2) sensitizers have been prepared and
characterized. In addition to the observation of enhanced photocurrent upon catalyst attachment,
fundamental charge separation and recombination kinetics in the triads have also been studied.
Finally BiVO4-POMWOC dyadic photoanodes have been made and successfully used to
catalytically oxidize water using visible light.
III. Computational methods for structure and charge transfer dynamics at POM-electrode
interface have been developed. We reported a hybrid method for computing charge transfer at
quantum dot-charge acceptor interface, in which quantum dots were treated by an infinite order
discrete variable representation of an effective mass Hamiltonian and molecular acceptors were
treated at DFT level. DFT electronic structures of new POM catalysts have been elucidated, and
the interaction of POM WOCs on graphene surfaces have
been probed using density functional theory (Figure 1). In
these calculations, the polyanionic POM is neutralized by
10 tetramethyl ammonium (TMA) cations.
Figure 1. Bonding of the charge-neutralized
POM WOC, Ru4Si2, on a graphene surface.
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Using Morphology to Tune Triplet Formation in Films of Singlet Fission Chromophores
Justin C. Johnson, Joseph L. Ryerson, Dylan Arias, Paul I. Dron, Josef Michl, Arthur J. Nozik
Dept. of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO 80401
The role of interchromophore coupling on singlet fission rates and yields remains an important
yet poorly understood topic. Systematic control of key intermolecular geometric variables is
challenging, thwarting attempts at comprehensive fundamental understanding that can be
compared with various levels of theory. We are approaching this challenge with improved
methods for depositing and characterizing films or aggregates by controlling growth conditions
and annealing. The most commonly employed singlet fission chromophores are 1,3diphenylisobenzofuran (DPIBF) and its derivatives as well as tetracene. Both molecular types
have been shown to undergo singlet fission with nearly 100% efficiency in certain situations.
For the DPIBF monomer, sandwich or slip-stacked geometries (Fig 1, top) appear to lead to the
highest triplet yield. However, we have found that thermally evaporated film polymorphs with
similar slip-stacking have different singlet/triplet energetics and contain different propensities for
excimer formation (Fig 1, center). Excimer formation
can reduce the available energy for singlet fission in
DPIBF, rendering it highly endoergic and inefficient.
Linearly linked dimers of DPIBF have yet to show high
triplet yield, and the lack of any considerable π
stacking is the likely reason. In order to investigate
covalently bound chromophores that have additional
flexibility to form π-stacked aggregates, a
nonconjugated polymer of DPIBF has been studied.
Polymer chains adopt various configurations depending
upon the solvent (Fig 1, bottom) and film casting
conditions. Up to this point, triplet formation is
relatively slow while excimer formation appears fast.
A conjugated version of the polymer and other methods
of film formation are being investigated as strategies to
induce better defined stacking geometries to enhance
triplet yield and inhibit excimer formation.
Although crystalline tetracene is known to exist in two
polymorphs, only one of these polymorphs has been
extensively investigated. Our spectroscopic results for
the lesser studied polymorph suggest that while the
singlet fission process itself is unaffected by the altered
morphology, differences in exciton diffusion, important
for reducing the parasitic triplet-triplet fusion process,
are significant. Intermolecular packing dictates the
anisotropic diffusion rates and can be correlated with
observed dynamics.
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Figure 1. Top to bottom: slip-stacking
geometry, complex dynamics with excimer
formation and altered energetics, calculated
interchromophore coupling in an oligomer.
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Fundamental Properties of Wurtzite (GaN)1-x(ZnO)x Semiconductors
Peter Khalifah
Department of Chemistry
Stony Brook University
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3400
In the search for efficient semiconductors for solar water splitting, there is a paradox in that
direct measurements of water splitting activity are the only measure by which the success of
semiconductor design efforts can be judged, but these activity measurements provide no useful
feedback about the maximum efficiency that a semiconductor material can achieve and give no
direct guidance about the specific steps needed to improve the efficiency of semiconductor
systems. Complementary measurements of key physical properties (absorption, carrier transport)
are therefore required if semiconductors with high quantum efficiencies (> 10%) are to be
realized, measurements which we have pursued for (GaN)1-x(ZnO)x semiconductors.
We have developed synthesis methods for producing
bulk powders across essentially the entire width of the
(GaN)1-x(ZnO)x solid solution (0.05 < x < 0.95), and
find that the minimum band gap of this system is about
2.6 eV, with small gaps found for samples with about
40 – 70% Zn. Depending on the synthesis method, we
have observed that the nominally hexagonal
(GaN)1-x(ZnO)x samples can contain up to about 10%
of a cubic close packed intergrowth that is typically four layers (1.04 nm) in width, and the
influence of composition and synthesis method on intergrowth formation has been explored.
Although the determination of the absolute values
for α(E) typically requires single crystal or thin film
samples, we been able to access this information by
carrying out powder measurements in a biaxial
Free carrier
Above-gap
reflectance geometry, and have applied appropriate
absorption
absorption
mathematical transforms in order to evaluate for the
first time the absolute absorption of (GaN)1-x(ZnO)x
samples, a system for which the production of single crystal or thin films is particularly
problematic. Also, optical methods for investigating the carrier concentration in (GaN)1-x(ZnO)x
samples through measurements of α(E) below the band gap energy have been developed,
enabling the carrier concentration to tuned independently of the Ga:Zn ratio and allowing the
influence of these two variables on photoactivity to now be
independently evaluated.
In initial photoelectrodes,
significant photocurrents for water oxidation can be seen
though there are clear losses in activity over time, a result
attributed to adhesion problems. Our well-characterized
(GaN)1-x(ZnO)x samples provide a rigorous platform for
systematically understanding factors controlling the
photoactivity of this system.
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Photophysics of Doped Individual Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes
Sebastian Schäfer, Nicole M. B. Cogan, and Todd D. Krauss
Department of Chemistry
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 14627-0216
Semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are fundamentally interesting and
technologically relevant materials with size tunable absorption and emission across a range of
visible and near infrared wavelengths. However, several important aspects of their photophysical
properties are not known in enough depth to predict how SWNTs will behave as part of a larger
integrated solar photochemical system. In particular, the energetics and dynamics of
photoexcited excitons on SWNTs doped with extra electrons or holes, relevant to the state of a
NT after a charge transfer event, is
not well understood.
We will present results from optical
spectroscopic
measurements
of
individual SWNTs that are doped
with extra electrons or holes.
Photoluminescence (PL) studies of Figure 1: PL images from single SWNTs as a function of applied
single (6,5) chirality SWNTs were electrochemical potential. As the potential is made more positive
performed while their charge state individual NTs start to bleach.
was controlled electrochemically. The
PL of the SWNTs was found to be quenched at positive and negative potentials, although
surprisingly the onset and offset varied substantially for each individual SWNT (Figure 1). Small
differences in the local environment of the individual SWNT lead to dramatic shifts of the Fermi
energy, resulting in a wide distribution of the oxidation and reduction potentials. The exciton
emission energy was found to correlate with the oxidation and reduction potential, which was
found by deliberately doping individual SWNTs and monitoring their PL spectral shift.
Also, low temperature (10 K) PL measurements from single
(7,5) SWNTs that have been doped with holes via exposure
to tetrafluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane will be presented.
At 300 K, hole doping causes a quenching of the PL from the
band edge exciton (S1) state for the majority of SWNTs, and
the emergence of a long-wavelength PL feature attributed to
a “trion” (Figure 2). Like the PL from the S1 state, the trion
PL intensity was found to be “non-blinking.” Interestingly,
at 10 K the S1 PL partially recovers its intensity, while the
2: PL spectrum from doped
majority of SWNTs show an increase in the trion PL Figure
NTs at 10K showing the S1 and
intensity. Another unexpected finding was that the average trion PL at 1050 and 1225 nm,
PL linewidth of the trion peak hardly changed between 300 K respectfully.
and 10 K, while the exciton S1 PL narrowed considerably.
These findings suggest that the “trion” PL arises from recombination of an exciton at a charged
defect, rather than from a delocalized three-particle “trion” state.
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Investigation of Performance Losses in p-WSe2 Layered Photocathodes and Surface
Functionalization of Single Layer MoS2
Jesus M. Velazquez, Joshua D. Wiensch, Jimmy John, and Nathan S. Lewis
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
Transition metal dichalcogenide semiconductors of the type MX2 where M = Mo, W and X = S,
Se, Te have long been studied as good light absorbers for solar energy conversion with desirable
band gaps of between 1.2 and 1.5 eV. However, only high quality single-crystals with low edgesite density allow for the efficient collection of generated charge carriers. We have explored the
EQE (%) phenomena controlling the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) of p-WSe2
photocathodes by scanning photocurrent
microscopy (SPCM). We have discovered a
surface inhomogeneity with different
terraces on a single crystal possessing
significantly different EQEs in a solution of
Ru(NH3)63+. An EQE map (Figure 1) of the
surface was generated to display the
difference in reduction efficiencies between
terraces. Three numbered terraces are
visible within the figure. An area which is
redder indicates a higher EQE while a bluer
area indicates a lower EQE. Terrace one is
larger in area and possesses a higher EQE
Figure 1. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE)
3+
than the two smaller labeled terraces.
map of Ru(NH3)6 reduction on p-WSe2
Larger area terraces often provided higher
conversion efficiencies than smaller terraces, which is consistent with past findings of lower
edge-site density crystals providing the highest photoconversion efficiencies. However terrace area was not
the only predictor to EQE.
We propose the existence of sub-bandgap
states within the low efficiency terraces as the reason
for lower overall EQE. Figure 2 shows local spectral
response data for the three terraces in figure 1. A high
density of microstructural defects leads to the
introduction of surface states, acting as recombination
centers. High resolution STM reveals the presence of
selenium vacancies on the surface of p-WSe2.
Additionally, Kelvin probe force microscopy showed
deviations in contact potential difference (CPD) at
various locations on the photoelectrode, indicating
differences in local electronic structure.
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Presence of subbandgap
absorption on low
quality terraces

Figure 2. Local Spectral Response
Measurements showing sub-bandgap
absorption on low quality terraces.
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Electron/Hole Selectivity in Organic Semiconductor Contacts for Solar Energy Conversion
Chris Weber, Ethan Walker, Colin Bradley, and Mark Lonergan
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
The selective collection of electron and holes at separate contacts to an absorber material are
critical steps in systems for the direct conversion of solar energy into electricity. We present
numerical calculations quantifying the selectivity characteristics needed to maximize the
efficiency of solar energy conversion for systems based on various absorbers and at various light
intensities, results on quantifying the selectivity of organic semiconductors, and a previously
unrecognized interaction between ion-containing organic semiconductors and more traditional
semiconductors that lead to unusual charge injection characteristics that impact charge
selectivity.
A central system for both our numerical and experimental treatment of selectivity is the pointcontact solar cell or Swanson cell (see portion of Figure 1 bounded by red dashed line). Making
a third contact to the near intrinsic silicon absorber in
this cell enables a differential measurement of energy
conversion characteristics between a contact of interest
and both n+ and p+ back contacts in a single system. We
demonstrate that the resulting differential measurement
provides a quantitative measure of selectivity that is
isolated from contributions from surface recombination.
We present experimental results on the selectivity of
common fullerene derivatives and conjugated polymers
currently being explored as contacts in emerging
Figure 1 - Swanson Cell for Selectivity
Characterization
photovoltaic systems.
Figure 2 (solid circles) shows density of charge injected
into an ion-containing conjugated polymer based on
polyacetylene, which is a mixed ionic electronic
conductor (MIEC). Surprisingly, the density of holes
injected from an Ohmic metal contact and extracted
from a semiconductor (SC) contact (positive applied
voltage) is significantly less than when the electrode
roles are reversed (negative applied voltage). We
present a quantitative model of extracting electrode
space-charge-limited charge injection that accurately
describes this observation (see solid line in Figure 2).
The space charge generated in the semiconductor contact
limits the potential drops available to drive
electrochemical charge injection at the injecting
electrode.
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Figure 2 - Asymmetric charge injection into
mixed ionic/electronic conducting conjugated
polymers.
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Light-Stimulated Hole Injection at Dye-Sensitized Phosphide Photocathodes:
Attaching Molecular Sensitizers and Catalysts to p-GaP Photocathodes
Elizabeth Brown, and Stephen Maldonado
Department of Chemistry
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1055
This poster presentation describes our latest advancements on the design and assembly of
p-GaP electrodes for use in aqueous photoelectrochemical cells. Previous work in the group
demonstrated the concept of using chemical attack of atop Ga atoms on GaP(111)A surfaces by
strong nucleophiles as a means to introduce secondary surface reactivity through interfacial
groups bound through putative Ga-C surface bonds. In this phase, we present data showing
amide bond formation between organic dyes and surficial amine groups grafted onto GaP(111)A
through a Grignard reaction with 3-[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]phenylmagnesium bromide. Using
a series of organic dyes with lifetimes varying between 3 and 3000 ps (donated by the Glusac
group at Bowling Green State University), we present data showing high net quantum yields for
sensitized hole injection into p-GaP under strong depletion with dyes possessing lifetimes as
short as 600 ps.
Separately, an alternative rout to bind molecular species to any crystallographic surface plane of
GaP has been explored. Based on recent demonstrations of graphene coatings as universal
semiconductor modifying layers, we have explored graphene adlayers as a means to couple strongly
aromatic molecular species to an electrode surface with interfacial properties otherwise incongruent
with their adsorption. Figure 1 illustrates the concept through the adsorption of a Co bis(dithiolate)
compound on to p-GaP coated with a graphene adlayer. The graphene layer was first floated off a
growth substrate and deposited onto a CH3-terminated p-GaP(111)A. The modified p-GaP substrate
was then immersed into a saturated solution of Co bis(dithiolate) in acetonitrile. X-ray photoelectron
spectra obtained for this sample and control (i.e. no graphene adlayer) samples treated in the same
way are shown. Evidence of persistent adsorption of the Co complex was only observed for p-GaP
surfaces coated with graphene. The electrocatalytic activity of these species for H+ reduction will be
presented.
Co 2p

S 2p

Co 2p3/2

S-Co

N(e) /e

N(e) /e

Co 2p1/2

GaP-CH3-Graphene + Co catalyst

GaP-CH3-Graphene

GaP-CH3-Graphene
805

800
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GaP-CH3-Graphene +
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785
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775
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Figure 1. (left) Schematic depiction of planar Co bis(dithiolate) adsorbed onto GaP through π−π
interactions with a graphene adlayer. (middle) High resolution Co 2p XP spectra for CH3-terminated
p-GaP(111) substrates immersed in a saturated Co bis(dithiolate) solution. The red and black traces
correspond to experiments with and without a graphene adlayer, respectively. (right) High resolution S 2p
XP spectra for the same substrates treated in the same manner.
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Nanostructured Photocatalytic Water Splitting Systems
John R. Swierk, Nella M. Vargas-Barbosa, Nicholas S. McCool, Pengtao Xu, Yuguang Li,
Megan E. Strayer, and Thomas E. Mallouk
Department of Chemistry, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Ana L. Moore, Thomas A. Moore, and Devens Gust
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe AZ 85281
Our DOE-supported research investigates problems associated with overall water splitting in
molecular photoelectrochemical systems. We are studying anode assemblies based on the
architecture of the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) and cathode assemblies grown layer-by-layer
from oxide nanosheets and photoredox molecules. We are also studying anion- and cationexchange membranes in the context of complete water splitting systems.
A key problem in these
systems is to control the
relative rates of charge
k
=
O
2 x 10 cm s
H O
injection, transport, and
e
recombination
at
the
D = 6.1 x 10 cm s
catalyzed
DSSC
anode.
eIrO2
Recently, we have used a
! 10 cm s
complementary
set
of
k
= 1.3 x 10 cm s
spectro- and photoelectroek = 2.1 x 10 cm s
chemical
methods
to
e
measure the rates of these
e
processes, which are summarized above for electrodes catalyzed by IrO2 nanoparticles sintered
onto the nanocrystallineTiO2 surface. The dominant recombination pathway is back electron
transfer to the oxidized dye, but photocurrents in the mA/cm2 range can be obtained under AM
1.5 conditions by dispersing the catalyst to shorten the distance of charge transfer diffusion. The
kinetic model sketched above also explains the polarization that is universally observed at watersplitting photoanodes with different water oxidation catalysts, now studied by a number of
groups. Polarization occurs on a timescale of seconds, involving a gradual build up of trapped
electrons and oxidized sensitizer, and this suggests strategies for further improving the
architecture and efficiency of the system. In related work we have studied metal-free porphyrins
as sensitizers with a broader photoaction spectrum across the visible than Ru(bpy)32+ derivatives.
The photocurrents are lower with these sensitizers because of slow charge transfer diffusion.
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We have used the Mott-Schottky method to measure the flat-band potentials of layered metal
oxide semiconductors that are components of photocathodes made by Langmuir-Blodgett and
layer-by-layer assembly. We studing the kinetics of photoinduced electron transfer in these
lamellar nanosheet/redox polymer films by transient spectroscopic techniques.
Proton transport from the anode to the cathode is also a significant system-level problem in water
splitting cells. Ordinary cation- and anion-exchange membranes result in substantial energy
losses in cells that operate near neutral pH. Bipolar membranes enable stable operation of
acid/base electrolysis cells that can utilize earth-abundant anode and cathode materials. We are
now studying water and CO2 electrolysis and photoelectrolysis using this approach.
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Photoinduced Interfacial Electron Transfer at nanoITO
Byron H. Farnum†, Animesh Nayak†, Akinobu Nakada‡, M. Kyle Brennaman†, Osamu Ishitani‡,
Thomas J. Meyer†
†
Department of Chemistry, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599
‡
Department of Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan 152-8550
Interfacial electron transfer to and from transparent, conductive Sn-doped In2O3
semiconductor nanoparticles in mesoporous thin films (nanoITO) has been investigated by
transient absorption measurements with phosphonate-bound Ru-polypyridyl chromophores.
Metal-to-ligand charge transfer excitation of the chromophore is followed by highly efficient
electron injection on the picosecond timescale with efficiencies of ~100%. Injection is followed
by back electron transfer (BET) which occurs on the
∆Go'bet / eV
nanosecond time scale.
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The conducting properties of the films have
been exploited to investigate the influence of applied
10
bias and, with it, the Fermi level in the nanoparticle
nanoITO(ox) - N = 3.1 x 10 cm
films, on both injection and back electron transfer. The
nanoITO(red) - N = 7.8 x 10 cm
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(ΔGbeto’) for nanoITO films having different electron
densities (Ne) as measured in 0.1 M LiClO4 acetonitrile. The fit to the data was based on MarcusGerischer theory giving an interfacial reorganization energy of λ = 0.56 eV for the single-site,
surface-bound –Ru3+/2+ couple, comparable to values obtained in fluid solution.
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We have also shown that the direction of excitedstate electron transfer can be controlled at nanoITO
interfaces by transient absorption measurements on the
surface-bound chromophore-catalyst assembly shown to the
left. Injection by the MLCT excited state(s) of the Ru(II)polypyridyl chromophore occurs with Ebias > 0.4 V vs SCE.
At Ebias < 0.4 V, reductive quenching, with electron transfer
from the oxide to the excited state, (i.e. hole injection) is
evident by the appearance of remote, reduced ReI(bpy•-) in
transient absorption spectra. Back electron transfer between
-ReI(bpy•-) and nanoITO(h+) occurs in >500 ns.
These initial results are important in demonstrating
the use of an applied bias to control photo-induced electron
transfer events at the surface of nanoITO opening a door to potential applications in
optoelectronics, sensors, and dye-sensitized solar energy conversion.
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Exciton and Charge Transport in Conjugated Chains
T. Mani, M. J. Bird, A. R. Cook, L. Zaikowski, R. Holroyd, G. Mauro, X. Li., G. Rumbles,
J. Blackburn, O. G. Reid, and J. R. Miller
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO 80401
Better transport of singlet excitons has potential to benefit organic photovoltaics, but we
lack understanding of what limits singlet transport. Unfavorable “bad” dihderal angles, which
constitute barriers for transport of charges and excitons, may be one factor. Via synthesis we
intentionally introduced large dihedral angles. Measurements and DFT
calculations find that the barriers due to “bad” dihedrals are of similar
heights for holes, electrons and triplet excitons, but are about three
times larger for singlet excitons. Nevertheless intrachain transport of
singlet excitons to traps at the ends of polyfluorene (pF) chains gave
an exciton diffusion length LD= 34 nm, far longer than 7 nm reported
for polythiophenes. Excitons reaching the ends traps produced charge
transfer excited states and polarity-dependent fluorescence. Future
work will seek to understand this difference in exciton transport,
examine transport in a variety of structures, and seek to understand how to improve it.
The possibility that dihedrals may limit transport due to higher barriers for singlets point
to triplet transport as an interesting and potentially important subject to enable basic
understanding of transport. Fortunately pulse radiolysis offers abilities to rapidly create triplets in
molecules having low triplet quantum yields. That ability, including fast creation of triplets,
possibly without singlet precursors, is under investigation in another part of our program. While
it is only partly understood, it enabled observations that triplets in (pF) chains completely span
pF chains with lengths to >100 repeat units. Although the method could say only that this
transport occurred in <1 µs, earlier results found transport in <40 ns, and current results suggest
it may be much faster. New methods will perform measurements with high time resolution, and
will seek to couple understanding of exciton transport with charge transport. The current results
on triplets showed that defects were rare in the pF chains and measured of the completeness of
end capping by acceptor groups.
Closely related experiments on electrons and holes
in conjugated chains measure their transport by similar end
trapping methods and by transient microwave conductivity
(TRMC), which can operate without end traps. Future
experiments will evaluate effects of dihedral angles and
medium polarity and will seek to measure transport in
single-walled carbon nanotubes using TRMC.
Radiation chemistry methods also observe the
inverted region for bimolecular electron transfer reactions,
where the free energy change can be continuously adjusted
over an ~300 meV range. The rate vs. ∆G◦ relation is free
from the effects of the diffusion-controlled limit due to the Rate constants for electron attachment
to benzoquinones in nonpolar liquids.
very high mobilities of the electrons in these fluids.
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Photocatalytic Water Oxidation at the Semiconductor-Aqueous Interface:
GaN, ZnO and the GaN/ZnO Alloy
James T. Muckerman
Chemistry Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000
Domen’s group has reported that the band gap of GaN can be reduced to absorb visible instead
of UV light by alloying GaN with ZnO. The band‐gap‐narrowed GaN/ZnO alloy is an efficient
visible‐light photocatalyst, although microscopic models for reaction sites and mechanisms
remain as important open questions.
We recently constructed an accurate cluster expansion model to reproduce the energetics of a
large number of relaxed configurations of the GaN/ZnO alloys, and used it in Monte Carlo
calculations of equilibrated configurations of a large supercell of the alloy as a function of ZnO
concentration and temperature [1]. This allowed the construction of a phase diagram of the twocomponent system that revealed a homogeneous high-temperature phase (characteristic of
synthesis conditions) that has only very short-range order and a low-temperature 1:1 phase with
ordered layers of the four elements. The structural information from the disordered hightemperature phase of the 1:1 GaN/ZnO alloy was used to explore the interfacial acid/base
behavior of water at the GaN/ZnO-aqueous solution interface through DFT-MD simulations and
to compare it to that at the pure GaN and ZnO (101� 0) interfaces [2]. At the equilibrated
interfaces, most of the surface anions are protonated, while many surface cations are bonded to
hydroxide ions, similar to that of the GaN(101� 0)–water interface.

Most recently, we have employed these simulations to investigate the
water oxidation mechanism using a large molecular cluster model. In
addition to coupled electron-transfer (ET) and proton-transfer (PT)
reactions, the cluster model also allowed us to investigate the sequential
steps with the PT step following the ET step. We found that photogenerated holes localize on surface –NH sites and PT from –NH sites is
thermodynamically favorable [3,4]. However, proton transfer from –
OH sites and subsequent localization of holes on oxygen atoms occurs at a faster rate because of
hydrogen bonding interactions at the GaN(101� 0)–water
OH H
OH
a
a
G
G
interface [4], confirming that the catalytic reaction proceeds
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Small-Polaron Hopping in W:BiVO4 and Ni-Doped FeOOH OER Electrocatalyst
Alexander J. E. Rettie, William C. Chemelewski, Allen J. Bard, and C. Buddie Mullins
Departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712
DC electrical conductivity, Seebeck and Hall coefficients were measured between 300-450 K on
single crystals of monoclinic bismuth vanadate that are doped n-type with 0.3% tungsten donors
(W:BiVO4). Strongly activated small-polaron hopping is implied by the activation energies of
the Arrhenius conductivities (about 300 meV) greatly
exceeding the energies characterizing the fall of the
Seebeck coefficients’ magnitudes with increasing
temperature (about 50 meV). Small-polaron hopping
is further evidenced by the measured Hall mobility in
the ab-plane (10-1 cm2 V-1 s-1 at 300 K) being larger
and much less strongly activated than the deduced
drift mobility (about 5×10-5 cm2 V-1 s-1 at 300 K). The
conductivity and n-type Seebeck coefficient is found
to be anisotropic with the conductivity larger and the
Seebeck coefficient’s magnitude smaller and less
Hall and deduced-drift mobilities in the abplane are plotted versus reciprocal
temperature dependent for motion within the ab-plane
temperature.
than that in the c-direction. These anisotropies are
addressed by considering highly anisotropic next-nearest-neighbor (≈ 5 Å) transfers in addition
to the somewhat shorter (≈ 4 Å), nearly isotropic nearest-neighbor transfers.
We also report on the electrodeposition of Ni-doped
FeOOH (Ni:FeOOH) as an OER electrocatalyst. The
deposition method is applicable to a wide range of
photoanodes and catalytic films as thin as a few
nanometers can be easily grown. The Ni:FeOOH films
with 5-20% Ni content reach 10 mA/cm2 in 0.1 M
NaOH at an overpotential ranging from 420-460 mV
initially, and improve with anodization at 10 mA/cm2
to below 400 mV. Deposition on triple junction solar
cells results in a full PEC system with higher
performance and a more cathodic peak power potential
compared to undoped FeOOH electrocatalysts. We
successfully grew Ni-doped FeOOH via anodic
electrodeposition. The Ni doping is achieved despite Schematic of Ni doped FeOOH oxygen
evolution electrocatalyst.
no active oxidation of Ni ions in the deposition bath,
which leads to low incorporation efficiency. Despite this, the activity is quite high, on par with
other Fe/Ni oxide materials recently investigated elsewhere. The films are stable under high
current OER conditions, and show high activity for very thin layers (on the order of 10 nm),
which should allow low parasitic light absorption compared to other OER catalysts for PEC
water oxidation applications.
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Extension of Hopfield’s Electron Transfer Model to Accommodate Site-Site Correlation
Marshall D. Newton
Department of Chemistry, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973
By elegant analogy with the Förster Excitation Energy Transfer (EET) rate constant expression,
Hopfield (JH) derived the following rate constant for nonadiabatic electron transfer of the charge
separation (CS) type, DA → D+A :
+∞

kET = (2π/η) (HDA) 2

∫P

D

(D) PA(−D) d D ,

−∞

where PD(Δd) and PA(Δa) are taken as independent Gaussian thermal probability densities of,
respectively, the vertical gaps for electron detachment (d) from site D and electron attachment
(a) at site A, subject only to the constraint of resonance, Δ ≡ Δd = -Δa, and where the integral is
the classical Franck-Condon weighted density of states (FCWD). This approach (an alternative
route to the Marcus model) has been useful for studies of long distance ET (eg., in proteins), but
for shorter D/A separations it cannot accommodate site-site correlations due to D/A coulomb
terms arising in the reorganization energy for polar media and the driving force for CS (and
charge recombination (CR)). We have extended the model to include the site-site terms,
considering for illustration of our approach, the same 2-site/2-mode/3-state framework used by
JH, yielding generalized expressions for the resonant gap at the CS transition state (TS), ΔTS,
which provide values for the mean absolute redox potential (ΔTS/q, with q the electron charge
magnitude) of the system at the TS. The same approach is also applied to a related process,
bridge (B)-mediated CS, DBA → D+BA-, where the corresponding resonant TS gap now
controls the electron (e) or hole (h) superexchange (se) coupling element.
If the virtual (vertical) processes at each site were independent (uncorrelated), then the same
result for the FCWD would be obtained for either order of d and a: ie., DA → D+A + e → D+A(da) or DA + e → DA- → D+A- +e (ad), where the virtual electron (e) is placed at infinity. With
coulombic ‘correlation’ terms, the resonant TS gaps for the da and ad sequences (respectively,
ΔTS(da) and ΔTS(ad)) are distinct:
ΔTS(da) = {IPD (λA + λDA) + (EAA- CDA) (λD+λDA)}/(λD + λA + 2λDA) – λDA,
while ΔTS(ad) = ΔTS(da) +2 λDA - CDA. For the case where the 2 modes are inertial solvent
polarization modes, λD, λA, and the off-diagonal (correlating) term 2 λDA (as defined here) may
be taken, for example, as the 3 terms in the Marcus 2-sphere model for solvent reorganization
energy, while λD and λA may also have solute molecular contributions. The adiabatic IPD and
EAA terms (respectively, ionization potential of D and electron affinity of A) include solvation
contributions, and the coulomb term CDA (defined as negative for CS) includes solvent screening.
In either case (da or ad), neglect of the λDA and CDA terms leads to the result for the original JH
model (discussed in work with D. Beratan). The present model yields the full Marcus FCWD,
including the λDA and CDA terms. For the case of B-mediated CS, the ΔTS is now referenced to
the unoccupied (e) or occupied (h) B level. The model also yields expressions for the ‘direction
cosines’ of the different pairs of reaction coordinates (taken as) vertical gaps.
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Pendant Proton Relays and Proton-Coupled Electron Transfer in Electrocatalytic
Hydrogen Generation by Ni Hangman Porphyrins
D. Kwabena Bediakoa, Brian H. Solisb, Dilek Dogutana, Sharon Hammes-Schifferb, and
Daniel G. Noceraa
a

Harvard University Chemistry and Chemical Biology
12 Oxford Street, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138-2902
b
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Department of Chemistry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801
The efficient conversion of solar energy into fuels requires the catalytic promotion of complex
multi-electron multi-proton transformations. Understanding the mechanism for coupling proton
transfer to electron transfer is therefore central to the discovery of new catalysts that give access
to a solar-to-fuels conversion schemes. To this end, we have set out to synthesize and interrogate
a class of porphyrin-based compounds possessing a proton relay (Hangman group).
We report a new nickel hangman porphyrin (1-Ni, Figure 1, left) that catalyzes the generation of
H2 from weak acids in acetonitrile. The improved activity of this catalyst relative to its
previously reported cobalt analogue is manifest in cyclic voltammetry (CV) as a “total catalysis”
wave—a wave that is well separated from the reduction wave of the catalyst in the absence of
substrate (Figure 1-right). CV data and simulations together with computational studies using
density functional theory (DFT) suggest the shift in electrokinetic zone between these Co and Ni
porphyrins is attributed to a change in proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) mechanism. We
conclude that protonation likely occurs at the Ni(I) state followed by reduction, in a stepwise
proton transfer followed by electron transfer, PTET, pathway. CV modeling and DFT
calculations implicate the subsequent reduction of this nickel(II) hydride intermediate to yield a
formal nickel(I) hydride from which thermal hydrogen production proceeds.

Figure1. Left. Crystal structure of 1-Ni. Experimental (thick green curves) and simulated (thin red curves) cyclic
voltammograms of a 0.4 mM solution of 1-Ni at a scan rate of 30 mV/s. The CV was simulated according to a
mechanistic framework consisting of an ETPT pathway.
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Z-Scheme Dye Cells for Solar Fuels
Buried Junctions vs. Chromophore-Catalyst Assemblies
Arthur J. Nozik
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO 80401
University of No. Carolina Energy Frontier Research Center for Solar Fuels 27599
In general, the redox reactions that yield fuels require greater photopotentials than can be created
by absorption of a single photon. As a result, cell architectures for solar fuels are under study that
utilizes a two-photon configuration (Z-scheme), in which one pair of photogenerated charge
carriers from each of the two photosystems recombine to up-convert their energy into additional
photopotential (Fig. 1). In one scheme (at UNC EFRC) based on molecular chromophores and
molecular catalysts combined in a dyad structure (Fig.1(b), the photopotential for
photoelectrosynthesis to fuel is determined by the difference between the oxidative and reductive
potentials of molecular catalysts rather than the difference between the Fermi levels within the
semiconductors. In a second alternative configuration the photopotential needed for
photoelectrosynthesis is generated in a buried-junction Z-scheme configuration, as depicted in
Fig. 1(a). In this cell, the photon-absorbing and voltage-generating region is encapsulated (within
the dashed dark red lines in Fig 1(a)) using TCO and 3 other insulating layers and isolated from
the solution redox chemistry. The important fundamental differences and advantages vs
disadvantages of these two architectures are presented and discussed.

(b)

(a)

Figure 1. Dye sensitized Z-scheme solar cells for H2O splitting. (a) Buried junction architecture.
(b) Unburied junction chromophore-catalyst assembly (from University of North Carolina EFRC).
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The Effect of Solvent Coordination on the Mechanism of Formation of a Metal (Co, Ru)
Hydride Bond
Dmitry E. Polyansky, Etsuko Fujita, and James T. Muckerman
Chemistry Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000
Metal hydride species (M−H) of coordination compounds are crucial intermediates in catalytic
CO2 reduction or H2 production. However, their regeneration from solvent-coordinated species
using electrons and protons in water remains challenging owing to the fairly negative reduction
potentials of the starting complexes. This also creates a mechanistic challenge in studying the
properties and reactivity of M−H species under catalytic conditions because of their transient
nature. In our studies, we focus on a mechanistic understanding of the formation of M−H species
in water using a combination of theoretical and experimental methods, such as transient pulse
radiolysis, laser flash photolysis and electrochemical studies.
In one example, we describe the formation of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)H]+ in water. Our results indicate
that the formation of the ruthenium hydride requires two-electron reduction of
[Ru(tpy)(bpy)(H2O)]2+ in a pH independent process. The loss of the aqua ligand takes place only
after the second reduction, resulting in neither electron transfer step being coupled to the
protonation reaction. The modest weakening of the Ru–OH2 binding upon the first reduction is
explained by poor electronic communication between the π* orbitals of the reduced tpy ligand
and the molecular orbitals involved in the formation of the Ru–O bond.
In another example we present our studies of intermediates produced during catalytic proton
reduction in aqueous solution promoted by the [(DPA-Bpy)Co(OH2)]n+ complex ([Co(OH2)]n+).
Our results show that while the water ligand is strongly coordinated to the metal center in the
oxidation state 3+, one-electron reduction of the complex to form a CoII species results in
weakening the Co–O bond. The further reduction to a CoI species leads to the loss of the aqua
ligand and the formation of [CoI–
+
+
2+
VS)]+ (VS = vacant site). Both
+
N
H
H
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We propose that this RDS may
originate from the slow removal of a solvent ligand in the intermediate [CoI(κ4-L)(OH2)]+ in
addition to the significant structural reorganization of the metal complex and surrounding solvent
resulting in a high free energy of activation.
Acknowledgements: We thank our coworkers A. Lewandowska-Andralojc, W. Ward and J. Concepcion for their
assistance. We also thank our collaborator X. Zhao (University of Memphis).
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Excited State Dynamics in Complex Systems for Solar Energy Harvesting: Time-Domain
Ab Initio Studies
Oleg Prezhdo
Department of Chemistry
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089
Photo-induced processes at various interfaces
form foundation of photovoltaic and photocatalytic
applications.
They
require
understanding of dynamical response of novel
materials on atomic and nanometer scales. Our
non-adiabatic molecular dynamics techniques,
implemented within time-dependent density
functional theory, allow us to model such nonequilibrium response in real time. We focus on
photo-initiated charge and energy transfer at
interfaces involving organic and inorganic
nanoscale materials. Examples include TiO2
sensitized with organic molecules, water,
semiconductor quantum dots and graphene,

Figure 1. An interface between pentacene and C60
layers. The photoinduced dynamics at the interface
is much more complex than in isolated singlet
fission material (pentacene), since it involves a
variety of interfacial charge transfer states, in
addition to the pentacene states.

GaN/water interface, carbon nanotube bundles,
interfaces of C60 with pentacene and inorganic
particles, etc. Photoinduced charge separation
across such interfaces creates many challenges
due to stark differences between molecular and
periodic, and organic and inorganic systems.
Our simulations provide a unifying description
of quantum dynamics on nanoscale, characterize
the rates and branching ratios of competing
processes, resolve debated issues, and generate
theoretical guidelines for development of novel
systems for solar energy harvesting.
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Figure 2. Auger-assisted electron transfer (ET)
strongly influences ET rate and eliminates the
Marcus inverted regime. Significant electron-hole
coupling and high density of states available in
nanomaterials allows hole excitation during
electron transfer. Our time-domain atomistic study
will provide a detailed description of Augerassissted ET. It shows that the hole supporting the
Auger mechanism is excited only transiently and
restorers its initial energy within several
picosecond by transferring energy to phonons.
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Interfacial Processes between Gas-Phase Molecules and Ga-based Surfaces Probed by
Near-Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Sylwia Ptasinska, and Xueqiang Zhang
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Current research in material sciences is focused on enhancing the efficiency of
photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells using various semiconductor photoanodes for water splitting.
Such photoanodes should have good stability in aqueous media, as well as suitable band-edge
and band-gap energies to match both the potential for water oxidation-reduction reactions and
the solar spectrum, respectively. Ga-based semiconductors fulfill these criteria, but their solar-tohydrogen efficiency has still not reached the performance expectations for a PEC cell. Therefore,
knowledge of interfacial reactions on the surface of Ga-based material at various conditions is
essential to improve our understanding of water-splitting mechanisms and of the stability of PEC
devices.
In this study, we focused on fundamental understanding the surface interaction between Gabased materials, i.e., GaAs and GaP, and common gaseous molecules, mainly H2O and O2 [1,2].
In work presented here, in situ near-ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used
to track the evolution of surface chemistry at elevated pressures and elevated temperatures. The
obtained spectra revealed the nature of the molecular interactions and allowed the detection of
changes in the electronic structure of surface Ga, As/P, and O atoms under the reaction
conditions. Dynamic changes in chemical evolution at the gas phase/semiconductor interfaces
were reflected in Ga 2p3/2, O 1s, and As/P 2p spectra. A “phase diagram” of GaP oxidation under
various O2 (Fig. 1) and H2O pressures and temperatures allowed us visualize transition states and
gain more insight into the chemical pathways leading to the final products of surface oxidation
and hydroxylation. Further, an estimation of work function changes of the oxidized surface and
activation energies for oxide formation were obtained under near-ambient conditions.

Fig. 1. Transition between four states: GaP, Ga2O, Ga2O3, and GaPO4 as the temperature and
pressure are changed.
References
1. X. Zhang, S. Ptasińska, J. Phys. Chem. C 119, 262 (2015)
2. X. Zhang, S. Ptasinska, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 17, 3909 (2015)
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Ru Complexes under Catalytic Condition of Water Oxidation
Yulia Pushkar, Guibo Zhu, Lifen Yan, and Yuliana Smirnova
Department of Physics
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
Achieving new energy solutions based on concept of artificial photosynthesis requires
understanding the mechanisms of water oxidation. X-ray spectroscopic analysis allows to follow
water oxidation catalysis in situ under working conditions. We studied the simplest and one of
the most analyzed model water oxidation catalyst: [Ru(tpy)(bpy)H2O]2+ and its modification
[Ru(tpy)(bpy)I]+ for which improved catalytic performance was reported.1-3
Improved catalytic activity of iodide complex was
attributed to the formation of 7-coordinated Ru species.3
We tested this hypothesis by EPR and X-ray spectroscopy
(XAS) and found that [RuII(bpy)(tpy)I]+ only serves as a
precursor for formation of [RuIV(bpy)(tpy)=O]2+. Upon
oxidation with excess of CeIV the Ru-I bond quickly
dissociates with formation of [RuIII(bpy)(tpy)H2O]3+ and
[RuIV(bpy)(tpy)=O]2+ complexes, Figure 1. The catalytic
steady state of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)I]+ was composed of 95%
[RuIV(bpy)(tpy)=O]2+ species. Thus, [Ru(tpy)(bpy)I]+
catalyst is not capable of forming 7-coordinated
complexes. Introducing the Ru-I bond into initial
catalysts cannot serve to improve catalyst design as it Figure 1. Ru K-edge EXAFS shows how very
dissociates within 30 sec under catalytic conditions of strong Ru-I absorber-backscatter interaction is
quickly lost after addition of 20 equivalent of
water oxidation.
CeIV to initiate water oxidation catalysis. 30 sec
IV
form
predominantly
To avoid restrictions of the Ce as an oxidant we is IV sufficient to
[Ru (bpy)(tpy)=O]2+ catalytic steady state.
developed in situ XAS for electrochemical water
oxidation. X-ray damage analysis at Ru K-edge shown that inside electrochemical cell solutions
of Ru complexes can be exposed for extended periods of time (up to 24 hours) to 22-23 keV Xray beam without causing changes to Ru oxidation state or ligand environment. This stability is
due to low absorption of Ru K-edge X-rays by water and sufficient sample volume (5-10 ml) of
the cell. Applying 1.8 V (relative to NHE) potential to initiate water oxidation we quickly
achieved sample oxidation and catalytic current. In spite of the claims that RuV=O species should
be dominant at such high oxidizing potential, measured Ru oxidation state does not increase
above RuIV while ligand environment of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)H2O]2+ catalyst undergoes significant
modification. After this period of initial quick oxidation and EXAFS spectral changes
spectroscopic signatures of solution remain unchanged for up to 24 hours of electrolysis. No new
Ru-O-Ru bridge signatures were observed in EXAFS. Sample remains catalytically active. Clear
solutions show no signs of sample degradation.
References
1. Y. Pushkar, D. Moonshiram, V. Purohit, L. Yan, I. Alperovich, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 136 (2014) 11938–11945.
2. J.J. Concepcion, M.K. Tsai, J.T. Muckerman, T.J. Meyer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 132 (2010) 1545-1557.
3. N. Kaveevivitchai, R.F. Zong, H.W. Tseng, R. Chitta, R.P. Thummel, Inorg. Chem., 51 (2012) 2930-2939.
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Facet-Dependent Photoelectrochemical Performance of TiO2 Nanostructures: An
Experimental and Computational Study
Charles A. Schmuttenmaer, Christopher Koenigsmann, Chuanhao Li,a Wendu Ding, Benjamin
Rudshteyn, Ke R. Yang, Kevin P. Regan, Steven J. Konezny, Gary W. Brudvig, Victor S.
Batista, and Jaehong Kima
a

Department of Chemistry
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520-8107

The behavior of crystalline nanoparticles depends strongly on which facets are exposed. Some
facets are more active than others, but it is difficult to selectively isolate particular facets. This
study provides fundamental insights into photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical performance
of three types of TiO2 nanoparticles with predominantly exposed {101}, {010}, or {001} facets,
where 86% to 99% of the surface area is the desired facet. Photodegradation of methyl orange
reveals that {001}-TiO2 has 1.79 and 3.22 times higher photocatalytic activity than {010} and
{101}-TiO2, respectively. This suggests that the photochemical performance is highly correlated
with the surface energy and density of under-coordinated Ti4+ sites. In contrast, the
photoelectrochemical performance of the faceted TiO2 nanoparticles sensitized with the
commercially available MK-2 dye was highest with {010}-TiO2 which yielded an overall cell
efficiency of 6.1%, compared to 3.2% for {101}-TiO2 and 2.6% for {001}-TiO2 prepared under
analogous conditions.
Measurement of desorption kinetics and accompanying computational modeling suggest a
stronger covalent interaction of the dye with the {010} and {101} facets compared with the
{001} facet. Time-resolved THz spectroscopy and transient absorption spectroscopy measure
faster electron injection and recombination dynamics when MK-2 is bound to {010} compared to
other facets, consistent with extensive computational simulations which indicate that the {010}
facet provides the most efficient and direct pathway for interfacial electron transfer. Our
experimental and computational results establish for the first time that photoelectrochemical
performance is dependent upon the binding energy of the dye as well as the crystalline structure
of the facet, as opposed to surface energy alone.

Nanoctahedra

Nanobelts

Nanoplates

Figure 1. Examples of different facets studied. The nanoctahedera have primarily {111} facets
exposed, the nanobelts are primarily {001}, and the nanoplates are primarily {100}.
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Earth Abundant Metal-based Catalysts for Artificial Photosynthesis
Lianpeng Tong, Lars Kohler, Ruifa Zong, Rongwei Zhou, Lanka Wickramasinghe, Andrew
Kopecky, and Randolph P. Thummel
Department of Chemistry, 112 Fleming Building, University of Houston,
Houston, TX 77204-5003
Homogeneous metal-based catalysts for photochemical water decomposition often involve
surrounding ligand systems that can be modified to improve catalytic activity. We are slowly
beginning to understand the steric and electronic features that are desirable in such ligands.
There is also an effort to use more earth abundant metals for these catalytic processes. Until
recently we have almost exclusively examined more precious Ru(II)-based systems.
In binding to a metal, polypyridines form 5-membered chelate rings and present fairly
spacious coordination environments that are more favorable to the larger second and third row
transition elements. We have prepared 2-(pyrid-2'-yl)-8-(1'', 10''-phenanthrol-2''-yl)quinoline (4,
ppq) starting either from 2-amino-3-bromobenzaldehyde (1) or 2-bromoaniline (3). The
additional sp2 center embodied by the C8 of quinoline allows for the formation of tetradentate (56-5) chelation geometry that will accommodate the smaller first row transition metals.
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The ppq ligand reacts with CoCl2 to form a complex with the ppq occupying the equatorial
plane. The axial Co-Cl bonds are quite long and thus readily replaced by water. Upon
irradiation with blue light, using [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 as a photosensitizer and ascorbic acid as a
sacrificial electron donor, the complex generates H2 with a TOF = 1400 h-1 at pH = 4.5. When
ppq is treated with FeCl3, it forms a complex in which the X-ray structure indicates that two
Fe(ppq) subunits are linked as an oxo-bridged dimer. When exposed to Ce(IV) in aqueous
solution this system generates oxygen with a TOF = 4320 h-1. In either case no evidence was
found for nanoparticle formation. Variations on ppq, such as 5-9, will be discussed with regard to
synthesis, structure, and catalytic activity.
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High Valence Homogeneous and Amorphous Metal Oxide Clusters as Biomimetic WaterOxidation Catalysts: Exploring Ligand Dependencies on Domain Structure and Function
Using In-Situ X-Ray Structure Characterization
Gihan Kwon1, Diego Fazi1, Jonathan D. Emery2, Alex B. F. Martinson2,
Lin X. Chen, Karen L. Mulfort1, and David M. Tiede1
1

Chemical Sciences and Engineering and 2Material Sciences Divisions,
Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL 60439

The assembly of homogeneous and amorphous metal oxide catalytic clusters by photo- and
electro-oxidative chemistry is of wide-spread interest for applications in solar energy conversion
and the development of artificial leaf assemblies. High valence transition metal-oxo chemistries
also underlie mechanisms for the water-splitting catalyst assembly, repair, and function in
photosynthesis. As an approach for resolving structures, coordinating ligand dependencies, and
mechanisms for metal oxide cluster assembly and catalytic chemistries, we have been developing
techniques for resolving both homogeneous and amorphous oxide catalyst structures using
synchrotron high energy (60 keV) X-ray scattering and atomic pair distribution function (PDF)
analyses. PDF measurements offer the opportunity to resolve pair correlations across the
complete length scale of catalytic domains with 0.2 Å spatial resolution, and with a precision that
allows discrimination between coordinate models. We have developed high surface area porous
electrodes that allow in-situ X-ray PDF measurements for characterization of both molecular
catalysts and catalytic films. This presentation will compare domain structures resolved for
amorphous cobalt oxide films formed electrolytically in the presence of different oxyanions. The
results show that phosphate is unique in restricting domain size to a small 13-cobalt atom, single
layer domain where defects and edge distortions can be resolved. However, the highest catalytic
currents are found associated with films having larger, layered domains, and higher conductivity.
Further, we have used this
work to demonstrate the
sensitivity PDF measurements
to about 1014 metal-oxo
clusters in the X-ray beam
volume. This work establishes
a foundation for extending the
X-ray PDF method for the
analysis of atomic structure
changes
in
molecular
catalysts driven by excitedstate,
sequential
single
electron photo-chemistry.
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Concerted Experimental and Theoretical Efforts towards the Design of New
Cobalt-based Catalysts for Proton/Water Reduction
Debashis Basu, Shivnath Mazumder, Habib Baydoun,
H. Bernhard Schlegel,* and Claudio N. Verani*
Department of Chemistry
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI, 48202
The Verani and Schlegel groups have been partners in the development of groundbreaking work
toward the design of new architectures based on Earth-abundant transition metals and capable of
water splitting. The work prioritizes the design of cobalt species with new ligands, the
understanding of their electronic and electrochemical behavior and their testing toward proton
and water reduction. In this poster we will focus on current efforts as follows: (i) the examination
of the energetics of axial ligand dissociation in cobalt oximes, where the order of redox vs.
chemical events leading to the catalytic Co(I) species is reconsidered; (ii) the development of a
new cobalt catalyst with a pentadentate oxime ligand and the investigation of its behavior in
organic media with mild acids and in water, where it yields turnover numbers of 6,500;1 (iii) the
investigation of new ligand designs inspired by our recently published2 pendant-arm [N2N’3]
amido polypyridyl ligand, where we observe turnover numbers of up to 7,000.
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For each of these cases we will discuss the syntheses, characterizations, redox and electronic
behavior, and catalytic properties as determined by experimental and theoretical approaches.
1. D. Basu, S. Mazumder, X. Shi, H. Baydoun, J. Niklas, O. Poluektov, H. B. Schlegel,* C. N. Verani*
“Ligand Transformations and Efficient Proton/Water Reduction with Cobalt Catalysts Based on
Pentadentate Pyridine-Rich Environments” Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, 54, 2105 –2110
2. D. Basu, S. Mazumder, X. Shi, R. J. Staples, H. B. Schlegel,* C. N. Verani* “Distinct Proton and
Water Reduction Behavior with a Cobalt(III) Electrocatalyst Based on Pentadentate Oximes” Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, accepted DOI: 10.1002/anie.201501410R2
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Water Oxidation with Langmuir-Blodgett Films of Cobalt [N2O3] Amphiphiles
Sunalee Gonawala, Habib Baydoun, and Claudio N. Verani*
Department of Chemistry
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI, 48202
The Verani group published recently the use of cobalt-containing phenolate-rich systems
for proton reduction.1,2 Structurally related [Co(salen)] complexes are able to catalyze lightdriven water oxidation in solution,2,3 and these results led us to hypothesize that conductive
substrates can be functionalized using LB methods to drive heterogeneous water oxidation. In
order to test this hypothesis, we synthesized the phenolate-rich amphiphilic cobalt complex
[LCoIIIMeOH], then deposited three layers of this amphiphile on an electrically conductive
fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) electrode via Langmuir-Blodgett isothermal compression. Cyclic
voltammetry reveals the appearance of a catalytic peak at a potential of ~ 0.80 VAg/AgCl, which
corresponds to an overpotential of 0.47 V in a 50 mmol.L-1 K-triflate aqueous solution at pH 12.
(a) The amphiphile:

(b) Isothermal compression:

(c) Water oxidation:
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In order to validate that this peak is indeed due to film-catalyzed water oxidation, bulk
electrolysis was performed at an applied potential of +1.2 V for 1 hour. Using atmospheric
nitrogen as an internal standard, an increase in the amount of oxygen present in the headspace
was observed. Based on the assumption that each molecule on the surface occupies an area of 97
Å2 (derived from direct reading of the π vs. A isothermal plot), it can be estimated that the
electrode has a surface coverage of 1.03 x 1014 molecules/(layer.cm2). As such, we preliminarily
estimate a TON of 11,000 with Faradaic efficiency of 98%. This catalytic activity cannot be
observed by FTO substrates nor by simple drop-cast films with the same amphiphile, as these
yield no or only marginal results. The stability of the deposited film towards mechanical stress
was assessed by placing the modified electrode in an aqueous potassium triflate solution under
stirring for 3 h. The CVs were measured at regular time intervals and remained constant, leading
to the conclusion that the LB film is mechanically robust. In order to verify whether oxidation is
metal- or ligand-centered, a gallium-containing analogue, [LGaIIIMeOH], was deposited onto
FTO and a voltammogram was measured. The results reveal the absence of any catalytic current,
thus confirming the metal involvement in catalysis.
1.
2.
3.

Allard, Heeg, Schlegel, Verani Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2012, 4622
Basu, Allard, Xavier, Heeg, Schlegel, Verani Dalton Trans. 2015, 44, 3454
Pizzolato, Natali, Posocco, Montellano, Bazzan, Valentin, Galloni, Conte, Bonchio, Scandola,
Sartorel, Chem. Commun. 2013, 49, 9941
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Water Reduction with Cobalt, Nickel, and Copper Complexes Based on an [N2N'3] Ligand
Debashis Basu, Pavithra Kankanamalage, Danushka Ekanayake, Shivnath Mazumder,
H. Bernhard Schlegel,*and Claudio N. Verani*
Department of Chemistry
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI, 48202
The Verani and Schlegel groups have been evaluating the catalytic properties of cobalt
complexes based on pentadentate [N2N3] pyridine rich ligands. We recently published1 on two
catalysts, the Co(III) amide species [CoIIL1Cl] (1) and the
N-methyl protected
complex[CoIIL2Cl] (2). Electrocatalytic experiments at -1.7 VAg/AgCl reveal H2 generation with
TONs of 15.44 and 14.35, respectively after 3 h and in presence of mild acetic acid in MeCN.
Remarkably, 1 and 2 are excellent water reduction catalysts with TONs of 7,000 and 6,000,
respectively after 18 h and Faradaic efficiencies of 95%. The present TONs insert these two
species among a select group of top catalysts for water reduction. The catalytic mechanisms
obtained by DFT calculations involve the formation of a CoIII–H species that undergoes further
reduction followed by protonation of the hydride on the cobalt center. Recent photocatalytic
activity was also observed.
(a) Cobalt catalysts:
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(c) Nickel and copper catalysts:

(b) Mechanism for Co(II):
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These results led us to consider the viability of using nickel and copper species. Kankanamalage
& Ekanayake have synthesized the complexes [NiIIL2MeCN] (3) and [CuIIL2] (4) with the
methylated ligand used for the cobalt catalyst 2. Species 3 shows redox processes at 1.08 and 1.71 VFc+/Fc tentatively associated with the NiIII/II and NiII/I couples, whereas 4 displays a CuII/I
couple at -0.48 VFc+/Fc. Both species revealed moderate to good catalytic activity in preliminary 2
h BE runs at pH 7 in phosphate buffer; the nickel-containing 3 presents an onset overpotential of
0.85 V, yielding a TOF of ca. 430 h-1 and a modest Faradic efficiency of ca. 70%, while the
copper-containing 4 shows a similar catalytic behavior with an onset overpotential of 0.80 V
yielding a TOF ~ 285 after 2 hours and Faradaic efficiency of 90 % at -1.7 VAg/AgCl. This poster
discusses the electro and photocatalytic behavior of 2, 3, and 4.
1. D. Basu, S. Mazumder, X. Shi, H. Baydoun, J. Niklas, O. Poluektov, H. B. Schlegel, C. N. Verani
“Ligand Transformations and Efficient Proton/Water Reduction with Cobalt Catalysts Based on
Pentadentate Pyridine-Rich Environments” Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, 54, 2105 –2110
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Design of Efficient Molecular Electrocatalysts for Water and Carbon Dioxide Reduction
Using Predictive Models of Thermodynamic Properties
Charlene Tsay, Brooke Livesay, Juliet Khosrowabadi Kotyk, Zachary Thammavongsy, and
Jenny Y. Yang
Department of Chemistry
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92697-2025
Transition metal hydrides are essential intermediates in many reductive fuel forming
reactions. Designing energetically efficient (low overpotential) electrocatalysts for these
reactions requires an understanding of the overall free energy of hydride transfer, ∆GH- (eq 1)
relative to the substrate, H+ to make H2, or CO2 to
n
n+1 +
H ∆GH
[LM]
(eq 1) [LMH]
make HCO2-. To this end, we are measuring the
hydride donor ability of different transition metal complexes in solvents of varying polarity. This
will lead to a better understanding of how to tune the catalyst to the optimal hydricity value for
the desired substrate and solvent conditions. Of particular interest to our program thus far is the
development of catalysts that can operate under aqueous conditions at very high or low pH, since
most membrane (ion transport) materials used in electrolytic
cells operate at limited pH values.
We have currently measured the hydride donor ability
of a nickel bis(diphosphine) complex in H2O, CH3CN, and
DMSO. The values are shown in Table 1, and represent the
first time to our knowledge the hydricity of a single
Figure 1. Single crystal X-ray
compound has been measured in three different solvents. The
structure of Ni(II) bis(diphophine)
aqueous
hydrogen
production
single crystal X-ray structure of the Ni(II) species is shown in
catalyst discussed herein. Protons and
Figure 1. This complex is stable under aqueous low pH
the two BF4- anions are not shown.
conditions (0-2), showing no signs of degradation after a
period of days. This complex is a competent electrocatalyst
Solvent ∆GH- (kcal/mol)
for aqueous proton reduction at pH 1, producing hydrogen at
H2O
29.6
CH3CN
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greater than 98% Faradaic efficiency. Furthermore, we have
DMSO
54-63
been able to isolate each intermediate in the catalytic cycle in
Table 1. ∆GH- of the
the non-protic solvent DMSO, including the Ni(0) complex
corresponding Ni-H complex
and Ni-H, and can follow the catalytic cycle via 1H and 31P
in three different solvents.
NMR by sequential addition of H+ to the Ni(0) complex,
confirming the role of the nickel hydride in the catalytic cycle.
We are currently expanding our efforts in measuring the hydride donor ability and
electrocatalytic activity towards proton reduction in other first row metals. Some of our targets
are anticipated to have sufficiently low ∆GH- to reduce CO2 to HCO2-, so electrocatalytic activity
towards this reaction will also be explored. Funding through this grant has also supported the
development of new ligands with pendant proton donor and accepting groups, in an effort to
develop electrocatalysts that control both electronic structure (redox potentials) via the primary
coordination sphere, and proton inventory in the secondary coordination sphere.
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A Molecular Cobalt Catalyst Architected and TiO2 Modified p-GaInP2 Photoelectrode for
Hydrogen Production
Jing Gu, Yong Yan, James Young, Kenneth Steirer, Nathan R. Neale, and John Turner
Chemical and Material Science Center
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Golden, CO, 80215
The use of sunlight to drive the conversion of water into H2 and O2 via a photoelectrochemical
(PEC) reactor provides a strategy for storing solar energy, providing an energy carrier for
transportation and a feedstock for ammonia production. To collect enough sunlight to produce
the amounts of hydrogen necessary will require covering large land areas. Utilizing precious
metal catalysts over such large areas could prove to be difficult, thus alternative catalyst systems
need to be considered. Homogeneous catalysts provide a rich area for both hydrogen and oxygen
catalysts with a variety of redox potentials and catalytic activity. Combining the high
photoconversion efficiency of a semiconductor electrode with the versatility of homogeneous
catalysts could prove to be a winning combination making PEC hydrogen production viable.
Here we demonstrate that by employing a
hybrid molecular/semiconductor interface with
atomic layer deposited (ALD) TiO2 as an
intermediate layer, a robust and corrosion
resistant
GaInP2-TiO2-cobaltoxime-TiO2
photocathode can be operated in alkaline
media (pH = 13).
An earth-abundant first row transition Cobalt
catalyst Co(oxm)(pyCOOH) [oxm = bisglyoxime; pyCOOH = 4-carboxyl pyridine] as
shown in figure 1 was attached onto a TiO2
modified GaInP2 surface through a carboxylic
linkage group. A 35 nm amorphous TiO2 layer
was deposited onto bare GaInP2 as protection Figure 1. Cobaltoxime and TiO2 modified
and linkage layer. To further protect the linkage GaInP2 electrode
stability, an additional 10 cycle (∿0.4 nm) TiO2 ALD layer was deposited on top of the catalyst
layer.
The photoelectrochemical photocurrent density (J) versus potential (V) plots of the cobaltoxime
modified electrode showed that its activity and stability were comparable to the similarly
modified Pt electrodes.
It should also be pointed out that for the application presented here, that of a
photoelectrochemical water splitting system, the stability of the homogeneous catalyst is less
important. This is because the system will be inoperative every night allowing for the possibility
of rejuvenating the catalyst system by some means.
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Transition Metal Polypyridine Complexes: Studies of Mediation in Dye-Sensitized Solar
Cells and Charge Separation
Amy L. Prieto (for C. Michael Elliott)
Chemistry Department
Colorado State University
Our group’s recent research efforts have primarily focused on improving open-circuit
voltage (VOC) values in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). Historically, these values have
largely been limited by the redox potential of the mediator. We take advantage of mediators
based on cobalt tris-bipyridyl complexes, which can be synthetically tuned, in order to positively
shift the mediator’s redox potential and thus increase VOC. Several avenues are being explored
pursuant to this goal.
We have successfully synthesized several novel bipyridine ligands employing electron
withdrawing groups at the 4,4’ positions which, when complexed with cobalt, result in species
with highly positive redox potentials. In characterizing our high-potential complexes, multiple
pieces of evidence reveal a trend of decreasing complex stability with increasing redox potential.
These include the appearance of multiple waves in the cyclic voltammetry, a color change upon
addition of 4-tert-butylpyridine indicating the formation of a new species, direct NMR evidence
of dissociated free ligand in acetonitrile solution, and potential-independent DSSC
recombination currents paralleling the stability trends as determined by NMR. We have taken
advantage of a simple quantitative NMR experiment to determine approximate ligand-binding
equilibrium (stability) constants for each of our complexes in acetonitrile at room temperature.
It has also been shown that cobalt tris-bipyridyl complexes with electron withdrawing
substitutions at the 5,5’ positions can cause the observed potential to shift significantly positive
of the unsubstituted bipyridine complex. For example, the E1/2 for the tris 5,5’-diethyl ester-2,2’bipyridine cobalt complex was found to be 0.76 V vs. SCE whereas the reported potential for the
unsubstituted complex is ca. 0.3 V vs. SCE. However, the assembled complexes are even more
unstable than their 4,4’ analogues. This is particularly true in the presence of 4-tert-butylpyridine
and is probably exasperated by the conformal strain introduced with bulky side groups. Methods
of combatting that instability are currently being explored. Synthetic progress has been made to
link the substituted bipyridines together into a single moiety in order to take advantage of the
chelating effect.
We have also made efforts to increase JSC values in DSSCs mediated by cobalt trisbipyridyl complexes. One of the chief concerns with these complexes is their relatively large size
which typically leads to currents limited by restricted mass transport through the dyed TiO2
framework. In an effort to combat this issue, Ru(bpy)2(SCN)2-type sensitizers have been
developed which incorporate covalently bound electron donors to shuttle the photo-generated
hole away from the dye and farther into the mediator solution. The intent is twofold: first, to
reduce the distance the cobalt complex must travel in order to regenerate the dye; and second, to
encourage mediator reduction away from the TiO2 surface so the oxidized mediator does not
scavenge injected electrons. We borrow from past work in our group on similar donorchromophore-acceptor triad assemblies towards this end.
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Transport along conjugated polymer chains
M. J. Bird, A. R. Cook, L. Zaikowski, G. Mauro, X. Li., G. Rumbles, J. Blackburn, O. G. Reid
and J. R. Miller
Department of Chemistry
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973
Through the use of pulse-radiolysis time resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC), the
effects of chain length, curvature, defects, “push-pull” copolymerization and ion-pairing on
single chain microwave mobility have been studied in solution. Differences have been seen
between electron and hole mobility along push-pull polymers where the electron and hole
wavefunctions are predicted to be different. Microwave conductivity, as compared to optical
absorptions, appears to be a very sensitive tool for detecting the presence of a counter ion near a
polymer polaron.
For PR-TRMC measurements of solid polymer samples, knowledge of the ion-yield for a given
dose of ionizing radiation is necessary to convert conductivity into mobility, however a
technique for doing this had yet to be established. By pressing films into thin discs (~100um
thick) and using IR quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) we have been able to observe the IR
absorptions from charge carriers and, for the first time, establish yields of ions in these solid
samples. Remarkable differences in yields are seen for some polymers attributed to
microstructural differences that can cause excited states to dissociate into free charges in the
absence of an electron acceptor.
Finally, analysis of steady state fluorescence measurements of a series of different length
polyfluorene chains with end traps have shown that, along single chains, singlet excitons can
travel large distances (~34nm). Exploiting such long diffusion lengths could lead to new
possibilities for OPV device architectures.
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Do TFSA Anions Slither? Pressure Exposes the Role of Anion Conformational Exchange in
Self-Diffusion
James F. Wishart,‡ Sophia N. Suarez,† David Cuffari,† Armando Rua,§ Kartik Pillar,§
Jasmine L. Hatcher,‡ Sharon Ramati,‡ and Steven G. Greenbaum§
‡
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, †Physics
Department, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, NY 11210 and §Department of Physics, Hunter
College, New York, NY 10021
The transport properties of ionic liquids (viscosity, conductivity, ionic self-diffusion and solute
diffusion) are very distinct from those of conventional solvents. Since these properties are
important for the application of ILs to the capture, storage and use of energy, they have been a
major focus of the five-institution SISGR team on “Physical Chemistry of Reaction Dynamics in
Ionic Liquids”.
Several experimental and theoretical (MD) studies have taught us a great deal about why IL
transport properties are so unique. Temperature-dependence measurements have provided
information about activation barriers and the glassy, distributed nature of IL dynamics. However,
pressure is a valuable (but less well known) variable that can provide complementary and
sometimes unique mechanistic insight. At BNL, we have been using high-pressure kinetics
measurements to decipher reaction mechanisms for over 23 years. In this study, we use highpressure NMR methods to investigate the transport properties of selected ILs.
Multi-nuclear (1H, 2H, and 19F) magnetic resonance spectroscopy techniques were applied as
functions of temperature and pressure to the study of selectively deuterated 1-alkyl-3methylimidazolium (alkyl = ethyl (EMIM) or butyl (BMIM)) bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide
(TFSA) ionic liquids (ILs). Studies of relaxation times gave information about changes in the
structure of the ILs with temperature and pressure. Most significantly, the pressure dependences
of the ionic self-diffusion coefficients in EMIM TFSA revealed that the displacements of the
cations and anions are uncoupled, with the TFSA !
anions being more affected by increasing pressure as
supported by a larger activation volume (24 ± 4
cm3/mol) compared to that of the EMIM cations (15 ±
1 cm3/mol). This dramatic difference is unique among
the nine imidazolium ILs for which such data is
available. A less pronounced effect is seen in BMIM
TFSA, but for all other cases the activation volumes for
the anion and cation are similar. Increasing pressure
may lower the mobility of the TFSA anion by
hindering its interconversion between trans and cis
conformers, a process that previous MD simulations
suggested would be coupled to diffusion. The effect is Plot of ionic self-diffusion rates versus
visible in EMIM TFSA due to the small cation size. pressure for emim cation (1H) and TFSA anion
19
The high-pressure diffusion data provide clear ( F) measured by high-pressure PGSE NMR.
experimental evidence for the MD prediction.
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